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August 25, 1991

Dear friend,
I am writing to you because she said you listen and understand and didn’t

try to sleep with that person at that party even though you could have.
Please don’t try to figure out who she is because then you might figure out
who I am, and I really don’t want you to do that. I will call people by
different names or generic names because I don’t want you to find me. I
didn’t enclose a return address for the same reason. I mean nothing bad by
this. Honest.

I just need to know that someone out there listens and understands and
doesn’t try to sleep with people even if they could have. I need to know that
these people exist.

I think you of all people would understand that because I think you of all
people are alive and appreciate what that means. At least I hope you do
because other people look to you for strength and friendship and it’s that
simple. At least that’s what I’ve heard.

So, this is my life. And I want you to know that I am both happy and sad
and I’m still trying to figure out how that could be.

I try to think of my family as a reason for me being this way, especially
after my friend Michael stopped going to school one day last spring and we
heard Mr. Vaughn’s voice on the loudspeaker.

“Boys and girls, I regret to inform you that one of our students has passed
on. We will hold a memorial service for Michael Dobson during assembly
this Friday.”

I don’t know how news travels around school and why it is very often
right. Maybe it was in the lunchroom. It’s hard to remember. But Dave with
the awkward glasses told us that Michael killed himself. His mom played
bridge with one of Michael’s neighbors and they heard the gunshot.

I don’t really remember much of what happened after that except that my
older brother came to Mr. Vaughn’s office in my middle school and told me
to stop crying. Then, he put his arm on my shoulder and told me to get it out
of my system before Dad came home. We then went to eat french fries at
McDonald’s and he taught me how to play pinball. He even made a joke
that because of me he got to skip an afternoon of school and asked me if I



wanted to help him work on his Camaro. I guess I was pretty messy because
he never let me work on his Camaro before.

At the guidance counselor sessions, they asked the few of us who
actually liked Michael to say a few words. I think they were afraid that
some of us would try to kill ourselves or something because they looked
very tense and one of them kept touching his beard.

Bridget who is crazy said that sometimes she thought about suicide when
commercials come on during TV. She was sincere and this puzzled the
guidance counselors. Carl who is nice to everyone said that he felt very sad,
but could never kill himself because it is a sin.

This one guidance counselor went through the whole group and finally
came to me.

“What do you think, Charlie?”
What was so strange about this was the fact that I had never met this man

because he was a “specialist” and he knew my name even though I wasn’t
wearing a name tag like they do in open house.

“Well, I think that Michael was a nice guy and I don’t understand why he
did it. As much as I feel sad, I think that not knowing is what really bothers
me.”

I just reread that and it doesn’t sound like how I talk. Especially in that
office because I was crying still. I never did stop crying.

The counselor said that he suspected that Michael had “problems at
home” and didn’t feel like he had anyone to talk to. That’s maybe why he
felt all alone and killed himself.

Then, I started screaming at the guidance counselor that Michael could
have talked to me. And I started crying even harder. He tried to calm me
down by saying that he meant an adult like a teacher or a guidance
counselor. But it didn’t work and eventually my brother came by the middle
school in his Camaro to pick me up.

For the rest of the school year, the teachers treated me different and gave
me better grades even though I didn’t get any smarter. To tell you the truth,
I think I made them all nervous.

Michael’s funeral was strange because his father didn’t cry. And three
months later he left Michael’s mom. At least according to Dave at
lunchtime. I think about it sometimes. I wonder what went on in Michael’s
house around dinner and TV shows. Michael never left a note or at least his
parents didn’t let anyone see it. Maybe it was “problems at home.” I wish I



knew. It might make me miss him more clearly. It might have made sad
sense.

One thing I do know is that it makes me wonder if I have “problems at
home” but it seems to me that a lot of other people have it a lot worse. Like
when my sister’s first boyfriend started going around with another girl and
my sister cried for the whole weekend.

My dad said, “There are other people who have it a lot worse.”
And my mom was quiet. And that was that. A month later, my sister met

another boy and started playing happy records again. And my dad kept
working. And my mom kept sweeping. And my brother kept fixing his
Camaro. That is, until he left for college at the beginning of the summer.
He’s playing football for Penn State but he needed the summer to get his
grades right to play football.

I don’t think that there is a favorite kid in our family. There are three of
us and I am the youngest. My brother is the oldest. He is a very good
football player and likes his car. My sister is very pretty and mean to boys
and she is in the middle. I get straight A’s now like my sister and that is why
they leave me alone.

My mom cries a lot during TV programs. My dad works a lot and is an
honest man. My Aunt Helen used to say that my dad was going to be too
proud to have a midlife crisis. It took me until around now to understand
what she meant by that because he just turned forty and nothing has
changed.

My Aunt Helen was my favorite person in the whole world. She was my
mom’s sister. She got straight A’s when she was a teenager and she used to
give me books to read. My father said that the books were a little too old for
me, but I liked them so he just shrugged and let me read.

My Aunt Helen lived with the family for the last few years of her life
because something very bad happened to her. Nobody would tell me what
happened then even though I always wanted to know. When I was around
seven, I stopped asking about it because I kept asking like kids always do
and my Aunt Helen started crying very hard.

That’s when my dad slapped me, saying, “You’re hurting your aunt
Helen’s feelings!” I didn’t want to do that, so I stopped. Aunt Helen told my
father not to hit me in front of her ever again and my father said this was his
house and he would do what he wanted and my mom was quiet and so were
my brother and sister.



I don’t remember much more than that because I started crying really
hard and after a while my dad had my mom take me to my room. It wasn’t
until much later that my mom had a few glasses of white wine and told me
what happened to her sister. Some people really do have it a lot worse than I
do. They really do.

I should probably go to sleep now. It’s very late. I don’t know why I
wrote a lot of this down for you to read. The reason I wrote this letter is
because I start high school tomorrow and I am really afraid of going.

Love always,
 Charlie         

September 7, 1991

Dear friend,
I do not like high school. The cafeteria is called the “Nutrition Center,”

which is strange. There is this one girl in my advanced english class named
Susan. In middle school, Susan was very fun to be around. She liked
movies, and her brother Frank made her tapes of this great music that she
shared with us. But over the summer she had her braces taken off, and she
got a little taller and prettier and grew breasts. Now, she acts a lot dumber in
the hallways, especially when boys are around. And I think it’s sad because
Susan doesn’t look as happy. To tell you the truth, she doesn’t like to admit
she’s in the advanced english class, and she doesn’t like to say “hi” to me in
the hall anymore.

When Susan was at the guidance counselor meeting about Michael, she
said that Michael once told her that she was the prettiest girl in the whole
world, braces and all. Then, he asked her to “go with him,” which was a big
deal at any school. They call it “going out” in high school. And they kissed
and talked about movies, and she missed him terribly because he was her
best friend.

It’s funny, too, because boys and girls normally weren’t best friends
around my school. But Michael and Susan were. Kind of like my Aunt
Helen and me. I’m sorry. “My Aunt Helen and I.” That’s one thing I learned
this week. That and more consistent punctuation.

I keep quiet most of the time, and only one kid named Sean really
seemed to notice me. He waited for me after gym class and said really



immature things like how he was going to give me a “swirlie,” which is
where someone sticks your head in the toilet and flushes to make your hair
swirl around. He seemed pretty unhappy as well, and I told him so. Then,
he got mad and started hitting me, and I just did the things my brother
taught me to do. My brother is a very good fighter.

“Go for the knees, throat, and eyes.”
And I did. And I really hurt Sean. And then I started crying. And my

sister had to leave her senior honors class and drive me home. I got called
to Mr. Small’s office, but I didn’t get suspended or anything because a kid
told Mr. Small the truth about the fight.

“Sean started it. It was self-defense.”
And it was. I just don’t understand why Sean wanted to hurt me. I didn’t

do anything to him. I am very small. That’s true. But I guess Sean didn’t
know I could fight. The truth is I could have hurt him a lot worse. And
maybe I should have. I thought I might have to if he came after the kid who
told Mr. Small the truth, but Sean never did go after him. So, everything
was forgotten.

Some kids look at me strange in the hallways because I don’t decorate
my locker, and I’m the one who beat up Sean and couldn’t stop crying after
he did it. I guess I’m pretty emotional.

It has been very lonely because my sister is busy being the oldest one in
our family. My brother is busy being a football player at Penn State. After
the training camp, his coach said that he was second string and that when he
starts learning the system, he will be first string.

My dad really hopes he will make it to the pros and play for the Steelers.
My mom is just glad he gets to go to college for free because my sister
doesn’t play football, and there wouldn’t be enough money to send both of
them. That’s why she wants me to keep working hard, so I’ll get an
academic scholarship.

So, that’s what I’m doing until I meet a friend here. I was hoping that the
kid who told the truth could become a friend of mine, but I think he was just
being a good guy by telling.

Love always,
 Charlie         

September 11, 1991



Dear friend,
I don’t have a lot of time because my advanced english teacher assigned

us a book to read, and I like to read books twice. Incidentally, the book is To
Kill a Mockingbird. If you haven’t read it, I think you should because it is
very interesting. The teacher has assigned us a few chapters at a time, but I
do not like to read books like that. I am halfway through the first time.

Anyway, the reason I am writing to you is because I saw my brother on
television. I normally don’t like sports too much, but this was a special
occasion. My mother started crying, and my father put his arm around her
shoulder, and my sister smiled, which is funny because my brother and
sister always fight when he’s around.

But my older brother was on television, and so far, it has been the
highlight of my two weeks in high school. I miss him terribly, which is
strange, because we never really talked much when he was here. We still
don’t talk, to be honest.

I would tell you his position, but like I said, I would like to be
anonymous to you. I hope you understand.

Love always,
 Charlie         

September 16, 1991

Dear friend,
I have finished To Kill a Mockingbird. It is now my favorite book of all

time, but then again, I always think that until I read another book. My
advanced english teacher asked me to call him “Bill” when we’re not in
class, and he gave me another book to read. He says that I have a great skill
at reading and understanding language, and he wanted me to write an essay
about To Kill a Mockingbird.

I mentioned this to my mom, and she asked why Bill didn’t recommend
that I just take a sophomore or junior english class. And I told her that Bill
said that these were basically the same classes with more complicated
books, and that it wouldn’t help me. My mom said that she wasn’t sure and
would talk to him during open house. Then, she asked me to help her by
washing the dishes, which I did.



Honestly, I don’t like doing dishes. I like eating with my fingers and off
napkins, but my sister says that doing so is bad for the environment. She is
a part of the Earth Day Club here in high school, and that is where she
meets the boys. They are all very nice to her, and I don’t really understand
why except maybe the fact that she is pretty. She really is mean to these
boys.

One boy has it particularly hard. I won’t tell you his name. But I will tell
you all about him. He has very nice brown hair, and he wears it long with a
ponytail. I think he will regret this when he looks back on his life. He is
always making mix tapes for my sister with very specific themes. One was
called “Autumn Leaves.” He included many songs by the Smiths. He even
hand-colored the cover. After the movie he rented was over, and he left, my
sister gave me the tape.

“Do you want this, Charlie?”
I took the tape, but I felt weird about it because he had made it for her.

But I listened to it. And loved it very much. There is one song called
“Asleep” that I would like you to listen to. I told my sister about it. And a
week later she thanked me because when this boy asked her about the tape,
she said exactly what I said about the song “Asleep,” and this boy was very
moved by how much it meant to her. I hope this means I will be good at
dating when the time comes.

I should stick to the subject, though. That is what my teacher Bill tells me
to do because I write kind of the way I talk. I think that is why he wants me
to write that essay about To Kill a Mockingbird.

This boy who likes my sister is always respectful to my parents. My
mom likes him very much because of this. My dad thinks he’s soft. I think
that’s why my sister does what she does to him.

This one night, she was saying very mean things about how he didn’t
stand up to the class bully when he was fifteen or something like that. To
tell you the truth, I was just watching the movie he had rented, so I wasn’t
paying very close attention to their fight. They fight all the time, so I
figured that the movie was at least something different, which it wasn’t
because it was a sequel.

Anyway, after she leaned into him for about four movie scenes, which I
guess is about ten minutes or so, he started crying. Crying very hard. Then,
I turned around, and my sister pointed at me.

“You see. Even Charlie stood up to his bully. You see.”



And this guy got really red-faced. And he looked at me. Then, he looked
at her. And he wound up and hit her hard across the face. I mean hard. I just
froze because I couldn’t believe he did it. It was not like him at all to hit
anybody. He was the boy that made mix tapes with themes and hand-
colored covers until he hit my sister and stopped crying.

The weird part is that my sister didn’t do anything. She just looked at him
very quietly. It was so weird. My sister goes crazy if you eat the wrong kind
of tuna, but here was this guy hitting her, and she didn’t say anything. She
just got soft and nice. And she asked me to leave, which I did. After the boy
had left, she said that they were “going out” and not to tell mom or dad
what happened.

I guess he stood up to his bully. And I guess that makes sense.
That weekend, my sister spent a lot of time with this boy. And they

laughed a lot more than they usually did. On Friday night, I was reading my
new book, but my brain got tired, so I decided to watch some television
instead. And I opened the door to the basement, and my sister and this boy
were naked.

He was on top of her, and her legs were draped over either side of the
couch. And she screamed at me in a whisper.

“Get out. You pervert.”
So, I left. The next day, we all watched my brother play football. And my

sister invited this boy over. I am not sure when he left the previous night.
They held hands and acted like everything was happy. And this boy said
something about how the football team hasn’t been the same since my
brother graduated, and my dad thanked him. And when the boy left, my dad
said that this boy was becoming a fine young man who could carry himself.
And my mom was quiet. And my sister looked at me to make sure I
wouldn’t say anything. And that was that.

“Yes. He is.” That’s all my sister could say. And I could see this boy at
home doing his homework and thinking about my sister naked. And I could
see them holding hands at football games that they do not watch. And I
could see this boy throwing up in the bushes at a party house. And I could
see my sister putting up with it.

And I felt very bad for both of them.
Love always,

 Charlie         



September 18, 1991

Dear friend,
I never told you that I am in shop class, did I? Well, I am in shop class,

and it is my favorite class next to Bill’s advanced english class. I wrote the
essay for To Kill a Mockingbird last night, and I handed it in to Bill this
morning. We are supposed to talk about it tomorrow during lunch period.

The point, though, is that there is a guy in shop class named “Nothing.”
I’m not kidding. His name is “Nothing.” And he is hilarious. “Nothing” got
his name when kids used to tease him in middle school. I think he’s a senior
now. The kids started calling him Patty when his real name is Patrick. And
“Nothing” told these kids, “Listen, you either call me Patrick, or you call
me nothing.”

So, the kids started calling him “Nothing.” And the name just stuck. He
was a new kid in the school district at the time because his dad married a
new woman in this area. I think I will stop putting quotation marks around
Nothing’s name because it is annoying and disrupting my flow. I hope you
do not find this difficult to follow. I will make sure to differentiate if
something comes up.

So, in shop class Nothing started to do a very funny impersonation of our
teacher, Mr. Callahan. He even painted in the mutton-chop sideburns with a
grease pencil. Hilarious. When Mr. Callahan found Nothing doing this near
the belt sander, he actually laughed because Nothing wasn’t doing the
impersonation mean or anything. It was just that funny. I wish you could
have been there because it was the hardest I’ve laughed since my brother
left. My brother used to tell Polish jokes, which I know is wrong, but I just
blocked out the Polish part and listened to the jokes. Hilarious.

Oh, incidentally, my sister asked for her “Autumn Leaves” mix tape
back. She listens to it all the time now.

Love always,
 Charlie      

September 29, 1991

Dear friend,
There is a lot to tell you about the last two weeks. A lot of it is good, but

a lot of it is bad. Again, I don’t know why this always happens.



First of all, Bill gave me a C on my To Kill a Mockingbird essay because
he said that I run my sentences together. I am trying now to practice not to
do that. He also said that I should use the vocabulary words that I learn in
class like “corpulent” and “jaundice.” I would use them here, but I really
don’t think they are appropriate in this format.

To tell you the truth, I don’t know where they are appropriate to use. I’m
not saying that you shouldn’t know them. You should absolutely. But I just
have never heard anyone use the words “corpulent” and “jaundice” ever in
my life. That includes teachers. So, what’s the point of using words nobody
else knows or can say comfortably? I just don’t understand that.

I feel the same way about some movie stars who are terrible to watch.
Some of these people must have a million dollars at least, and yet, they
keep doing these movies. They blow up bad guys. They yell at their
detectives. They do interviews for magazines. Every time I see this one
particular movie star on a magazine, I can’t help but feel terribly sorry for
her because nobody respects her at all, and yet they keep interviewing her.
And the interviews all say the same thing.

They start with what food they are eating in some restaurant. “As
___________ gingerly munched her Chinese Chicken Salad, she spoke of
love.” And all the covers say the same thing: “___________ gets to the
bottom of stardom, love, and his/her hit new movie/television show/album.”

I think it’s nice for stars to do interviews to make us think they are just
like us, but to tell you the truth, I get the feeling that it’s all a big lie. The
problem is I don’t know who’s lying. And I don’t know why these
magazines sell as much as they do. And I don’t know why the ladies in the
dentist’s office like them as much as they do. A Saturday ago, I was in the
dentist’s office, and I heard this conversation.

“Did you see that movie?” as she points to the cover.
“I did. I saw it with Harold.”
“What do you think?”
“She is just lovely.”
“Yeah. She is.”
“Oh, I have this new recipe.”
“Low-fat?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Do you have some time tomorrow?”
“No. Why don’t you have Mike fax it to Harold?”



“Okay.”
Then, these ladies started talking about the one star I mentioned before,

and they both had very strong opinions.
“I think it’s disgraceful.”
“Did you read the interview in Good Housekeeping?”
“A few months back?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Disgraceful.”
“Did you read the one in Cosmopolitan?”
“No.”
“God, it was practically the same interview.”
“I don’t know why they give her the time of day.”
The fact that one of these ladies was my mom made me feel particularly

sad because my mom is beautiful. And she’s always on a diet. Sometimes,
my dad calls her beautiful, but she cannot hear him. Incidentally, my dad is
a very good husband. He’s just pragmatic.

After the dentist’s office, my mom drove me to the cemetery where a lot
of her relatives are buried. My dad does not like to go to the cemetery
because it gives him the creeps. But I don’t mind going at all because my
Aunt Helen is buried there. My mom was always the pretty one, as they say,
and my Aunt Helen was always the other one. The nice thing was my Aunt
Helen was never on a diet. And my Aunt Helen was “corpulent.” Hey, I did
it!

My Aunt Helen would always let us kids stay up and watch Saturday
Night Live when she was baby-sitting or when she was living with us and
my parents went to another couple’s house to get drunk and play board
games. When I was very little, I remember going to sleep, while my brother
and sister and Aunt Helen watched Love Boat and Fantasy Island. I could
never stay awake when I was that little, and I wish I could, because my
brother and sister talk about those moments sometimes. Maybe it’s sad that
these are now memories. And maybe it’s not sad. And maybe it’s just the
fact that we loved Aunt Helen, especially me, and this was the time we
could spend with her.

I won’t start listing television episode memories, except one because I
guess we’re on the subject, and it seems like something everyone can relate
to in a small way. And since I don’t know you, I figure that maybe I can
write about something that you can relate to.



The family was sitting around, watching the final episode of M*A*S*H,
and I’ll never forget it even though I was very young. My mom was crying.
My sister was crying. My brother was using every ounce of strength he had
not to cry. And my dad left during one of the final moments to make a
sandwich. Now, I don’t remember much about the program itself because I
was too young, but my dad never left to make a sandwich except during
commercial breaks, and then he usually just sent my mom. I walked to the
kitchen, and I saw my dad making a sandwich… and crying. He was crying
harder than even my mom. And I couldn’t believe it. When he finished
making his sandwich, he put away the things in the refrigerator and stopped
crying and wiped his eyes and saw me.

Then, he walked up, patted my shoulder, and said, “This is our little
secret, okay, champ?”

“Okay,” I said.
And Dad picked me up with the arm that wasn’t holding the sandwich,

and carried me to the room that had the television, and put me on his lap for
the rest of the television episode. At the end of the episode, he picked me
up, turned off the TV, and turned around.

And my dad declared, “That was a great series.”
And my mom said, “The best.”
And my sister asked, “How long was it on the air?”
And my brother replied, “Nine years, stupid.”
And my sister responded, “You… stupid.”
And my dad said, “Stop it, right now.”
And my mom said, “Listen to your father.”
And my brother said nothing.
And my sister said nothing.
And years later I found out my brother was wrong.
I went to the library to look up the figures, and I found out that the

episode we watched is the highest watched anything of television history,
which I find amazing because it felt like just the five of us.

You know… a lot of kids at school hate their parents. Some of them got
hit. And some of them got caught in the middle of wrong lives. Some of
them were trophies for their parents to show the neighbors like ribbons or
gold stars. And some of them just wanted to drink in peace.

For me personally, as much as I don’t understand my mom and dad and
as much as I feel sorry for both of them sometimes, I can’t help but love



them very much. My mom drives to visit the cemetery of people she loves.
My dad cried during M*A*S*H, and trusted me to keep his secret, and let
me sit on his lap, and called me “champ.”

Incidentally, I only have one cavity, and as much as my dentist asks me
to, I just can’t bring myself to floss.

Love always,
 Charlie         

October 6, 1991

Dear friend,
I feel very ashamed. I went to the high school football game the other

day, and I don’t know exactly why. In middle school, Michael and I would
go to the games sometimes even though neither of us were popular enough
to go. It was just a place to go on Fridays when we didn’t want to watch
television. Sometimes, we would see Susan there, and she and Michael
would hold hands.

But this time, I went alone because Michael is gone, and Susan hangs
around different boys now, and Bridget is still crazy, and Carl’s mom sent
him to a Catholic school, and Dave with the awkward glasses moved away.
I was just kind of watching people, seeing who was in love and who was
just hanging around, and I saw that kid I told you about. Remember
Nothing? Nothing was there at the football game, and he was one of the few
people who was not an adult that was actually watching the game. I mean
really watching the game. He would yell things out.

“C’mon, Brad!” That’s the name of our quarterback.
Now, normally I am very shy, but Nothing seemed like the kind of guy

you could just walk up to at a football game even though you were three
years younger and not popular.

“Hey, you’re in my shop class!” He’s a very friendly person.
“I’m Charlie.” I said, not too shy.
“And I’m Patrick. And this is Sam.” He pointed to a very pretty girl next

to him. And she waved to me.
“Hey, Charlie.” Sam had a very nice smile.
They both told me to have a seat, and they both seemed to mean it, so I

took a seat. I listened to Nothing yell at the field. And I listened to his play-



by-play analysis. And I figured out that this was a kid who knew football
very well. He actually knew football as well as my brother. Maybe I should
call Nothing “Patrick” from now on since that is how he introduced himself,
and that is what Sam calls him.

Incidentally, Sam has brown hair and very very pretty green eyes. The
kind of green that doesn’t make a big deal about itself. I would have told
you that sooner, but under the stadium lights, everything looked kind of
washed out. It wasn’t until we went to the Big Boy, and Sam and Patrick
started to chain-smoke that I got a good look at her. The nice thing about
the Big Boy was the fact that Patrick and Sam didn’t just throw around
inside jokes and make me struggle to keep up. Not at all. They asked me
questions.

“How old are you, Charlie?”
“Fifteen.”
“What do you want to do when you grow up?”
“I don’t know just yet.”
“What’s your favorite band?”
“I think maybe the Smiths because I love their song ‘Asleep,’ but I’m

really not sure one way or the other because I don’t know any other songs
by them too well.”

“What’s your favorite movie?”
“I don’t know really. They’re all the same to me.”
“How about your favorite book?”
“This Side of Paradise by F. Scott Fitzgerald.”
“Why?”
“Because it was the last one I read.”
This made them laugh because they knew I meant it honest, not show-off.

Then they told me their favorites, and we sat quiet. I ate the pumpkin pie
because the lady said it was in season, and Patrick and Sam smoked more
cigarettes.

I looked at them, and they looked really happy together. A good kind of
happy. And even though I thought Sam was very pretty and nice, and she
was the first girl I ever wanted to ask on a date someday when I can drive, I
did not mind that she had a boyfriend, especially if he was a good guy like
Patrick.

“How long have you been ‘going out’?” I asked.
Then, they started laughing. Really laughing hard.



“What’s so funny?” I said.
“We’re brother and sister,” Patrick said, still laughing.
“But you don’t look alike,” I said.
That’s when Sam explained that they were actually stepsister and

stepbrother since Patrick’s dad married Sam’s mom. I was very happy to
know that because I would really like to ask Sam on a date someday. I
really would. She is so nice.

I feel ashamed, though, because that night, I had a weird dream. I was
with Sam. And we were both naked. And her legs were spread over the
sides of the couch. And I woke up. And I had never felt that good in my
life. But I also felt bad because I saw her naked without her permission. I
think that I should tell Sam about this, and I really hope it does not prevent
us from maybe making up inside jokes of our own. It would be very nice to
have a friend again. I would like that even more than a date.

Love always,
 Charlie         

October 14, 1991

Dear friend,
Do you know what “masturbation” is? I think you probably do because

you are older than me. But just in case, I will tell you. Masturbation is when
you rub your genitals until you have an orgasm. Wow!

I thought that in those movies and television shows when they talk about
having a coffee break that they should have a masturbation break. But then
again, I think this would decrease productivity.

I’m only being cute here. I don’t really mean it. I just wanted to make
you smile. I meant the “wow” though.

I told Sam that I dreamt that she and I were naked on the sofa, and I
started crying because I felt bad, and do you know what she did? She
laughed. Not a mean laugh, either. A really nice, warm laugh. She said that
she thought I was being cute. And she said it was okay that I had a dream
about her. And I stopped crying. Sam then asked me if I thought she was
pretty, and I told her I thought she was “lovely.” Sam then looked me right
in the eye.

“You know you’re too young for me, Charlie? You do know that?”



“Yes, I do.”
“I don’t want you to waste your time thinking about me that way.”
“I won’t. It was just a dream.”
Sam then gave me a hug, and it was strange because my family doesn’t

hug a lot except my Aunt Helen. But after a few moments, I could smell
Sam’s perfume, and I could feel her body against me. And I stepped back.

“Sam, I’m thinking about you that way.”
She just looked at me and shook her head. Then, she put her arm around

my shoulder and walked me down the hallway. We met Patrick outside
because they didn’t like to go to class sometimes. They preferred to smoke.

“Charlie has a Charlie-esque crush on me, Patrick.”
“He does, huh?”
“I’m trying not to,” I offered, which just made them laugh.
Patrick then asked Sam to leave, which she did, and he explained some

things to me, so I would know how to be around other girls and not waste
my time thinking about Sam that way.

“Charlie, has anyone told you how it works?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Well, there are rules you follow here not because you want to, but

because you have to. You get it?”
“I guess so.”
“Okay. You take girls, for example. They’re copying their moms and

magazines and everything to know how to act around guys.”
I thought about the moms and the magazines and the everythings, and the

thought made me nervous, especially if it includes TV.
“I mean it’s not like in the movies where girls like assholes or anything

like that. It’s not that easy. They just like somebody that can give them a
purpose.”

“A purpose?”
“Right. You know? Girls like guys to be a challenge. It gives them some

mold to fit in how they act. Like a mom. What would a mom do if she
couldn’t fuss over you and make you clean your room? And what would
you do without her fussing and making you do it? Everyone needs a mom.
And a mom knows this. And it gives her a sense of purpose. You get it?”

“Yeah,” I said even though I didn’t. But I got it enough to say “Yeah” and
not be lying, though.



“The thing is some girls think they can actually change guys. And what’s
funny is that if they actually did change them, they’d get bored. They’d
have no challenge left. You just have to give girls some time to think of a
new way of doing things, that’s all. Some of them will figure it out here.
Some later. Some never. I wouldn’t worry about it too much.”

But I guess I did worry about it. I’ve been worrying about it ever since he
told me. I look at people holding hands in the hallways, and I try to think
about how it all works. At the school dances, I sit in the background, and I
tap my toe, and I wonder how many couples will dance to “their song.” In
the hallways, I see the girls wearing the guys’ jackets, and I think about the
idea of property. And I wonder if anyone is really happy. I hope they are. I
really hope they are.

Bill looked at me looking at people, and after class, he asked me what I
was thinking about, and I told him. He listened, and he nodded and made
“affirmation” sounds. When I had finished, his face changed into a “serious
talk” face.

“Do you always think this much, Charlie?”
“Is that bad?” I just wanted someone to tell me the truth.
“Not necessarily. It’s just that sometimes people use thought to not

participate in life.”
“Is that bad?”
“Yes.”
“I think I participate, though. Don’t you think I am?”
“Well, are you dancing at these dances?”
“I’m not a very good dancer.”
“Are you going on dates?”
“Well, I don’t have a car, and even if I did, I can’t drive because I’m

fifteen, and anyway, I haven’t met a girl I like except for Sam, but I am too
young for her, and she would always have to drive, which I don’t think is
fair.”

Bill smiled and continued asking me questions. Slowly, he got to
“problems at home.” And I told him about the boy who makes mix tapes
hitting my sister because my sister only told me not to tell mom or dad
about it, so I figured I could tell Bill. He got this very serious look on his
face after I told him, and he said something to me I don’t think I will forget
this semester or ever.

“Charlie, we accept the love we think we deserve.”



I just stood there, quiet. Bill patted my shoulder and gave me a new book
to read. He told me everything was going to be okay.

I usually walk home from school because it makes me feel like I’ve
earned it. What I mean is that I want to be able to tell my kids that I walked
to school like my grandparents did in the “old days.” It’s odd that I’m
planning this considering I’ve never had a date, but I guess that makes
sense. It usually takes me an extra hour or so to walk as opposed to taking
the bus, but it’s worth it when the weather is nice and cool like it was today.

When I finally got home, my sister was sitting on a chair. My mom and
my dad were standing in front of her. And I knew that Bill had called home
and told them. And I felt terrible. It was all my fault.

My sister was crying. My mom was very very quiet. My dad did all the
talking. He said that my sister was not allowed to see the boy who hit her
anymore, and he was going to have a talk with the boy’s parents tonight.
My sister then said that it was all her fault, that she was provoking him, but
my dad said it was no excuse.

“But I love him!” I had never seen my sister cry that much.
“No, you don’t.”
“I hate you!”
“No, you don’t.” My dad can be very calm sometimes.
“He’s my whole world.”
“Don’t ever say that about anyone again. Not even me.” That was my

mom.
My mom chooses her battles carefully, and I can tell you one thing about

my family. When my mom does say something, she always gets her way.
And this time was no exception. My sister stopped crying immediately.

After that, my dad gave my sister a rare kiss on the forehead. Then, he
left the house, got in his Oldsmobile, and drove away. I thought he probably
was going to talk to the boy’s parents. And I felt very sorry for them. His
parents, I mean. Because my dad doesn’t lose fights. He just doesn’t.

My mom then went into the kitchen to make my sister’s favorite thing to
eat, and my sister looked at me.

“I hate you.”
My sister said it different than she said it to my dad. She meant it with

me. She really did.
“I love you,” was all I could say in return.



“You’re a freak, you know that? You’ve always been a freak. Everyone
says so. They always have.”

“I’m trying not to be.”
Then, I turned around and walked to my room and closed my door and

put my head under my pillow and let the quiet put things where they are
supposed to be.

By the way, I figure you are probably curious about my dad. Did he hit us
when we were kids or now even? I just thought you might be curious
because Bill was, after I told him about that boy and my sister. Well, if you
are wondering, he didn’t. He never touched my brother or sister. And the
only time he ever slapped me was when I made my Aunt Helen cry. And
once we all calmed down, he got on his knees in front of me and said that
his stepdad hit him a lot, and he decided in college when my mom got
pregnant with my older brother that he would never hit his kids. And he felt
terrible for doing it. And he was so sorry. And he would never hit me again.
And he hasn’t.

He’s just stern sometimes.
Love always,

 Charlie         

October 15, 1991

Dear friend,
I guess I forgot to mention in my last letter that it was Patrick who told

me about masturbation. I guess I also forgot to tell you how often I do it
now, which is a lot. I don’t like to look at pictures. I just close my eyes and
dream about a lady I do not know. And I try not to feel ashamed. I never
think about Sam when I do it. Never. That’s very important to me because I
was so happy when she said “Charlie-esque” since it felt like an inside joke
of sorts.

One night, I felt so guilty that I promised God that I would never do it
again. So, I started using blankets, but then the blankets hurt, so I started
using pillows, but then the pillows hurt, so I went back to normal. I wasn’t
raised very religiously because my parents went to Catholic school, but I do
believe in God very much. I just never gave God a name, if you know what
I mean. I hope I haven’t let Him down regardless.



Incidentally, my dad did have a serious talk with the boy’s parents. The
boy’s mother was very very angry and screamed at her son. The boy’s
father kept quiet. And my dad didn’t get too personal with them. He didn’t
tell them they did a “lousy job” raising their son or anything.

As far as he was concerned, the only important thing was getting their
help to keep their son away from his daughter. Once that was settled, he left
them to deal with their family and came home to deal with his. At least
that’s how he put it.

The one thing I did ask my dad was about the boy’s problems at home.
Whether or not he thought the parents hit their son. He told me to mind my
own business. Because he didn’t know and would never ask and didn’t
think it mattered.

“Not everyone has a sob story, Charlie, and even if they do, it’s no
excuse.”

That’s all he said. And then we went to watch television.
My sister is still mad at me, but my dad said I did the right thing. I hope

that I did, but it’s hard to tell sometimes.
Love always,

 Charlie         

October 28, 1991

Dear friend,
I’m sorry I haven’t written to you in a couple of weeks, but I have been

trying to “participate” like Bill said. It’s strange because sometimes, I read a
book, and I think I am the people in the book. Also, when I write letters, I
spend the next two days thinking about what I figured out in my letters. I do
not know if this is good or bad. Nevertheless, I am trying to participate.

Incidentally, the book Bill gave me was Peter Pan by J. M. Barrie. I
know what you’re thinking. The cartoon Peter Pan with the lost boys. The
actual book is so much better than that. It’s just about this boy who refuses
to grow up, and when Wendy grows up, he feels very betrayed. At least
that’s what I got out of it. I think Bill gave me the book to teach me a lesson
of some kind.

The good news is that I read the book, and because of its fantasy nature, I
could not pretend that I was in the book. That way I could participate and



still read.
In terms of my participation in things, I am trying to go to social events

that they set up in my school. It’s too late to join any clubs or anything like
that, but I still try to go to the things that I can. Things like the homecoming
football game and dance, even if I don’t have a date.

I cannot imagine that I will ever come home for a homecoming game
after I leave here, but it was fun to pretend that I was. I found Patrick and
Sam sitting in their normal spot in the bleachers, and I started acting like I
hadn’t seen them in a year even though I had seen them that afternoon in
lunch when I ate my orange, and they smoked cigarettes.

“Patrick, is that you? And Sam… it’s been so long. Who’s winning? God,
college is such a trial. My professor is making me read twenty-seven books
this weekend, and my girlfriend needs me to paint signs for her protest rally
Tuesday. Let those administrators know we mean business. Dad is busy
with his golf swing, and Mom has her hands full with tennis. We must do
this again. I would stay, but I have to pick my sister up from her emotional
workshop. She’s making real progress. Good to see ya.”

And then I walked away. I went down to the concession stand and bought
three boxes of nachos and a diet coke for Sam. When I returned, I sat down
and gave Patrick and Sam the nachos and Sam her diet coke. And Sam
smiled. The great thing about Sam is that she doesn’t think I’m crazy for
pretending to do things. Patrick doesn’t either, but he was too busy
watching the game and screaming at Brad, the quarterback.

Sam told me during the game that they were going over to their friend’s
house later for a party. Then, she asked me if I wanted to go, and I said yes
because I had never been to a party before. I had seen one at my house,
though.

My parents went to Ohio to see a very distant cousin get buried or
married. I don’t remember which. And they left my brother in charge of the
house. He was sixteen at the time. My brother used the opportunity to throw
a big party with beer and everything. I was ordered to stay in my room,
which was okay because that’s where everyone kept their coats, and it was
fun looking through the stuff in their pockets. Every ten minutes or so, a
drunk girl or boy would stumble in my room to see if they could make out
there or something. Then, they would see me and walk away. That is,
except for this one couple.



This one couple, whom I was told later were very popular and in love,
stumbled into my room and asked if I minded them using it. I told them that
my brother and sister said I had to stay here, and they asked if they could
use the room anyway with me still in it. I said I didn’t see why not, so they
closed the door and started kissing. Kissing very hard. After a few minutes,
the boy’s hand went up the girl’s shirt, and she started protesting.

“C’mon, Dave.”
“What?”
“The kid’s in here.”
“It’s okay.”
And the boy kept working up the girl’s shirt, and as much as she said no,

he kept working it. After a few minutes, she stopped protesting, and he
pulled her shirt off, and she had a white bra on with lace. I honestly didn’t
know what to do by this point. Pretty soon, he took off her bra and started to
kiss her breasts. And then he put his hand down her pants, and she started
moaning. I think they were both very drunk. He reached to take off her
pants, but she started crying really hard, so he reached for his own. He
pulled his pants and underwear down to his knees.

“Please. Dave. No.”
But the boy just talked soft to her about how good she looked and things

like that, and she grabbed his penis with her hands and started moving it. I
wish I could describe this a little more nicely without using words like
penis, but that was the way it was.

After a few minutes, the boy pushed the girl’s head down, and she started
to kiss his penis. She was still crying. Finally, she stopped crying because
he put his penis in her mouth, and I don’t think you can cry in that position.
I had to stop watching at that point because I started to feel sick, but it kept
going on, and they kept doing other things, and she kept saying “no.” Even
when I covered my ears, I could still hear her say that.

My sister came in eventually to bring me a bowl of potato chips, and
when she found the boy and the girl, they stopped. My sister was very
embarrassed, but not as embarrassed as the girl. The boy looked kind of
smug. He didn’t say much. After they left, my sister turned to me.

“Did they know you were in here?”
“Yes. They asked if they could use the room.”
“Why didn’t you stop them?”
“I didn’t know what they were doing.”



“You pervert,” was the last thing my sister said before she left the room,
still carrying the bowl of potato chips.

I told Sam and Patrick about this, and they both got very quiet. Sam said
that she used to go out with Dave for a while before she got into punk
music, and Patrick said he heard about that party. I wasn’t surprised that he
did because it kind of became a legend. At least that’s what I’ve heard when
I tell some kids who my older brother is.

When the police came, they found my brother asleep on the roof. Nobody
knows how he got there. My sister was making out in the laundry room
with some senior. She was a freshman at the time. A lot of parents came to
the house then to pick up their kids, and a lot of the girls were crying and
throwing up. Most of the boys had run away by this point. My brother got
in big trouble, and my sister was given a “serious talk” by my parents about
bad influences. And that was that.

The boy named Dave is a senior now. He plays on the football team. He
is a wide receiver. I watched the end of the game when Dave caught a
touchdown thrown from Brad. It ended up winning the game for our school.
And people went crazy in the stands because we won the game. But all I
could think about was that party. I thought about it quiet for a long time,
then I looked over to Sam.

“He raped her, didn’t he?”
She just nodded. I couldn’t tell if she was sad or just knew more things

than me.
“We should tell someone, shouldn’t we?”
Sam just shook her head this time. She then explained about all the things

you have to go through to prove it, especially in high school when the boy
and girl are popular and still in love.

The next day at the homecoming dance, I saw them dancing together.
Dave and his girl. And I got really mad. It kind of scared me how mad I got.
I thought about walking up to Dave and really hurting him like maybe I
should have really hurt Sean. And I think I would have, but Sam saw me
and put her arm around my shoulder like she does. She calmed me down,
and I guess I’m glad she did because I think I would have gotten even
madder if I started hitting Dave, and his girl stopped me because she loved
him. I think I would have gotten even madder about that.

So, I decided to do the next best thing and let the air out of Dave’s tires.
Sam knew which was his car.



There is a feeling that I had Friday night after the homecoming game that
I don’t know if I will ever be able to describe except to say that it is warm.
Sam and Patrick drove me to the party that night, and I sat in the middle of
Sam’s pickup truck. Sam loves her pickup truck because I think it reminds
her of her dad. The feeling I had happened when Sam told Patrick to find a
station on the radio. And he kept getting commercials. And commercials.
And a really bad song about love that had the word “baby” in it. And then
more commercials. And finally he found this really amazing song about this
boy, and we all got quiet.

Sam tapped her hand on the steering wheel. Patrick held his hand outside
the car and made air waves. And I just sat between them. After the song
finished, I said something.

“I feel infinite.”
And Sam and Patrick looked at me like I said the greatest thing they ever

heard. Because the song was that great and because we all really paid
attention to it. Five minutes of a lifetime were truly spent, and we felt
young in a good way. I have since bought the record, and I would tell you
what it was, but truthfully, it’s not the same unless you’re driving to your
first real party, and you’re sitting in the middle seat of a pickup with two
nice people when it starts to rain.

We got to the house where the party was, and Patrick did this secret
knock. It would be hard to describe to you this knock without sound. The
door opened a crack, and this guy with frizzy hair looked out at us.

“Patrick known as Patty known as Nothing?”
“Bob.”
The door opened, and the old friends hugged each other. Then, Sam and

Bob hugged each other. Then, Sam spoke.
“This is our friend, Charlie.”
And you won’t believe it. Bob hugged me! Sam told me as we were

hanging up our coats that Bob was “baked like a fucking cake.” I really had
to quote that one even though it has a swear.

The party was in the basement of this house. The room was quite smoky,
and the kids were much older. There were two girls showing each other
their tattoos and belly button rings. Seniors, I think.

This guy named Fritz something was eating a lot of Twinkies. Fritz’s
girlfriend was talking to him about women’s rights, and he kept saying, “I
know, baby.”



Sam and Patrick started smoking cigarettes. Bob went up to the kitchen
when he heard the bell ring. When he came back, he brought a can of
Milwaukee’s Best beer for everyone, as well as two new party guests. There
was Maggie, who needed to use the bathroom. And there was Brad, the
quarterback of the high school football team. No kidding!

I do not know why this excited me, but I guess when you see somebody
in the hallway or on the field or something, it’s nice to know that they are a
real person.

Everyone was very friendly to me and asked me a lot of questions about
myself. I guess because I was the youngest, and they didn’t want me to feel
out of place, especially after I said no to having a beer. I once had a beer
with my brother when I was twelve, and I just didn’t like it. It’s really that
simple for me.

Some of the questions I was asked was what grade I was in and what did
I want to be when I grow up.

“I am a freshman, and I don’t know just yet.”
I looked around, and I saw that Sam and Patrick had left with Brad.

That’s when Bob started passing around food.
“Would you like a brownie?”
“Yes. Thank you.”
I was actually quite hungry because normally Sam and Patrick take me to

the Big Boy after the football games, and I guess I was used to it by now. I
ate the brownie, and it tasted a little weird, but it was still a brownie, so I
still liked it. But this was not an ordinary brownie. Since you are older, I
think you know what kind of brownie it was.

After thirty minutes, the room started to slip away from me. I was talking
to one of the girls with the belly button ring, and she seemed like she was in
a movie. I started blinking a lot and looking around, and the music sounded
heavy like water.

Sam came down and when she saw me, she turned to Bob.
“What the hell is your problem?”
“Come on, Sam. He likes it. Ask him.”
“How do you feel, Charlie?”
“Light.”
“You see?” Bob actually looked a little nervous, which I was later told

was paranoia.
Sam sat down next to me and held my hand, which felt cool.



“Are you seeing anything, Charlie?”
“Light.”
“Does it feel good?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Are you thirsty?”
“Uh-huh.”
“What would you like to drink?”
“A milkshake.”
And everyone in the room, except Sam, erupted in laughter.
“He’s stoned.”
“Are you hungry, Charlie?”
“Uh-huh.”
“What would you like to eat?”
“A milkshake.”
I don’t think they would have laughed any harder even if what I said was

at all funny. Then, Sam took my hand and stood me up on the dizzy floor.
“C’mon. We’ll get you a milkshake.”
As we were leaving, Sam turned to Bob.
“I still think you’re an asshole.”
All Bob did was laugh. And Sam finally laughed, too. And I was glad

that everyone seemed as happy as they seemed.
Sam and I got up to the kitchen, and she turned on the light. Wow! It was

so bright, I couldn’t believe it. It was like when you see a movie in the
theater during the day, and when you leave the movie, you can’t believe that
it’s still daylight outside. Sam got some ice cream and some milk and a
blender. I asked her where the bathroom was, and she pointed around the
corner almost like it was her house. I think she and Patrick spent a lot of
time here when Bob was still in high school.

When I got out of the bathroom, I heard a noise in the room where we
left our coats. I opened the door, and I saw Patrick kissing Brad. It was a
stolen type of kissing. They heard me in the door and turned around. Patrick
spoke first.

“Is that you, Charlie?”
“Sam’s making me a milkshake.”
“Who is this kid?” Brad just looked real nervous and not in the Bob way.
“He’s a friend of mine. Relax.”



Patrick then took me out of the room and closed the door. He put his
hands on both of my shoulders and looked me straight in the eye.

“Brad doesn’t want people to know.”
“Why?”
“Because he’s scared.”
“Why?”
“Because he is… wait… are you stoned?”
“They said I was downstairs. Sam is making me a milkshake.”
Patrick tried to keep from laughing.
“Listen, Charlie. Brad doesn’t want people to know. I need you to

promise that you won’t tell anyone. This will be our little secret. Okay?”
“Okay.”
“Thanks.”
With that, Patrick turned around and went back into the room. I heard

some muffled voices, and Brad seemed upset, but I didn’t think it was any
of my business, so I went back to the kitchen.

I have to say that it was the best milkshake I ever had in my life. It was
so delicious, it almost scared me.

Before we left the party, Sam played me a few of her favorite songs. One
was called “Blackbird.” The other was called “MLK.” They were both very
beautiful. I mentioned the titles because they were as great when I listened
to them sober.

Another interesting thing happened at the party before we left. Patrick
came downstairs. I guess Brad had left. And Patrick smiled. And Bob
started to make fun of him having a crush on the quarterback. And Patrick
smiled more. I don’t think I ever saw Patrick smile so much. Then, Patrick
pointed at me, and said something to Bob.

“He’s something, isn’t he?”
Bob nodded his head. Patrick then said something I don’t think I’ll ever

forget.
“He’s a wallflower.”
And Bob really nodded his head. And the whole room nodded their head.

And I started to feel nervous in the Bob way, but Patrick didn’t let me get
too nervous. He sat down next to me.

“You see things. You keep quiet about them. And you understand.”
I didn’t know that other people thought things about me. I didn’t know

that they looked. I was sitting on the floor of a basement of my first real



party between Sam and Patrick, and I remembered that Sam introduced me
as her friend to Bob. And I remembered that Patrick had done the same for
Brad. And I started to cry. And nobody in that room looked at me weird for
doing it. And then I really started to cry.

Bob raised his drink and asked everyone to do the same.
“To Charlie.”
And the whole group said, “To Charlie.”
I didn’t know why they did that, but it was very special to me that they

did. Especially Sam. Especially her.
I would tell you more about the homecoming dance, but now that I’m

thinking about it, me letting out the air of Dave’s tires was the best part. I
did try to dance like Bill suggested, but I usually like songs you can’t dance
to, so I didn’t do it too much. Sam did look very pretty in her dress, but I
was trying not to notice because I’m trying not to think of her that way.

I did notice that Brad and Patrick never talked once during the whole
dance because Brad was off dancing with a cheerleader named Nancy, who
is his girlfriend. And I did notice that my sister was dancing with the boy
she wasn’t supposed to even though a different boy picked her up at the
house.

After the dance, we left in Sam’s pickup. Patrick was driving this time.
As we were approaching the Fort Pitt Tunnel, Sam asked Patrick to pull to
the side of the road. I didn’t know what was going on. Sam then climbed in
the back of the pickup, wearing nothing but her dance dress. She told
Patrick to drive, and he got this smile on his face. I guess they had done this
before.

Anyway, Patrick started driving really fast, and just before we got to the
tunnel, Sam stood up, and the wind turned her dress into ocean waves.
When we hit the tunnel, all the sound got scooped up into a vacuum, and it
was replaced by a song on the tape player. A beautiful song called
“Landslide.” When we got out of the tunnel, Sam screamed this really fun
scream, and there it was. Downtown. Lights on buildings and everything
that makes you wonder. Sam sat down and started laughing. Patrick started
laughing. I started laughing.

And in that moment, I swear we were infinite.
Love always,

 Charlie         



part 2
 
 



November 7, 1991

Dear friend,
It was one of those days that I didn’t mind going to school because the

weather was so pretty. The sky was overcast with clouds, and the air felt
like a warm bath. I don’t think I ever felt that clean before. When I got
home, I had to mow the lawn for my allowance, and I didn’t mind one bit. I
just listened to the music, and breathed in the day, and remembered things.
Things like walking around the neighborhood and looking at the houses and
the lawns and the colorful trees and having that be enough.

I do not know anything about Zen or things that the Chinese or Indians
do as part of their religion, but one of the girls from the party with the tattoo
and belly button ring has been a Buddhist since July. She talks about very
little else except maybe how expensive cigarettes are. I see her at lunch
sometimes, smoking between Patrick and Sam. Her name is Mary
Elizabeth.

Mary Elizabeth told me that the thing about Zen is that it makes you
connected to everything in the world. You are part of the trees and the grass
and the dogs. Things like that. She even explained how her tattoo
symbolized this, but I can’t remember how. So, I guess Zen is a day like this
when you are part of the air and remember things.

One thing I remember is that the kids used to play a game. What you
would do is take a football or something, and one person would have it, and
all the other kids would try to tackle that kid. And then whoever got the ball
next would run around with it, and the kids would try to tackle him. This
could go on for hours. I never really understood the point of this game, but
my brother loved it. He didn’t like to run with the ball so much as he liked
to tackle people. The kids called the game “smear the queer.” I didn’t really
think about what that means until now.

Patrick told me the story about him and Brad, and now I understand why
Patrick didn’t get angry at Brad at the homecoming dance for dancing with
a girl. When they were both juniors, Patrick and Brad were at a party
together with the rest of the popular kids. Patrick actually used to be
popular before Sam bought him some good music.



Patrick and Brad both got pretty drunk at this party. Actually, Patrick said
that Brad was pretending to be a lot drunker than he really was. They were
sitting in the basement with some girl named Heather, and when she left to
go to the bathroom, Brad and Patrick were left alone. Patrick said it was
uncomfortable and exciting for both of them.

“You’re in Mr. Brosnahan’s class, right?”
“Have you ever gone to a Pink Floyd Laser Light Show?”
“Beer before liquor. Never sicker.”
When they ran out of small talk, they just looked at each other. And they

ended up fooling around right there in the basement. Patrick said it was like
the weight of the whole world left both their shoulders.

But Monday in school, Brad kept saying the same thing.
“Man, I was so wasted. I don’t remember a thing.”
He said it to everyone who was at the party. He said it a few times to the

same people. He even said it to Patrick. Nobody saw Patrick and Brad fool
around, but Brad kept saying it anyway. That Friday, there was another
party. And this time, Patrick and Brad got stoned although Patrick said that
Brad was pretending to be a lot more stoned than he really was. And they
ended up fooling around again. And Monday in school, Brad did the same
thing.

“Man, I was so wasted. I don’t remember a thing.”
This went on for seven months.
It got to a point where Brad was getting stoned or drunk before school.

It’s not like he and Patrick were fooling around in school. They only fooled
around at parties on Fridays, but Patrick said Brad couldn’t even look at
him in the hall, let alone speak with him. And it was hard, too, because
Patrick really liked Brad.

When summer came, Brad didn’t have to worry about school or anything,
so his drinking and smoking got a lot worse. There was a big party at
Patrick and Sam’s house with the less than popular crowd. Brad showed up,
which caused quite a stir because he was popular, but Patrick kept a secret
as to why Brad came to the party. When most people left, Brad and Patrick
went into Patrick’s room.

They had sex for the first time that night.
I don’t want to go into detail about it because it’s pretty private stuff, but

I will say that Brad assumed the role of the girl in terms of where you put
things. I think that’s pretty important to tell you. When they were finished,



Brad started to cry really hard. He had been drinking a lot. And getting
really really stoned.

No matter what Patrick did, Brad kept crying. Brad wouldn’t even let
Patrick hold him, which seems rather sad to me because if I have sex with
someone, I would want to hold them.

Finally, Patrick just pulled up Brad’s pants, and said to him.
“Just pretend you’re passed out.”
Then, Patrick got dressed and walked around the house to go into the

party from a different direction than his bedroom. He was also crying pretty
bad, and he decided if anyone asked him, he would say his eyes were red
from smoking pot. Finally, he shook himself out of it and walked into the
main party room. He acted really drunk. He went to Sam. “Have you seen
Brad?” Sam saw the look in Patrick’s eyes. Then, she spoke up to the party.

“Hey, has anyone seen Brad?”
Nobody at the party had, so a few people went to search for him. They

finally found him in Patrick’s room… asleep.
Finally, Patrick called Brad’s parents because he was really worried about

him. He didn’t tell them why, but he said that Brad was really sick at this
party and needed to be taken home. Brad’s parents did come, and Brad’s
father, along with some of the other boys including Patrick, carried Brad to
the car.

Patrick doesn’t know if Brad was really asleep or not at that point, but if
he wasn’t, it was a good acting job. Brad’s parents sent him to rehabilitation
because Brad’s father didn’t want him to miss his chance at a football
scholarship. Patrick didn’t see Brad for the rest of the summer.

Brad’s parents never did figure out why their son was getting stoned and
drunk all the time. Neither did anybody else. Except the people who knew.

When the school year started, Brad avoided Patrick a lot. He never went
to the same parties as Patrick or anything until a little over a month ago.
That was the night he threw rocks at Patrick’s window and told Patrick that
nobody could know, and Patrick understood. They only see each other now
at night on golf courses and at parties like Bob’s where the people are quiet
and understand these things.

I asked Patrick if he felt sad that he had to keep it a secret, and Patrick
just said that he wasn’t sad because at least now, Brad doesn’t have to get
drunk or stoned to make love.



Love always,
 Charlie           

November 8, 1991

Dear friend,
Bill gave me my first Bin advanced English class for my paper on Peter

Pan! To tell you the truth, I don’t know what I did differently from the other
papers. He told me that my sense of language is improving along with my
sentence structure. I think it’s great that I could be improving on these
things without noticing. By the way, Bill gives me A’s on my report cards
and letters to my parents. The grades on these papers are just between us.

I have decided that maybe I want to write when I grow up. I just don’t
know what I would write.

I thought about maybe writing for magazines just so I could see an article
that didn’t say things like I mentioned before. “As ______________ wiped
the honey mustard off of her lips, she spoke to me about her third husband
and the healing power of crystals.” But honestly, I think I would be a very
bad reporter because I can’t imagine sitting across the table from a
politician or a movie star and asking them questions. I think I would
probably just ask for their autograph for my mom or something. I would
probably get fired for doing this. So, I thought about maybe writing for a
newspaper instead because I could ask regular people questions, but my
sister says that newspapers always lie. I do not know if this is true, so I’ll
just have to see when I get older.

I did start working for a fanzine called Punk Rocky. It’s this xerox
magazine about punk rock and The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I don’t
write for it, but I help out.

Mary Elizabeth is in charge of it, just like she is in charge of the local
Rocky Horror Picture Show showings. Mary Elizabeth is a very interesting
person because she has a tattoo that symbolizes Buddhism and a belly
button ring and wears her hair to make somebody mad, but when she’s in
charge of something, she acts like my dad when he comes home from a
“long day.” She is a senior, and she says that my sister is a tease and a snob.
I told her not to say anything like that about my sister again.



Of all the things I’ve done this year so far, I think I like The Rocky
Horror Picture Show the best. Patrick and Sam took me to the theater to see
it on Halloween night. It’s really fun because all these kids dress up like the
people in the movie, and they act out the movie in front of the screen. Also,
people shout at the movie on cue. I guess you probably know this already,
but I thought I’d say it anyway in case you didn’t.

Patrick plays “Frank ’N Furter.” Sam plays “Janet.” It is very hard to
watch the movie because Sam walks around in her underwear when she
plays Janet. I am really trying not to think of her that way, which is
becoming increasingly difficult.

To tell you the truth, I love Sam. It’s not a movie kind of love either. I
just look at her sometimes, and I think she is the prettiest and nicest person
in the whole world. She is also very smart and fun. I wrote her a poem after
I saw her in The Rocky Horror Picture Show, but I didn’t show it to her
because I was embarrassed. I would write it out for you, but I think that
would be disrespectful to Sam.

The thing is that Sam is now going out with a boy named Craig.
Craig is older than my brother. I think he may even be twenty-one

because he drinks red wine. Craig plays “Rocky” in the show. Patrick says
that Craig is “cut and hunky.” I do not know where Patrick finds his
expressions.

But I guess that he’s right, Craig is cut and hunky. He is also a very
creative person. He’s putting himself through the Art Institute here by being
a male model for JCPenney catalogs and things like that. He likes to take
photographs, and I’ve seen a few of them, and they are very good. There is
this one photograph of Sam that is just beautiful. It would be impossible to
describe how beautiful it is, but I’ll try.

If you listen to the song “Asleep,” and you think about those pretty
weather days that make you remember things, and you think about the
prettiest eyes you’ve known, and you cry, and the person holds you back,
then I think you will see the photograph.

I want Sam to stop liking Craig.
Now, I guess maybe you think that’s because I am jealous of him. I’m

not. Honest. It’s just that Craig doesn’t really listen to her when she talks. I
don’t mean that he’s a bad guy because he’s not. It’s just that he always
looks distracted.



It’s like he would take a photograph of Sam, and the photograph would
be beautiful. And he would think that the reason the photograph was
beautiful was because of how he took it. If I took it, I would know that the
only reason it’s beautiful is because of Sam.

I just think it’s bad when a boy looks at a girl and thinks that the way he
sees the girl is better than the girl actually is. And I think it’s bad when the
most honest way a boy can look at a girl is through a camera. It’s very hard
for me to see Sam feel better about herself just because an older boy sees
her that way.

I asked my sister about this, and she said that Sam has low self-esteem.
My sister also said that Sam had a reputation when she was a sophomore.
According to my sister, Sam used to be a “blow queen.” I hope you know
what that means because I really can’t think about Sam and describe it to
you.

I am really in love with Sam, and it hurts very much.
I did ask my sister about the boy at the dance. She wouldn’t talk about it

until I promised that I wouldn’t tell anybody, not even Bill. So, I promised.
She said that she has been seeing this boy secretly since Dad said she
couldn’t. She says she thinks about him when he’s not there. She says
they’re going to get married after they both finish college, and he finishes
law school.

She told me not to worry because he hasn’t hit her since that night. And
she said not to worry because he won’t hit her again. She really didn’t say
any more other than that, although she kept talking.

It was nice sitting with my sister that night because she almost never
likes to talk to me. I was surprised that she told me as much as she did, but I
guess that since she’s keeping things secret, she can’t tell anybody. And I
guess she was just dying to tell somebody.

But as much as she told me not to, I do worry a lot about her. She is my
sister, after all.

Love always,
 Charlie         

November 12, 1991

Dear friend,



I love Twinkies, and the reason I am saying that is because we are all
supposed to think of reasons to live. In science class, Mr. Z. told us about an
experiment where they got this rat or mouse, and they put this rat or mouse
on one side of a cage. On the other side of the cage, they put a little piece of
food. And this rat or mouse would walk over to the food and eat. Then, they
put the rat or mouse back on its original side, and this time, they put
electricity all through the floor where the rat or mouse would have to walk
to get the piece of food. They did this for a while, and the rat or mouse
stopped going to get the food at a certain amount of voltage. Then, they
repeated the experiment, but they replaced the food with something that
gave the rat or mouse intense pleasure. I don’t know what it was that gave
them intense pleasure, but I am guessing it is some kind of rat or mouse nip.
Anyway, what the scientists found out was that the rat or mouse would put
up with a lot more voltage for the pleasure. Even more than for the food.

I don’t know the significance of this, but I find it very interesting.
Love always,

 Charlie         

November 15, 1991

Dear friend,
It’s starting to get cold and frosty here. The pretty fall weather is pretty

much gone. The good news is that we have holidays coming up, which I
love especially now because my brother will be coming home soon. Maybe
even for Thanksgiving! At least I hope he does for my mom.

My brother hasn’t called home in a few weeks now, and Mom just keeps
talking about his grades and sleeping habits and the foods he eats, and my
dad keeps saying the same thing.

“He’s not going to get injured.”
Personally, I like to think my brother is having a college experience like

they do in the movies. I don’t mean the big fraternity party kind of movie.
More like the movie where the guy meets a smart girl who wears a lot of
sweaters and drinks cocoa. They talk about books and issues and kiss in the
rain. I think something like that would be very good for him, especially if
the girl were unconventionally beautiful. They are the best kind of girls, I
think. I personally find “super models” strange. I don’t know why this is.



My brother, on the other hand, has posters of “super models” and cars
and beer and things like that on the walls in his room. I suppose if you add a
dirty floor, it’s probably what his dorm room looks like. My brother always
hated making his bed, but he kept his clothes closet very organized. Go
figure.

The thing is, when my brother does call home, he doesn’t say a lot. He
talks about his classes a little bit, but mostly he talks about the football
team. There is a lot of attention on the team because they are very good, and
they have some really big players. My brother said that one of the guys will
probably be a millionaire someday, but that he is “dumb as a post.” I guess
that’s pretty dumb.

My brother told this one story where the whole team was sitting around
the locker room, talking about all the stuff they had to do to get into college
football. They finally got around to talking about SAT scores, which I have
never taken.

And this guy said, “I got a 710.”
And my brother said, “Math or verbal?”
And the guy said, “Huh?”
And the whole team laughed.
I always wanted to be on a sports team like that. I’m not exactly sure

why, but I always thought it would be fun to have “glory days.” Then, I
would have stories to tell my children and golf buddies. I guess I could tell
people about Punk Rocky and walking home from school and things like
that. Maybe these are my glory days, and I’m not even realizing it because
they don’t involve a ball.

I used to play sports when I was little, and I was actually very good, but
the problem was that it used to make me too aggressive, so the doctors told
my mom I would have to stop.

My dad had glory days once. I’ve seen pictures of him when he was
young. He was a very handsome man. I don’t know any other way to put it.
He looked like all old pictures look. Old pictures look very rugged and
young, and the people in the photographs always seem a lot happier than
you are.

My mother looks beautiful in old pictures. She actually looks more
beautiful than anyone except maybe Sam. Sometimes, I look at my parents
now and wonder what happened to make them the way they are. And then I
wonder what will happen to my sister when her boyfriend graduates from



law school. And what my brother’s face will look like on a football card, or
what it will look like if it is never on a football card. My dad played college
baseball for two years, but he had to stop when Mom got pregnant with my
brother. That’s when he started working at the office. I honestly don’t know
what my dad does.

He tells a story sometimes. It is a great story. It has to do with the state
championship for baseball when he was in high school. It was the bottom of
the ninth inning, and there was a runner on first. There were two outs, and
my dad’s team was behind by one run. My dad was younger than most of
the varsity team because he was only a sophomore, and I think the team
thought he was going to blow the game. He had all this pressure on him. He
was really nervous. And really scared. But after a few pitches, he said he
started feeling “in the zone.” When the pitcher wound up and threw the next
ball, he knew exactly where that ball was going to be. He hit it harder than
any other ball he ever hit in his whole life. And he made a home run, and
his team won the state championship. The greatest thing about this story is
that every time my dad tells it, it never changes. He’s not one to exaggerate.

I think about all this sometimes when I’m watching a football game with
Patrick and Sam. I look at the field, and I think about the boy who just
made the touchdown. I think that these are the glory days for that boy, and
this moment will just be another story someday because all the people who
make touchdowns and home runs will become somebody’s dad. And when
his children look at his yearbook photograph, they will think that their dad
was rugged and handsome and looked a lot happier than they are.

I just hope I remember to tell my kids that they are as happy as I look in
my old photographs. And I hope that they believe me.

Love always,
 Charlie         

November 18, 1991

Dear friend,
My brother finally called yesterday, and he can’t make it home for any

part of Thanksgiving weekend because he is behind on school because of
football. My mom was so upset that she took me shopping for new clothes.



I know you think what I’m about to write is an exaggeration, but I
promise you that it isn’t. From the time we got into the car to the time we
came home, my mom literally did not stop talking. Not once. Not even
when I was in the dressing room trying on “slacks.”

She just stood outside the dressing room and worried out loud. The things
she said went all over the place. First, it was that my dad should’ve insisted
that my brother come home if only for an afternoon. Then, it was that my
sister had better start thinking more about her future and start applying to
“safety” schools in case the good ones don’t work out. And then she started
saying that gray was a good color for me.

I understand how my mom thinks. I really do.
It’s like when we were little, and we would go to the grocery store. My

sister and brother would fight about things that my sister and brother would
fight about, and I would sit at the bottom of the shopping cart. And my
mom would be so upset by the end of shopping that she would push the cart
fast, and I would feel like I was in a submarine.

Yesterday was like that except now I got to sit in the front seat.
When I saw Sam and Patrick at school today, they both agreed that my

mom has very good taste in clothing. I told my mom this when I got home
from school, and she smiled. She asked me if I wanted to invite Sam and
Patrick over for dinner sometime after the holidays are over because my
mom gets nervous enough as it is during the holidays. I called Sam and
Patrick, and they said they would.

I’m really excited!
The last time I had a friend over to dinner was Michael last year. We had

tacos. The really great part was that Michael stayed over to sleep. We ended
up sleeping very little. We mostly just talked about things like girls and
movies and music. The one part I remember distinctly was walking around
the neighborhood at night. My parents were asleep along with the rest of the
houses. Michael looked into all the windows. It was dark and quiet.

He said, “Do you think those people are nice?”
I said, “The Andersons? Yeah. They’re old.”
“What about those people?”
“Well, Mrs. Lambert doesn’t like baseballs going into her yard.”
“What about those people?”
“Mrs. Tanner has been visiting her mother for three months. Mr. Tanner

spends his weekends sitting on the back porch and listening to baseball



games. I don’t really know if they’re nice or not because they don’t have
children.”

“Is she sick?”
“Is who sick?”
“Mrs. Tanner’s mother.”
“I don’t think so. My mom would know, and she didn’t say anything.”
Michael nodded. “They’re getting a divorce.”
“You think so?”
“Uh-huh.”
We just kept walking. Michael had a way of walking quiet sometimes. I

guess I should mention that my mom heard that Michael’s parents are
divorced now. She said that only seventy percent of marriages stay together
when they lose a child. I think she read it in a magazine somewhere.

Love always,
 Charlie         

November 23, 1991

Dear friend,
Do you enjoy holidays with your family? I don’t mean your mom and

dad family, but your uncle and aunt and cousin family? Personally, I do.
There are several reasons for this.

First, I am very interested and fascinated by how everyone loves each
other, but no one really likes each other. Second, the fights are always the
same.

They usually start when my mom’s dad (my grandfather) finishes his
third drink. It is around this time that he starts to talk a lot. My grandfather
usually just complains about black people moving into the old
neighborhood, and then my sister gets upset at him, and then my
grandfather tells her that she doesn’t know what she’s talking about because
she lives in the suburbs. And then he says how no one visits him in his
retirement home. And finally he starts talking about all of the family’s
secrets, like how cousin so-and-so “knocked up” that waitress from the Big
Boy. I should probably mention that my grandfather can’t hear very well, so
he says all of these things really loud.



My sister tries to fight him, but she never wins. My grandfather is
definitely more stubborn than she is. My mom usually helps her aunt
prepare the food, which my grandfather always says is “too dry” even if it’s
soup. And her aunt will then cry and lock herself in the bathroom.

There is only one bathroom in my great aunt’s house, so this turns to
trouble when all the beer starts to hit my cousins. They stand twisted in
bladder positions and bang on the door for a few minutes and almost coax
my great aunt out, but then my grandfather curses something at my great
aunt, and the cycle starts over again. With the exception of the one holiday
when my grandfather passed out just after dinner, my cousins always have
to go to the bathroom outside in the bushes. If you look out the windows
like I do, you can see them, and it looks like they’re on one of their hunting
trips. I feel terribly sorry for my girl cousins and my other great aunts
because they don’t really have the bushes option, especially when it’s cold.

I should mention that my dad usually just sits real quiet and drinks. My
dad is not a big drinker at all, but when he has to spend time with my
mom’s family, he gets “loaded,” as my cousin Tommy says. Deep down, I
think my dad would rather spend the holiday with his family in Ohio. That
way, he wouldn’t have to be around my grandfather. He doesn’t like my
grandfather very much, but he keeps quiet about it. Even on the ride home.
He just doesn’t think it’s his place.

As the evening comes to an end, my grandfather is usually too drunk to
do much of anything. My dad and my brother and my cousins carry him out
to the car of the person who is least angry at him. It has always been my job
to open doors for them along the way. My grandfather is very fat.

I remember there was one time that my brother drove my grandfather
back to the retirement home, and I rode along. My brother always
understood my grandfather. He rarely got angry at him unless my
grandfather said something mean about my mom or sister or made a scene
in public. I remember it was snowing really hard, and it was very quiet.
Almost peaceful. And my grandfather calmed down and started talking a
different kind of talk.

He told us that when he was sixteen, he had to leave school because his
dad died, and someone had to support the family. He talked about the time
when he had to go to the mill three times a day to see if there was any work
for him. And he talked about how cold it was. And how hungry he was
because he made sure his family always ate before him. Things he said we



just wouldn’t understand because we were lucky. Then, he talked about his
daughters, my mom and Aunt Helen.

“I know how your mom feels about me. I know Helen, too. There was
one time… I went to the mill… no work… none.… I came home at two in
the morning… pissed and pissed… your grandmother showed me their
report cards… C-plus average… and these were smart girls. So, I went into
their room and I beat some sense into them… and when it was done and
they were crying, I just held up their report cards and said… ‘This will
never happen again.’ She still talks about it… your mother… but you know
something… it never did happen again… they went to college… both of
them. I just wish I could have sent them… I always wanted to send them…
. I wish Helen could have understood that. I think your mother did… deep
down… she’s a good woman… you should be proud of her.”

When I told my mom about this, she just looked very sad because he
could never say those things to her. Not ever. Not even when he walked her
down the aisle.

But this Thanksgiving was different. It was my brother’s football game,
which we brought a VCR tape of for my relatives to watch. The whole
family was gathered around the TV, even my great aunts, who never watch
football. I’ll never forget the looks on their faces when my brother took the
field. It was a mixture of all things. My one cousin works in a gas station.
And my other cousin has been out of work for two years since he injured
his hand. And my other cousin has been wanting to go back to college for
around seven years. And my dad said once that they were very jealous of
my brother because he had a shot in life and was actually doing something
about it.

But in that moment when my brother took the field, all that washed away,
and everyone was proud. At one point, my brother made a very big play on
third down, and everyone cheered even though some of us had already seen
the game before. I looked up at my dad, and he was smiling. I looked at my
mom, and she was smiling even though she was nervous about my brother
getting hurt, which was strange because it was a VCR tape of an old game,
and she knew he didn’t get hurt. My great aunts and my cousins and their
children and everyone were also smiling. Even my sister. There were only
two people who weren’t smiling. My grandfather and I.

My grandfather was crying.



The kind of crying that is quiet and a secret. The kind of crying that only
I noticed. I thought about him going into my mom’s room when she was
little and hitting my mom and holding up her report card and saying that her
bad grades would never happen again. And I think now that maybe he
meant my older brother. Or my sister. Or me. That he would make sure that
he was the last one to work in a mill.

I don’t know if that’s good or bad. I don’t know if it’s better to have your
kids be happy and not go to college. I don’t know if it’s better to be close
with your daughter or make sure that she has a better life than you do. I just
don’t know. I was just quiet, and I watched him.

When the game was over and dinner was finished, everyone said what
they were thankful for. A lot of it had to do with my brother or family or
children or God. And everyone meant it when they said it regardless of
what would happen tomorrow. When it came to my turn I thought about it a
lot because this was my first time sitting at the big table with all the grown-
ups since my brother wasn’t here to take his seat.

“I’m thankful that my brother played football on television so nobody
fought.”

Most of the people around the table looked uncomfortable. Some looked
angry. My dad looked like he knew I was right, but he didn’t want to say
anything because it wasn’t his family. My mom was nervous about what her
dad would do. Only one person at the table said anything. It was my great
aunt, the one who usually locks herself in the bathroom.

“Amen.”
And somehow that made it all right.
When we were all getting ready to leave, I walked up to my grandfather

and gave him a hug and a kiss on the cheek. He wiped my lip print off with
his palm and gave me a look. He doesn’t like the boys in the family to touch
him. But I’m very glad that I did it anyway in case he dies. I never got to do
that with my Aunt Helen.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 7, 1991

Dear friend,



Have you ever heard of a thing called “Secret Santa?” It’s this activity
where a group of friends draw names out of a hat, and they are supposed to
buy a lot of Christmas presents for whatever person they choose. The
presents are “secretly” placed in their lockers when they’re not there. Then,
at the end, you have a party, and all the people reveal who they really are as
they give their last presents.

Sam started doing this with her group of friends three years ago. Now,
it’s some tradition. And supposedly the party at the end is always the best of
the year. It happens the night after our last day of school before the break.

I don’t know who got me. I got Patrick.
I’m really glad I got Patrick even though I wished for Sam. I haven’t seen

Patrick in a few weeks except in shop class because he has been spending
most of his time with Brad, so thinking about presents is a good way to
think about him.

The first present is going to be a mix tape. I just know that it should. I
already have the songs picked and a theme. It’s called “One Winter.” But
I’ve decided not to hand-color the cover. The first side has a lot of songs by
the Village People and Blondie because Patrick likes that type of music a
lot. It also has Smells Like Teen Spirit by Nirvana, which Sam and Patrick
love. But the second side is the one I like the most. It has winter kind of
songs.

Here they are:
Asleep by the Smiths

 Vapour Trail by Ride
 Scarborough Fair by Simon & Garfunkel

 A Whiter Shade of Pale by Procol Harum
 Time of No Reply by Nick Drake

 Dear Prudence by the Beatles
 Gypsy by Suzanne Vega

 Nights in White Satin by the Moody Blues
 Daydream by Smashing Pumpkins

 Dusk by Genesis (before Phil Collins was even in the band!)
 MLK by U2

 Blackbird by the Beatles
 Landslide by Fleetwood Mac

  
And finally…

 



 
Asleep by the Smiths (again!)

I spent all night working on it, and I hope Patrick likes it as much as I do.
Especially the second side. I hope it’s the kind of second side that he can
listen to whenever he drives alone and feel like he belongs to something
whenever he’s sad. I hope it can be that for him.

I had an amazing feeling when I finally held the tape in my hand. I just
thought to myself that in the palm of my hand, there was this one tape that
had all of these memories and feelings and great joy and sadness. Right
there in the palm of my hand. And I thought about how many people have
loved those songs. And how many people got through a lot of bad times
because of those songs. And how many people enjoyed good times with
those songs. And how much those songs really mean. I think it would be
great to have written one of those songs. I bet if I wrote one of them, I
would be very proud. I hope the people who wrote those songs are happy. I
hope that they feel it’s enough. I really do because they’ve made me happy.
And I’m only one person.

I can’t wait to get my driver’s license. It’s coming up soon!
Incidentally, I have not told you about Bill in a while. But I guess there’s

not a lot to tell because he just keeps giving me books that he doesn’t give
his other students, and I keep reading them, and he keeps asking me to write
papers, and I do. In the last month or so, I have read The Great Gatsby and
A Separate Peace. I am starting to see a real trend in the kind of books Bill
gives me to read. And just like the tape of songs, it is amazing to hold each
of them in the palm of my hand. They are all my favorites. All of them.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 11, 1991

Dear friend,
Patrick loved the tape! I think he knows that I’m his Secret Santa,

though, because I think he knows that only I would do a tape like that. He
also knows what my handwriting looks like. I don’t know why I don’t think
of these things until it’s too late. I really should have saved it for my last
present.



Incidentally, I have thought of my second gift for Patrick. It is magnetic
poetry. Have you heard of this? In case you haven’t, I will explain. Some
guy or girl put a whole bunch of words on a sheet of magnet and then cut
the words into separate pieces. You put them on your refrigerator, and then
you write poems while you make a sandwich. It’s very fun.

The gift from my Secret Santa wasn’t anything special. That makes me
sad. I bet you anything that Mary Elizabeth is my Secret Santa because only
she would give me socks.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 19, 1991

Dear friend,
I have since received thrift store “slacks.” I have also received a tie, a

white shirt, shoes, and an old belt. I’m guessing that my last gift at the party
will be a suit coat because it’s the only thing left. I was told by a typed note
to wear everything I had been given to the party. I hope there is something
behind this.

The good news is that Patrick liked all my gifts very much. Gift number
three was a set of watercolor paints and some paper. I thought he might like
to get them even if he never uses them. Gift number four was a harmonica
and a book about playing it. I guess it’s probably the same gift as the water
colors, but I really think that everyone should have watercolors, magnetic
poetry, and a harmonica.

My last gift before the party is a book called The Mayor of Castro Street.
It is about a man named Harvey Milk, who was a gay leader in San
Francisco. I went to the library when Patrick told me he was gay, and I did
some research because I honestly didn’t know much about it. I found an
article about a documentary movie about Harvey Milk. And when I couldn’t
find the movie, I just searched for his name, and I found this book.

I have not read it myself, but the description on the book seemed very
good. I hope that it means something to Patrick. I can’t wait for the party, so
I can give Patrick my party present. Incidentally, I have taken all my finals
for the semester, and it has been very busy, and I would have told you all



about it, but it just doesn’t seem as interesting as these other things that
have to do with holidays.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 21, 1991

Dear friend,
Wow. Wow. I can paint the picture for you if you like. We are all sitting

in Sam and Patrick’s house, which I had never seen before. It was a rich
house. Very clean. And we were all giving our final presents. The outside
lights were on, and it was snowing, and it looked like magic. Like we were
somewhere else. Like we were someplace better.

It was the first time I had ever met Sam and Patrick’s parents. They were
so nice. Sam’s mom is very pretty and tells great jokes. Sam said she used
to be an actress when she was younger. Patrick’s dad is very tall and has a
great handshake. He is also a very good cook. A lot of parents make you
feel very awkward when you meet them. But not Sam and Patrick’s. They
were friendly all through dinner, and when dinner was over, they left so we
could have our party. They didn’t even check on us or anything. Not once.
They just let us pretend it was our house. So, we decided to have the party
in the “games” room, which had no games but a great rug.

When I revealed that I was Patrick’s Secret Santa, everyone laughed
because everyone knew, and Patrick did his best impersonation of being
surprised, which was nice of him. Then, everyone asked what my last gift
was, and I told them it was a poem I read a long time ago. It was a poem
that Michael made a copy of for me. And I have read it a thousand times
since because I don’t know who wrote it. I don’t know if it was ever in a
book or a class. And I don’t know how old the person was. But I know that
I want to know him or her. I want to know that this person is okay.

So, everyone asked me to stand up and read the poem. And I wasn’t shy
because we were trying to act like grown-ups, and we drank brandy. And I
was warm. I’m still a little warm, but I have to tell you this. So, I stood up,
and just before I read this poem, I asked everyone if they knew who wrote it
to please tell me.



When I was done reading the poem, everyone was quiet. A very sad
quiet. But the amazing thing was that it wasn’t a bad sad at all. It was just
something that made everyone look around at each other and know that
they were there. Sam and Patrick looked at me. And I looked at them. And I
think they knew. Not anything specific really. They just knew. And I think
that’s all you can ever ask from a friend.

That’s when Patrick put on the second side of the tape I made for him and
poured everyone another glass of brandy. I guess we all looked a little silly
drinking it, but we didn’t feel silly. I can tell you that.

As the songs kept playing, Mary Elizabeth stood up. But she wasn’t
holding a suit coat. It turns out that she wasn’t my Secret Santa at all. She
was the Secret Santa to the other girl with the tattoo and belly button ring,
whose real name is Alice. She gave her some black nail polish that Alice
had had her eye on. And Alice was very grateful. I just sat there, looking
around the room. Looking for the suit coat. Not knowing who could
possibly be holding it.

Sam stood up next, and she gave Bob a handcrafted Native American
marijuana pipe, which seemed appropriate.

More people gave more gifts. And more hugs were exchanged. And
finally, it came to the end. No one was left except for Patrick. And he stood
up and walked into the kitchen.

“Does anyone want any chips?”
Everyone did. And he came out with three tubes of Pringles and a suit

coat. And he walked up to me. And he said that all the great writers used to
wear suits all the time.

So, I put on the suit even though I didn’t feel like I really deserved to
since all I write are essays for Bill, but it was such a nice present, and
everyone clapped their hands anyway. Sam and Patrick both agreed I looked
handsome. Mary Elizabeth smiled. I think it was the first time in my life I
ever felt like I looked “good.” Do you know what I mean? That nice feeling
when you look in the mirror, and your hair’s right for the first time in your
life? I don’t think we should base so much on weight, muscles, and a good
hair day, but when it happens, it’s nice. It really is.

The rest of the evening was very special. Since a lot of people were going
away with their families to places like Florida and Indiana, we all
exchanged presents with the people we weren’t Secret Santas for.



Bob gave Patrick an eighth of marijuana with a Christmas card attached.
He even wrapped it. Mary Elizabeth gave Sam earrings. So did Alice. And
Sam gave them earrings, too. I think that is a private girl thing. I have to
admit, I felt a little sad because other than Sam and Patrick, nobody got me
a present. I guess I’m not that close with them, so it makes sense. But I still
felt a little sad.

And then it came to my turn. I gave Bob a little plastic tube of soap
bubbles because it just seemed to fit his personality. I guess I was right.

“Too much,” was all he said.
He spent the rest of the night blowing bubbles at the ceiling.
Next was Alice. I gave her a book by Anne Rice because she is always

talking about her. And she looked at me like she couldn’t believe I knew
she loved Anne Rice. I guess she didn’t know how much she talked or how
much I listen. But she thanked me all the same. Next came Mary Elizabeth.
I gave her forty dollars inside a card. The card said something pretty
simple: “To be spent on printing Punk Rocky in color next time.”

And she looked at me funny. Then, they all started to look at me funny
except for Sam and Patrick. I think they started feeling bad because they
didn’t get me anything. But I don’t think they should have because I don’t
think that’s the point really. Mary Elizabeth just smiled, and said thanks,
and then stopped looking at me in the eye.

Last came Sam. I had been thinking about this present for a long time. I
think I thought about this present from the first time I really saw her. Not
met her or saw her but the first time I really saw her if you know what I
mean. There was a card attached.

Inside the card, I told Sam that the present I gave her was given to me by
my Aunt Helen. It was an old 45 record that had the Beatles’ song
“Something.” I used to listen to it all the time when I was little and thinking
about grown-up things. I would go to my bedroom window and stare at my
reflection in the glass and the trees behind it and just listen to the song for
hours. I decided then that when I met someone I thought was as beautiful as
the song, I should give it to that person. And I didn’t mean beautiful on the
outside. I meant beautiful in all ways. So, I was giving it to Sam.

Sam looked at me soft. And she hugged me. And I closed my eyes
because I wanted to know nothing but her arms. And she kissed my cheek
and whispered so nobody could hear.

“I love you.”



I knew that she meant it in a friend way, but I didn’t care because it was
the third time since my Aunt Helen died that I heard it from anyone. The
other two times were from my mom.

After that, I couldn’t believe that Sam actually got me a present because I
honestly thought that the “I love you” was it. But she did get me a present.
And for the first time, something nice like that made me smile and not cry. I
guess Sam and Patrick went to the same thrift store because their gifts went
together. She took me to her room and stood me in front of her dresser,
which was covered in a pillowcase with pretty colors. She lifted off the
pillowcase, and there I was, standing in my old suit, looking at an old
typewriter with a fresh ribbon. Inside the typewriter was a piece of white
paper.

On that piece of white paper, Sam wrote, “Write about me sometime.”
And I typed something back to her, standing right there in her bedroom. I
just typed.

“I will.”
And I felt good that those were the first two words that I ever typed on

my new old typewriter that Sam gave me. We just sat there quiet for a
moment, and she smiled. And I moved to the typewriter again, and I wrote
something.

“I love you, too.”
And Sam looked at the paper, and she looked at me.
“Charlie… have you ever kissed a girl?”
I shook my head no. It was so quiet.
“Not even when you were little?”
I shook my head no again. And she looked very sad.
She told me about the first time she was kissed. She told me that it was

with one of her dad’s friends. She was seven. And she told nobody about it
except for Mary Elizabeth and then Patrick a year ago. And she started to
cry. And she said something that I won’t forget. Ever.

“I know that you know that I like Craig. And I know that I told you not to
think of me that way. And I know that we can’t be together like that. But I
want to forget all those things for a minute. Okay?”

“Okay.”
“I want to make sure that the first person you kiss loves you. Okay?”
“Okay.” She was crying harder now. And I was, too, because when I hear

something like that I just can’t help it.



“I just want to make sure of that. Okay?”
“Okay.”
And she kissed me. It was the kind of kiss that I could never tell my

friends about out loud. It was the kind of kiss that made me know that I was
never so happy in my whole life.

  
 

Once on a yellow piece of paper with green lines
 he wrote a poem

And he called it “Chops”
 because that was the name of his dog

And that’s what it was all about
And his teacher gave him an A

 and a gold star
And his mother hung it on the kitchen door

 and read it to his aunts
That was the year Father Tracy

 took all the kids to the zoo
And he let them sing on the bus
And his little sister was born

 with tiny toenails and no hair
And his mother and father kissed a lot
And the girl around the corner sent him a

 Valentine signed with a row of X’s
 and he had to ask his father what the X’s meant

And his father always tucked him in bed at night
And was always there to do it

  
Once on a piece of white paper with blue lines

 he wrote a poem
And he called it “Autumn”

 because that was the name of the season
And that’s what it was all about
And his teacher gave him an A

 and asked him to write more clearly
And his mother never hung it on the kitchen door

 because of its new paint



And the kids told him
 that Father Tracy smoked cigars

And left butts on the pews
And sometimes they would burn holes
That was the year his sister got glasses

 with thick lenses and black frames
And the girl around the corner laughed

 when he asked her to go see Santa Claus
And the kids told him why

 his mother and father kissed a lot
And his father never tucked him in bed at night
And his father got mad

 when he cried for him to do it.
  

Once on a paper torn from his notebook
 he wrote a poem

And he called it “Innocence: A Question”
 because that was the question about his girl

And that’s what it was all about
And his professor gave him an A

 and a strange steady look
And his mother never hung it on the kitchen door

 because he never showed her
That was the year that Father Tracy died
And he forgot how the end

 of the Apostle’s Creed went
And he caught his sister

 making out on the back porch
And his mother and father never kissed

 or even talked
And the girl around the corner

 wore too much makeup
That made him cough when he kissed her

 but he kissed her anyway
 because that was the thing to do

And at three A.M. he tucked himself into bed
 his father snoring soundly



 
That’s why on the back of a brown paper bag

 he tried another poem
And he called it “Absolutely Nothing”
Because that’s what it was really all about
And he gave himself an A
and a slash on each damned wrist
And he hung it on the bathroom door

 because this time he didn’t think
 he could reach the kitchen.

  
That was the poem I read for Patrick. Nobody knew who wrote it, but

Bob said he heard it before, and he heard that it was some kid’s suicide
note. I really hope it wasn’t because then I don’t know if I like the ending.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 23, 1991

Dear friend,
Sam and Patrick left with their family for the Grand Canyon yesterday. I

don’t feel too bad about it because I can still remember Sam’s kiss. It feels
peaceful and right. I even considered not washing my lips like they do on
TV, but then I thought it would get too gross. So, instead I spent today
walking around the neighborhood. I even got out my old sled and my old
scarf. There is something cozy about that for me.

I walked over to the hill where we used to go and sled. There were a lot
of little kids there. I watched them flying. Doing jumps and having races.
And I thought that all those little kids are going to grow up someday. And
all of those little kids are going to do the things that we do. And they will
all kiss someone someday. But for now, sledding is enough. I think it would
be great if sledding were always enough, but it isn’t.

I’m really glad that Christmas and my birthday are soon because that
means they will be over soon because I can already feel myself going to a
bad place I used to go. After my Aunt Helen was gone, I went to that place.
It got so bad that my mom had to take me to a doctor, and I was held back a



grade. But now I’m trying not to think about it too much because that
makes it worse.

It’s kind of like when you look at yourself in the mirror and you say your
name. And it gets to a point where none of it seems real. Well, sometimes, I
can do that, but I don’t need an hour in front of a mirror. It happens very
fast, and things start to slip away. And I just open my eyes, and I see
nothing. And then I start to breathe really hard trying to see something, but
I can’t. It doesn’t happen all the time, but when it does, it scares me.

It almost happened this morning, but I thought of Sam’s kiss, and it went
away.

I probably shouldn’t be writing about this too much because it brings it
up too much. It makes me think too much. And I am trying to participate.
It’s just hard because Sam and Patrick are in the Grand Canyon.

Tomorrow, I’m going with my mom to buy presents for everyone. And
then we are celebrating my birthday. I was born on December 24. I don’t
know if I ever told you that. It’s a strange birthday to have because it is so
close to Christmas. After that, we are celebrating Christmas with my dad’s
family, and my brother will be home for a little while. Then, I’m going out
to take my driver’s test, so I will be busy while Sam and Patrick are gone.

Tonight, I watched some television with my sister, but she didn’t want to
watch the Christmas specials that were on, so I decided to go upstairs and
read.

Bill gave me one book to read over the break. It’s The Catcher in the Rye.
It was Bill’s favorite book when he was my age. He said it was the kind of
book you made your own.

I read the first twenty pages. I don’t know how I feel about it just yet, but
it does seem appropriate to this time. I hope Sam and Patrick call on my
birthday. It would make me feel much better.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 25, 1991

Dear friend,
I am sitting in my dad’s old bedroom in Ohio. The family is still

downstairs. I really don’t feel very well. I don’t know what’s wrong with



me, but I’m starting to get scared. I wish we were going back home tonight,
but we always sleep over. I don’t want to tell my mom about it because it
would just make her worry. I would tell Sam and Patrick, but they didn’t
call yesterday. And we left this morning after we opened presents. Maybe
they called this afternoon. I hope they didn’t call this afternoon because I
wasn’t there. I hope it’s okay that I’m telling you this. I just don’t know
what else to do. I always get sad when this happens, and I wish Michael
were here. And I wish my Aunt Helen were here. I miss my Aunt Helen like
this. Reading the book isn’t helping either. I don’t know. I’m just thinking
too fast. Much too fast. It’s like tonight.

The family watched It’s a Wonderful Life, which is a very beautiful
movie. And all I could think was why didn’t they make the movie about
Uncle Billy? George Bailey was an important man in the town. Because of
him, a whole bunch of people got to get out of the slums. He saved a town,
and when his dad died, he was the only guy who could do it. He wanted to
live an adventure, but he stayed behind and sacrificed his dreams for the
better good of the community. And then when that made him sad, he was
going to kill himself. He was going to die because his life insurance money
would have taken care of his family. And then an angel comes down and
shows him what life would be if he had never been born. How the whole
town would have suffered. And how his wife would have been an “old
maid.” And my sister didn’t even say anything about how that’s such an
old-fashioned thing, this year. Every other year she says something about
how Mary was working for a living, and just because she’s not married, it
doesn’t mean that she is worthless. But this year she didn’t. I didn’t know
why. I thought it might be about that secret boy of hers. Or maybe it’s what
happened in the car on the way over to our grandma’s house. I just wanted
the movie to be about Uncle Billy because he drank a lot and was fat and
lost the money in the first place. I wanted the angel to come down and show
us how Uncle Billy’s life had meaning. Then, I think I’d feel better.

It started yesterday at home. I don’t like my birthday. I don’t like it at all.
I went shopping with my mom and sister, and my mom was in a bad mood
because of parking spaces and lines. And my sister was in a bad mood
because she couldn’t buy her secret boy a present and hide it from Mom.
She would have to come back herself later. And I felt weird. Really weird,
because as I was walking around all the stores, I didn’t know what present
my dad would like to receive from me, I knew what to buy or give Sam and



Patrick, but I didn’t know what I could buy or give or make for my own
dad. My brother likes posters of girls and beer cans. My sister likes a
haircut gift certificate. My mom likes old movies and plants. My dad only
likes golf, and that is not a winter sport except for in Florida, and we don’t
live there. And he doesn’t play baseball anymore. He doesn’t like to be
even reminded unless he tells the stories. I just wanted to know what to buy
my dad because I love him. And I don’t know him. And he doesn’t like to
talk about things like that.

“Well, why don’t you chip in with your sister and buy him that sweater?”
“I don’t want to. I want to buy him something. What kind of music does

he like?”
My dad doesn’t listen to music a lot anymore, and the stuff he likes, he

has.
“What kind of books does he like to read?”
My dad doesn’t read books too much anymore because he listens to

books on cassette tapes on the way to work, and he gets them free from the
library.

What kind of movies? What kind of anything?
My sister decided to buy the sweater on her own. And she started to get

mad at me because she needed time to come back to the store to buy that
present for her secret boyfriend.

“Just buy him some golf balls, Charlie. Jesus.”
“But that’s a summer sport.”
“Mom. Would you make him buy something?”
“Charlie. Calm down. It’s okay.”
I felt so sad. I didn’t know what was going on. Mom was trying to be

really nice because when I get like this, she is the one that tries real hard to
keep things calm.

“I’m sorry, Mom.”
“No. Don’t be sorry. You want to get a nice present for your father. That’s

a good thing.”
“Mom!” My sister was really getting mad.
My mom didn’t even look at my sister.
“Charlie, you can buy your father whatever you want. I know he’ll love

it. Now, calm down. It’s okay.”
My mom took me to four different stores. Each one my sister just sat in

the nearest chair and groaned. I finally found the perfect store. It was a



movie place. And I found a videocassette of the last episode of M*A*S*H
without the commercials. And I felt a lot better. Then, I started telling Mom
about how we all watched it together.

“She knows, Charlie. She was there. Let’s go. Duh.”
My mom told my sister to mind her own business, and she listened to me

tell the story that she already knew, leaving out the part about my dad
crying because that was our little secret. My mom even told me how I tell
stories very well. I love my mom. And this time, I told her I loved her. And
she told me she loved me, too. And things were okay for a little while.

We were sitting at the dinner table, waiting for my dad to come home
with my brother from the airport. He was really late, and my mom started to
worry because it was snowing really hard outside. And she kept my sister at
home because she needed help with dinner. She wanted it to be extra special
for my brother and for me because he was coming home, and it was my
birthday. But my sister just wanted to buy her boyfriend a present. She was
in a really bad mood. She was being like those bratty girls in movies from
the 1980s, and my mom kept saying “Young lady” after every sentence.

My dad finally called and said that because of the snow, my brother’s
plane was going to be very late. I just heard my mom’s side of the
discussion.

“But it’s Charlie’s birthday dinner… I don’t expect you to do anything
about it… did he miss it? I’m just asking… I didn’t say it was your fault…
no… I can’t keep it warm… it’ll be dry… what… but it’s his favorite…
well, what am I supposed to feed them… of course they’re hungry… you’re
already an hour late… well, you could have called…”

I don’t know how long my mom was on the phone because I couldn’t
stay at the table and listen. I went into my room and read. I wasn’t hungry
anymore anyway. I just wanted to be in a quiet place. After a little while,
my mom came into the room. She said that dad had just called again, and
they should be home in thirty minutes. She asked me if anything was
wrong, and I knew that she didn’t mean my sister, and I knew that she
didn’t mean she and Dad fighting on the phone because that stuff just
happens sometimes. She just noticed that I looked very sad today, and she
didn’t think it was my friends leaving because I looked okay yesterday
when I came back from sledding.

“Is it your aunt Helen?”
It was the way she said it that started me feeling.



“Please, don’t do this to yourself, Charlie.”
But I did do it to myself. Like I do every year on my birthday.
“I’m sorry.”
My mom wouldn’t let me talk about it. She knows that I stop listening

and start to really breathe fast. She covered my mouth and wiped at my
eyes. I calmed down enough to make it downstairs. And I calmed down
enough to be glad when my brother came home. And when we ate dinner, it
wasn’t too dry. Then, we went outside to put up luminaria, which is an
activity where all our neighbors fill brown paper bags with sand and line the
street with them. Then, we stick a candle in the sand of each bag, and when
we light the candles, it turns the street into a “landing strip” for Santa Claus.
I love putting luminaria up every year because it is very beautiful and a
tradition and a good distraction from my birthday.

My family gave me some really nice birthday presents. My sister was
still mad at me, but she got me a Smiths record anyway. And my brother got
me a poster signed by the whole football team. My dad gave me some
records that my sister told him to buy. And my mom gave me some of the
books she loved when she was a kid. One of them was The Catcher in the
Rye.

I started reading my mom’s copy from the place I left off with Bill’s
copy. And it made me not think about my birthday. All I thought was that I
am going to take my driver’s test sometime soon enough. That was a pretty
good thing to think about. And then I thought about my driver’s education
class this past semester.

Mr. Smith, who is kind of short and smells funny, wouldn’t let any of us
turn on the radio as we rode around. There were also two sophomores, one
boy and one girl. They used to secretly touch each other’s legs in the
backseat when it was my turn. Then, there was me. I wish I had a lot of
stories about driver’s education class. Sure, there were these movies about
death on the highway. And sure there were police officers coming to talk to
us. And sure it was fun to get my learner’s permit, but Mom and Dad said
they didn’t want me driving until I absolutely had to because insurance is so
expensive. And I could never ask Sam to drive her pickup truck. I just
couldn’t.

These kind of things kept me calm the night of my birthday.
The next morning Christmas started out nice. Dad liked his copy of

M*A*S*H a lot, which made me so happy, especially when he told his own



story about that night we watched it. He left out the part about him crying,
but he winked at me, so I knew he remembered. Even the two-hour drive to
Ohio was actually okay for the first half hour, even though I had to sit on
the hump in the backseat, because my dad kept asking questions about
college, and my brother kept talking. He is dating one of those cheerleader
girls who does flips during college football games. Her name is Kelly. My
dad was very interested in that. My sister made some remark about how
cheerleading is stupid and sexist, and my brother told her to shut up. Kelly
was majoring in philosophy. I asked my brother if Kelly was
unconventionally beautiful.

“No, she’s hot beautiful.”
And my sister started talking about how the way a woman looks is not

the most important thing. I agreed, but then my brother started saying how
my sister was just a “bitchy dyke.” Then, my mom told my brother to not
use such language in front of me, which was strange considering I am
probably the only one in the family with a friend who is gay. Maybe not,
but one who actually talks about it. I’m not sure. Regardless, my dad asked
how my brother and Kelly met.

My brother and Kelly met at a restaurant called Ye Olde College Inn or
something like that at Penn State. They supposedly have this famous dessert
called “grilled stickies.” Anyway, Kelly was with her sorority sisters, and
they started to leave, and she dropped her book right in front of my brother,
and she kept walking. My brother said that although Kelly denies this, he’s
sure that she dropped the book on purpose. The leaves were in full bloom
when he caught up with her in front of the video arcade. That’s how he
described it anyway. They spent the rest of the afternoon playing old video
games like Donkey Kong and feeling nostalgic, which as a general
statement, I found sad and sweet. I asked my brother if Kelly drank cocoa.

“Are you high?”
And again my mom asked my brother not to use such language in front

of me, which was strange again because I think I’m the only person in my
family who’s ever been high. Maybe also my brother. I’m not sure.
Definitely not my sister. Then again, maybe my whole family has been
high, and we just don’t tell each other these things.

My sister spent the next ten minutes denouncing the Greek system of
sororities and fraternities. She kept telling stories of “hazing” and how kids
have died before. She then told this one story about how she heard there



was a sorority that made the new girls stand in their underwear while they
circled their “fat” in red magic markers. My brother had had enough of my
sister at that point.

“Bullshit!”
I still can’t believe that my brother swore in the car, and my dad or mom

didn’t say anything. I guess because he’s in college now, it’s all right. My
sister didn’t care about the word. She just kept going.

“It’s not bullshit. I heard it.”
“Watch your mouth, young lady,” my dad said from the front seat.
“Oh, yeah? Where did you hear it?” my brother asked.
“I heard it on National Public Radio,” my sister said.
“Oh, Jesus.” My brother has a very full laugh.
“Well, I did.”
My mom and dad looked like they were watching a tennis match through

the windshield because they just kept shaking their heads. They didn’t say
anything. They didn’t look back. I should point out, though, that my dad
slowly started turning the Christmas music on the radio to a deafening
volume.

“You are so full of shit. How would you know anything anyway? You
haven’t been to college. Kelly didn’t go through anything like that.”

“Oh, yeah… like she’d tell you.”
“Yeah… she would. We don’t keep secrets.”
“Oh, you’re such a sensitive new age guy.”
I wanted them to stop fighting because I was starting to get upset, so I

asked another question.
“Do you talk about books and issues?”
“Thank you for asking, Charlie. Yes. As a matter of fact we do. Kelly’s

favorite book just happens to be Walden by Henry David Thoreau. And
Kelly just happened to say that the transcendental movement is a close
parallel to this day and age.”

“Oooo. Big words.” My sister rolls her eyes better than anyone.
“Oh, I’m sorry. Was anyone talking to you? I happen to be telling my

younger brother about my girlfriend. Kelly says that she hopes a good
Democratic candidate will challenge George Bush. Kelly says that her hope
is that the E.R.A. might finally pass if that happens. That’s right. The
E.R.A. that you always squawk about. Even cheerleaders think about those
things. And they can actually have fun in the meantime.”



My sister folded her arms in front of her and started whistling. My
brother was too much on a roll to stop, though. I noticed that my dad’s neck
was getting very red.

“But there’s another difference between you and her. You see… Kelly
believes in women’s rights so much that she would never let a guy hit her. I
guess I can’t say that about you.”

I swear to God, we almost died. My dad hit those brakes so hard that my
brother almost flew over the seat. When the smell from the tires started to
fade, my dad took a deep breath and turned around. First, he turned to my
brother. He didn’t say a word. He just stared.

My brother looked at my dad like a deer caught by my cousins. After a
long two seconds, my brother turned to my sister. I think he felt bad about it
because of how the words came out.

“I’m sorry. Okay? I mean it. C’mon. Stop crying.”
My sister was crying so hard, it was scary. Then, my dad turned to my

sister. Again, he didn’t say a word. He just snapped his fingers to distract
her from crying. She looked at him. She was confused at first because he
wasn’t giving her a warm look. But then, she looked down and shrugged
and turned to my brother.

“I’m sorry I said what I said about Kelly. She sounds nice.”
Then, my dad turned to my mom. And my mom turned to us.
“Your father and I don’t want any more fighting. Especially in the

family’s house. Understood?”
My mom and dad make a real team sometimes. It’s amazing to watch.

My brother and sister both nodded and looked down. Then, my dad turned
to me.

“Charlie?”
“Yes, sir?”
It is important to say “sir” at these moments. And if they ever call you by

your first-middle-last name, you better watch out. I’m telling you.
“Charlie, I would like you to drive the rest of the way to my mother’s

house.”
Everyone in the car knew that this was probably the worst idea my dad

ever had in his whole life. But no one argued. He got out of the car in the
middle of the road. He got in the backseat between my brother and sister. I
climbed in the front seat, stalled the car twice, and put on my seat belt. I



drove the rest of the way. I haven’t sweat that much since I played sports,
and it was cold out.

My dad’s family is kind of like my mom’s family. My brother once said it
was like the same cousins with different names. The big difference is my
grandma. I love my grandma. Everyone loves my grandma. She was
waiting for us in the driveway as she always did. She always knew when
someone was coming.

“Is Charlie driving now?”
“He turned sixteen yesterday.”
“Oh.”
My grandma is very old, and she doesn’t remember things a lot, but she

bakes the most delicious cookies. When I was very little, we had my mom’s
mom, who always had candy, and my dad’s mom, who always had cookies.
My mom told me that when I was little, I called them “Candy Grandma”
and “Cookies Grandma.” I also called pizza crust “pizza bones.” I don’t
know why I’m telling you this.

It’s like my very first memory, which I guess is the first time I was aware
that I was alive. My mom and my Aunt Helen took me to the zoo. I think I
was three. I don’t remember that part. Anyway, we were watching these two
cows. A mother cow and its baby calf. And they didn’t have a lot of room to
walk around. Anyway, the baby calf was standing right underneath its
mother, just kind of walking around, and the mother cow took a “dump” on
the baby calf’s head. I thought it was the funniest thing I had ever seen in
the whole world, and I laughed about it for three hours. At first, my mom
and Aunt Helen kind of laughed, too, because they were happy that I was
laughing. Supposedly, I didn’t talk hardly at all when I was a little kid, and
whenever I seemed normal, they were happy. But into the third hour, they
were trying to make me stop laughing, but it only made me laugh harder. I
don’t think it was really three hours, but it seemed like a long time. I still
think about it every now and then. It seems like a rather “auspicious”
beginning.

After hugs and handshakes, we went into my grandma’s house, and the
whole dad-side-of-the-family was there. Great Uncle Phil with his fake
teeth and my aunt Rebecca, who is my dad’s sister. Mom told us that Aunt
Rebecca just got divorced again, so we shouldn’t mention anything. All I
could think about was the cookies, but Grandma didn’t make them this year
because of her bad hip.



We all sat down and watched television instead, and my cousins and my
brother talked about football. And my Great Uncle Phil drank. And we ate
dinner. And I had to sit at the little kids’ table because there are more
cousins on my dad’s side of the family.

Little kids talk about the strangest things. They really do.
After dinner is when we watched It’s a Wonderful Life, and I started

feeling more and more sad. As I was walking up the stairs to my dad’s old
room, and I was looking at the old photographs, I started thinking that there
was a time when these weren’t memories. That someone actually took that
photograph, and the people in the photograph had just eaten lunch or
something.

My grandma’s first husband died in Korea. My dad and my aunt Rebecca
were very young. And my grandma moved with her two kids to live with
her brother, my great uncle Phil.

Finally, after a few years, my grandma was feeling very sad because she
had these two little kids, and she was tired from waitressing all the time. So,
one day, she was working at this diner where she worked, and this truck
driver asked her on a date. My grandma was very very pretty in that old
photograph kind of way. They dated for a while. And finally they got
married. He turned out to be a terrible person. He hit my dad all the time.
And he hit my aunt Rebecca all the time. And he really hit my grandma. All
the time. And my grandma really couldn’t do anything about it, I guess,
because it went on for seven years.

It ended finally when my great uncle Phil saw bruises on my aunt
Rebecca and finally got the truth out of my grandma. Then, he got a few of
his friends together from the factory. And they found my grandma’s second
husband in a bar. And they beat him up really bad. My great uncle Phil
loves to tell the story when my grandma isn’t around. The story keeps
changing, but the main point is still the same. The guy died four days later
in the hospital.

I still don’t know how my great uncle Phil missed going to jail for doing
what he did. I asked my dad once, and he said that the people that lived
around his neighborhood understood that some things had nothing to do
with the police. He said that if someone touched your sister or your mother,
they paid the price, and everyone looked the other way.

It’s just too bad that it went on for seven years because my aunt Rebecca
went through the same kind of husbands. My aunt Rebecca had it different,



though, because neighborhoods change. My great uncle Phil was too old,
and my dad left his hometown. She had to get restraining orders instead.

I think about what my three cousins, who are Aunt Rebecca’s children,
will turn out like. One girl and two boys. I get sad, too, because I think that
the one girl will probably end up like my aunt Rebecca, and the one boy
will probably end up like his dad. The other boy might end up like my dad
because he can really play sports, and he had a different dad than his
brother or sister. My dad talks to him a lot and teaches him how to throw
and hit a baseball. I used to get jealous about this when I was a little kid, but
I don’t anymore. Because my brother said that my cousin is the only one in
his family who has a chance. He needs my dad. I guess I understand that
now.

My dad’s old room is very much the way he left it, except more faded.
There is a globe on a desk that has been spun a lot. And there are old
posters of baseball players. And old press clippings of my dad winning the
big game when he was a sophomore. I don’t know why, but I really
understood why my dad had to leave this house. When he knew my
grandma would never find another man because she was through trusting
and would never look for anything else because she didn’t know how. And
when he saw his sister start bringing home younger versions of their
stepfather to date. He just couldn’t stay.

I laid down on his old bed, and I looked through the window at this tree
that was probably a lot shorter when my dad looked at it. And I could feel
what he felt on the night when he realized that if he didn’t leave, it would
never be his life. It would be theirs. At least that’s how he’s put it. Maybe
that’s why my dad’s side of the family watches the same movie every year.
It makes sense enough. I should probably mention that my dad never cries
at the ending.

I don’t know if my grandma or Aunt Rebecca will ever really forgive my
dad for leaving them. Only my great uncle Phil understood that part. It’s
always strange to see how my dad changes around his mom and sister. He
feels bad all the time, and his sister and he always take a walk alone
together. One time, I looked out the window, and I saw my dad giving her
money.

I wonder what my aunt Rebecca says in the car on the way home. I
wonder what her children think. I wonder if they talk about us. I wonder if



they look at my family and wonder who has a chance to make it. I bet they
do.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 26, 1991

Dear friend,
I am sitting in my bedroom now after the two-hour ride back to my

house. My sister and brother were nice to each other, so I didn’t have to
drive.

Usually, on the way home, we drive to visit my Aunt Helen’s grave. It’s
kind of a tradition. My brother and my dad never want to go that much, but
they know not to say anything because of Mom and me. My sister is kind of
neutral, but she is sensitive about certain things.

Every time we go to see my Aunt Helen’s grave, my mom and I like to
talk about something really great about her. Most years it is about how she
let me stay up and watch Saturday Night Live. And my mom smiles because
she knows if she was a kid, she would have wanted to stay up and watch,
too.

We both put down flowers and sometimes a card. We just want her to
know that we miss her, and we think of her, and she was special. She didn’t
get that enough when she was alive, my mom always says. And like my
dad, I think my mom feels guilty about it. So guilty that instead of giving
her money, she gave her a home to stay in.

I want you to know why my mom is guilty. I should probably tell you
why, but I really don’t know if I should. I have to talk about it with
someone. No one in my family will ever talk about it. It’s just something
they don’t. I’m talking about the bad thing that happened to Aunt Helen
they wouldn’t tell me about when I was little.

Every time it comes to Christmas it’s all I can think about… deep down.
It is the one thing that makes me deep down sad.

I will not say who. I will not say when. I will just say that my aunt Helen
was molested. I hate that word. It was done by someone who was very close
to her. It was not her dad. She finally told her dad. He didn’t believe her
because of who it was. A friend of the family. That just made it worse. My



grandma never said anything either. And the man kept coming over for
visits.

My aunt Helen drank a lot. My aunt Helen took drugs a lot. My aunt
Helen had many problems with men and boys. She was a very unhappy
person most of her life. She went to hospitals all the time. All kinds of
hospitals. Finally, she went to a hospital that helped her figure things out
enough to try and make things normal, so she moved in with my family.
She started taking classes to get a good job. She told her last bad man to
leave her alone. She started losing weight without going on a diet. She took
care of us, so my parents could go out and drink and play board games. She
let us stay up late. She was the only person other than my mom and dad and
brother and sister to buy me two presents. One for my birthday. One for
Christmas. Even when she moved in with the family and had no money. She
always bought me two presents. They were always the best presents.

On December 24, 1983, a policeman came to the door. My aunt Helen
was in a terrible car accident. It was very snowy. The policeman told my
mom that my aunt Helen had passed away. He was a very nice man because
when my mom started crying, he said that it was a very bad accident, and
my Aunt Helen was definitely killed instantly. In other words, there was no
pain. There was no pain anymore.

The policeman asked my mom to come down and identify the body. My
dad was still at work. That was when I walked up with my brother and
sister. It was my seventh birthday. We all wore party hats. My mom made
my sister and brother wear them. My sister saw Mom crying and asked
what was wrong. My mom couldn’t say anything. The policeman got on
one knee and told us what happened. My brother and sister cried. But I
didn’t. I knew that the policeman made a mistake.

My mom asked my brother and sister to take care of me and left with the
policeman. I think we watched TV. I don’t think I really remember. My dad
came home before my mom.

“Why the long faces?”
We told him. He did not cry. He asked if we were okay. My brother and

sister said no. I said yes. The policeman just made a mistake. It is very
snowy. He probably couldn’t see. My mom came home. She was crying.
She looked at my dad and nodded. My dad held her. That’s when I figured
out that the policeman didn’t make a mistake.



I don’t really know what happened next, and I never really asked. I just
remember going to the hospital. I remember sitting in a room with bright
lights. I remember a doctor asking me questions. I remember telling him
how Aunt Helen was the only one who hugged me. I remember seeing my
family on Christmas day in a waiting room. I remember not being allowed
to go to the funeral. I remember never saying good-bye to my Aunt Helen.

I don’t know how long I kept going to the doctor. I don’t remember how
long they kept me out of school. It was a long time. I know that much. All I
remember is the day I started getting better because I remembered the last
thing my Aunt Helen said just before she left to drive in the snow.

She wrapped herself in a coat. I handed her the car keys because I was
always the one who could find them. I asked Aunt Helen where she was
going. She told me that it was a secret. I kept bugging my aunt Helen,
which she loved. She loved the way I would keep asking her questions. She
finally shook her head, smiled, and whispered in my ear.

“I’m going to buy your birthday present.”
That’s the last time I ever saw her. I like to think my aunt Helen would

now have that good job she was studying for. I like to think she would have
met a good man. I like to think she would have lost the weight she always
wanted to lose without dieting.

Despite everything my mom and doctor and dad have said to me about
blame, I can’t stop thinking what I know. And I know that my aunt Helen
would still be alive today if she just bought me one present like everybody
else. She would be alive if I were born on a day that didn’t snow. I would
do anything to make this go away. I miss her terribly. I have to stop writing
now because I am too sad.

Love always,
 Charlie         

December 30, 1991

Dear friend,
The day after I wrote to you, I finished The Catcher in the Rye. I have

read it three times since. I really didn’t know what else to do. Sam and
Patrick are finally coming home tonight, but I won’t get to see them. Patrick



is going to meet Brad somewhere. Sam is going to meet Craig. I’ll see them
both tomorrow at the Big Boy and then at Bob’s New Year’s Eve party.

The exciting part is that I’m going to drive to the Big Boy by myself. My
dad said I couldn’t drive until the weather cleared up, and it finally did a
little bit yesterday. I made a mix tape for the occasion. It is called “The First
Time I Drove.” Maybe I’m being too sentimental, but I like to think that
when I’m old, I will be able to look at all these tapes and remember those
drives.

The first time I drove alone was to see my aunt Helen. It was the first
time I ever went to see her without at least my mom. I made it a special
time. I bought flowers with my Christmas money. I even made her a mix
tape and left it at the grave. I hope you do not think that makes me weird.

I told my aunt Helen all about my life. About Sam and Patrick. About
their friends. About my first New Year’s Eve party tomorrow. I told her
about how my brother would be playing his last football game of the season
on New Year’s Day. I told her about my brother leaving and how my mom
cried. I told her about the books I read. I told her about the song “Asleep.” I
told her when we all felt infinite. I told her about me getting my driver’s
license. How my mom drove us there. And how I drove us back. And how
the policeman who ran the test didn’t even look weird or have a funny
name, which felt like a gyp to me.

I remember when I was just about to say good-bye to my aunt Helen, I
started crying. It was a real kind of crying, too. Not the panicky type, which
I do a lot. And I made Aunt Helen a promise to only cry about important
things because I would hate to think that crying as much as I do would
make crying for Aunt Helen less than it is.

Then, I said good-bye, and I drove home.
I read the book again that night because I knew that if I didn’t, I would

probably start crying again. The panicky type, I mean. I read until I was
completely exhausted and had to go to sleep. In the morning, I finished the
book and then started immediately reading it again. Anything to not feel
like crying. Because I made the promise to Aunt Helen. And because I
don’t want to start thinking again. Not like I have this last week. I can’t
think again. Not ever again.

I don’t know if you’ve ever felt like that. That you wanted to sleep for a
thousand years. Or just not exist. Or just not be aware that you do exist. Or
something like that. I think wanting that is very morbid, but I want it when I



get like this. That’s why I’m trying not to think. I just want it all to stop
spinning. If this gets any worse, I might have to go back to the doctor. It’s
getting that bad again.

Love always,
 Charlie         

January 1, 1992

Dear friend,
It’s now 4 o’clock in the morning, which is the new year even though it’s

still December 31, that is, until people sleep. I can’t sleep. Everyone else is
either asleep or having sex. I’ve been watching cable television and eating
jello. And seeing things move. I wanted to tell you about Sam and Patrick
and Craig and Brad and Bob and everyone, but I can’t remember right now.

It’s peaceful outside. I do know that. And I drove to the Big Boy earlier.
And I saw Sam and Patrick. And they were with Brad and Craig. And it
made me very sad because I wanted to be alone with them. This has never
come up before.

Things were worse an hour ago, and I was looking at this tree but it was a
dragon and then a tree, and I remembered that one nice pretty weather day
when I was part of the air. And I remembered that I mowed the lawn that
day for my allowance just like I shovel the driveway for my allowance now.
So I started shoveling Bob’s driveway, which is a strange thing to do at a
New Year’s Eve party really.

My cheeks were red cold just like Mr. Z’s drinking face and his black
shoes and his voice saying when a caterpillar goes into a cocoon, it goes
through torture and how it takes seven years to digest gum. And this one kid
Mark at the party who gave me this came out of nowhere and looked at the
sky and told me to see the stars. So, I looked up, and we were in this giant
dome like a glass snowball, and Mark said that the amazing white stars
were really only holes in the black glass of the dome, and when you went to
heaven, the glass broke away, and there was nothing but a whole sheet of
star white, which is brighter than anything but doesn’t hurt your eyes. It was
vast and open and thinly quiet, and I felt so small.

Sometimes, I look outside, and I think that a lot of other people have seen
this snow before. Just like I think that a lot of other people have read those



books before. And listened to those songs.
I wonder how they feel tonight.
I don’t really know what I’m saying. I probably shouldn’t write this

down because I’m still seeing things move. I want them to stop moving, but
they’re not supposed to for another few hours. That’s what Bob said before
he went to his bedroom with Jill, a girl that I don’t know.

I guess what I’m saying is that this all feels very familiar. But it’s not
mine to be familiar about. I just know that another kid has felt this. This one
time when it’s peaceful outside, and you’re seeing things move, and you
don’t want to, and everyone is asleep. And all the books you’ve read have
been read by other people. And all the songs you’ve loved have been heard
by other people. And that girl that’s pretty to you is pretty to other people.
And you know that if you looked at these facts when you were happy, you
would feel great because you are describing “unity.”

It’s like when you are excited about a girl and you see a couple holding
hands, and you feel so happy for them. And other times you see the same
couple, and they make you so mad. And all you want is to always feel
happy for them because you know that if you do, then it means that you’re
happy, too.

I just remembered what made me think of all this. I’m going to write it
down because maybe if I do I won’t have to think about it. And I won’t get
upset. But the thing is that I can hear Sam and Craig having sex, and for the
first time in my life, I understand the end of that poem.

And I never wanted to. You have to believe me.
Love always,

 Charlie         



part 3
 
 



January 4, 1992

Dear friend,
I’m sorry for that last letter. To tell you the truth, I don’t really remember

much of it, but I know from how I woke up that it probably wasn’t very
nice. All I remember from the rest of that night was looking all over the
house for an envelope and a stamp. When I finally found them, I wrote your
address and walked down the hill past the trees to the post office because I
knew that if I didn’t put it in a mailbox that I couldn’t get it back from, I
would never mail the letter.

It’s weird how important it seemed at the time.
Once I got to the post office, I dropped the letter into the mailbox. And it

felt final. And calm. Then, I started throwing up, and I didn’t stop throwing
up until the sun came up. I looked at the road and saw a lot of cars, and I
knew they were all going to their grandparents’ house. And I knew a lot of
them would watch my brother play football later that day. And my mind
played hopscotch.

My brother … football … Brad … Dave and his girlfriend in my room …
the coats … the cold … the winter … “Autumn Leaves” … don’t tell
anyone … you pervert… Sam and Craig … Sam… Christmas …
typewriter… gift… Aunt Helen … and the trees kept moving … they just
wouldn’t stop moving … so I laid down and made a snow angel.

The policemen found me pale blue and asleep.
I didn’t stop shivering from the cold until a long time after my mom and

dad drove me home from the emergency room. Nobody got in trouble
because these things used to happen to me when I was a kid when I was
seeing the doctors. I would just wander off and fall asleep somewhere.
Everyone knew I went to a party, but nobody, not even my sister, thought it
was because of that. And I kept my mouth shut because I didn’t want Sam
or Patrick or Bob or anyone to get in trouble. But most of all, I didn’t want
to see my mother’s face and especially my father’s if they heard me say the
truth.

So, I didn’t say anything.
I just kept quiet and looked around. And I noticed things. The dots on the

ceiling. Or how the blanket they gave me was rough. Or how the doctor’s



face looked rubbery. Or how everything was a deafening whisper, when he
said that maybe I should start seeing a psychiatrist again. It was the first
time a doctor ever told that to my parents with me in the room. And his coat
was so white. And I was so tired.

All I could think through the whole day was that we missed my brother’s
football game because of me, and I really hoped my sister thought to tape it.

Luckily, she did.
We got home, and my mom made me some tea, and my dad asked me if I

wanted to sit and watch the game, and I said yes. We watched my brother
make a great play, but this time, nobody really cheered. All corners of all
eyes were on me. And my mom said a lot of encouraging things about how
I was doing so well this school year and maybe the doctor would help me
sort things out. My mom can be quiet and talk at the same time when she’s
being positive. My dad kept giving me “love pats.” Love pats are soft
punches of encouragement that are administered on the knee, shoulder, and
arm. My sister said that she could help me fix up my hair. It was weird to
have them pay so much attention to me.

“What do you mean? What’s wrong with my hair?”
My sister just kind of looked around, uncomfortable. I reached my hands

up to my hair and realized that a lot of it was gone. I honestly don’t
remember when I did it, but from the look of my hair, I must have grabbed
a pair of scissors and just started cutting without strategy. Big chunks of it
were missing all over the place. It was like a butcher’s cut. I hadn’t looked
at myself in the mirror at the party for a long time because my face was
different and frightened me. Or else I would have noticed.

My sister did help me trim it up a bit, and I was lucky because everyone
in school including Sam and Patrick thought it looked cool.

“Chic” was Patrick’s word.
Regardless, I decided to never take LSD again.

Love always,
 Charlie         

January 14, 1992

Dear friend,



I feel like a big faker because I’ve been putting my life back together, and
nobody knows. It’s hard to sit in my bedroom and read like I always did.
It’s even hard to talk to my brother on the phone. His team finished third in
the nation. Nobody told him we missed the game live because of me.

I went to the library and checked out a book because I was getting scared.
Every now and then things would start moving again, and sounds were bass
heavy and hollow. And I couldn’t put a thought together. The book said that
sometimes people take LSD, and they don’t really get out of it. They said
that it increases this one type of brain transmitter. They said that essentially
the drug is twelve hours of schizophrenia, and if you already have a lot of
this brain transmitter, you don’t get out of it.

I started breathing fast in the library. It was really bad because I
remembered some of the schizophrenic kids in the hospital when I was
little. And it didn’t help that this was the day after I noticed that all the kids
were wearing their new Christmas clothes, so I decided to wear my new suit
from Patrick to school, and was teased mercilessly for nine straight hours. It
was such a bad day. I skipped my first class ever and went to see Sam and
Patrick outside.

“Looking sharp, Charlie,” Patrick said grinning.
“Can I have a cigarette?” I said. I couldn’t bring myself to say “bum a

smoke.” Not for my first one. I just couldn’t.
“Sure,” said Patrick.
Sam stopped him.
“What’s wrong, Charlie?”
I told them what was wrong, which prompted Patrick to keep asking me

if I had a “bad trip.”
“No. No. It’s not that.” I was really getting upset.
Sam put her arm around my shoulder, and she said she knew what I was

going through. She told me I shouldn’t worry about it. Once you do it, you
remember how things looked on it. That’s all. Like how the road turned into
waves. And how your face was plastic and your eyes were two different
sizes. It’s all in your mind.

That’s when she gave me the cigarette.
When I lit it, I didn’t cough. It actually felt soothing. I know that’s bad in

a health class way, but it was true.
“Now, focus on the smoke,” Sam said.
And I focused on the smoke.



“Now, that looks normal doesn’t it?”
“Uh-huh,” I think I said.
“Now, look at the cement on the playground. Is it moving?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Okay … now focus on the piece of paper that’s just sitting there on the

ground.”
And I focused on the piece of paper that was sitting on the ground.
“Is the cement moving now?”
“No. It’s not.”
From there you go, to you’re going to be okay, to you probably should

never do acid again, Sam went on to explain what she called “the trance.”
The trance happens when you don’t focus on anything, and the whole big
picture swallows and moves around you. She said it was usually
metaphoric, but for people who should never do acid again, it was literal.

That’s when I started laughing. I was so relieved. And Sam and Patrick
smiled. I was glad they started smiling, too, because I couldn’t stand their
looking so worried.

Things have stopped moving for the most part ever since. I haven’t
skipped another class. And I guess now I don’t feel like a big faker for
trying to put my life back together. Bill thought my paper on The Catcher in
the Rye (which I wrote on my new old typewriter!) was my best one yet. He
said I was “developing” at a rapid pace and gave me a different kind of
book as “a reward.” It’s On the Road by Jack Kerouac.

I’m now up to about ten cigarettes a day.
Love always,

 Charlie         

January 25, 1992

Dear friend,
I feel great! I really mean it. I have to remember this for the next time

I’m having a terrible week. Have you ever done that? You feel really bad,
and then it goes away, and you don’t know why. I try to remind myself
when I feel great like this that there will be another terrible week coming
someday, so I should store up as many great details as I can, so during the



next terrible week, I can remember those details and believe that I’ll feel
great again. It doesn’t work a lot, but I think it’s very important to try.

My psychiatrist is a very nice man. He’s much better than my last
psychiatrist. We talk about things that I feel and think and remember. Like
when I was little, and there was this one time that I walked down the street
in my neighborhood. I was completely naked, holding a bright blue
umbrella, even though it wasn’t raining. And I was so happy because it
made my mom smile. And she rarely smiled. So, she took a picture. And
the neighbors complained.

This other time, I saw a commercial for this movie about a man who was
accused of murder, but he didn’t commit the murder. A guy from M*A*S*H
was the star of the movie. That’s probably why I remember it. The
commercial said that the whole movie was about him trying to prove that he
was innocent and how he could go to jail anyway. That scared me a lot. It
scared me how much it scared me. Being punished for something you did
not do. Or being an innocent victim. It’s just something that I never want to
experience.

I don’t know if it is important to tell you all this, but at the time, it felt
like a “breakthrough.”

The best thing about my psychiatrist is that he has music magazines in
his waiting room. I read an article about Nirvana on one visit, and it didn’t
have any references to honey mustard dressing or lettuce. They kept talking
about the singer’s stomach problems all the time, though. It was weird.

Like I told you, Sam and Patrick love their big song, so I thought I’d read
it to have something to discuss with them. In the end, the magazine
compared him with John Lennon from the Beatles. I told that to Sam later,
and she got really mad. She said he was like Jim Morrison if he was like
anybody, but really, he isn’t like anybody but himself. We were all at the
Big Boy after Rocky Horror, and it started this big discussion.

Craig said the problem with things is that everyone is always comparing
everyone with everyone and because of that, it discredits people, like in his
photography classes.

Bob said that it was all about our parents not wanting to let go of their
youth and how it kills them when they can’t relate to something.

Patrick said that the problem was that since everything has happened
already, it makes it hard to break new ground. Nobody can be as big as the
Beatles because the Beatles already gave it a “context.” The reason they



were so big is that they had no one to compare themselves with, so the sky
was the limit.

Sam added that nowadays a band or someone would compare themselves
to the Beatles after the second album, and their own personal voice would
be less from that moment on.

“What do you think, Charlie?”
I couldn’t remember where I heard it or read it. I said maybe it was in

This Side of Paradise by F. Scott Fitzgerald. There’s a place near the end of
the book where the main kid is picked up by some older gentleman. They
are both going to an Ivy League homecoming football game, and they have
this debate. The older gentleman is established. The kid is “jaded.”

Anyway, they have this discussion, and the kid is an idealist in a
temporary way. He talks about his “restless generation” and things like that.
And he says something like, “This is not a time for heroes because nobody
will let that happen.” The book takes place in the 1920s, which I thought
was great because I supposed the same kind of conversation could happen
in the Big Boy. It probably already did with our parents and grandparents. It
was probably happening with us right now.

So, I said I thought the magazine was trying to make him a hero, but then
later somebody might dig up something to make him seem like less than a
person. And I didn’t know why because to me he is just a guy who writes
songs that a lot of people like, and I thought that was enough for everyone
involved. Maybe I’m wrong, but everyone at the table starting talking about
it.

Sam blamed television. Patrick blamed government. Craig blamed the
“corporate media.” Bob was in the bathroom.

I don’t know what it was, and I know we didn’t really accomplish
anything, but it felt great to sit there and talk about our place in things. It
was like when Bill told me to “participate.” I went to the homecoming
dance like I told you before, but this was much more fun. It was especially
fun to think that people all over the world were having similar
conversations in their equivalent of the Big Boy.

I would have told the table that, but they were really having fun being
cynical, and I didn’t want to ruin it. So, I just sat back a little bit and
watched Sam sitting next to Craig and tried not to be too sad about it. I have
to say that I couldn’t do it very successfully. But at one point, Craig was



talking about something, and Sam turned to me and smiled. It was a movie
smile in slow motion, and then everything was okay.

I told this to my psychiatrist, but he said it was too soon to draw any
conclusions.

I don’t know. I just had a great day. I hope you did, too.
Love always,

 Charlie         

February 2, 1992

Dear friend,
On the Road was a very good book. Bill didn’t ask me to write a paper

about it because, like I said, it was “a reward.” He did ask me to visit him in
his office after school to discuss it, which I did. He made tea, and I felt like
a grown-up. He even let me smoke a cigarette in his office, but he urged me
to quit smoking because of the health risks. He even had a pamphlet in his
desk that he gave me. I now use it as a bookmark.

I thought Bill and I were going to talk about the book, but we ended up
talking about “things.” It was great to have so many discussions back-to-
back. Bill asked me about Sam and Patrick and my parents, and I told him
about getting my license and talking in the Big Boy. I also told him about
my psychiatrist. I didn’t tell him about the party or my sister and her
boyfriend, though. They’re still seeing each other in secret, which my sister
says only “adds to their passion.”

After I got through telling Bill about my life, I asked him about his. It
was nice, too, because he didn’t try to be cool and relate to me or anything.
He was just himself about it. He said that he studied undergraduate work at
some college in the West that doesn’t give grades, which I thought was
peculiar, but Bill said it was the best education he ever got. He said he’d
give me a brochure when the time was right.

After he went to Brown University for graduate school, Bill traveled
around Europe for a while, and when he came home, he joined Teach for
America. When this year is over, he thinks he is going to move to New
York and write plays. I guess he’s still pretty young, although I thought it
would be rude to ask him. I did ask him if he had a girlfriend, though, and
he said he didn’t. He seemed sad when he said it, too, but I decided not to



pry because I thought that would be too personal. Then, he gave me my
next book to read. It’s called Naked Lunch.

I started reading it when I got home, and to tell you the truth, I don’t
know what the guy is talking about. I would never tell Bill this. Sam told
me that William S. Burroughs wrote the book when he was on heroin and
that I should “go with the flow.” So, I did. I still had no idea what he was
talking about, so I went downstairs to watch television with my sister.

The show was Gomer Pyle, and my sister was very quiet and moody. I
tried to talk to her, but she just told me to shut up and leave her alone. So, I
watched the show for a few minutes, but it made even less sense to me than
the book, so I decided to do my math homework, which was a mistake
because math has never made any sense to me.

I was just confused all day.
So, I tried to help my mother in the kitchen, but I dropped the casserole,

so she told me to read in my room until my father came home, but reading
is what started this whole mess in the first place. Luckily, my father came
home before I could pick up the book again, but he told me to stop
“hanging on his shoulders like a monkey” because he wanted to watch the
hockey game. I watched the hockey game with him for a while, but I
couldn’t stop asking him questions about which countries the players are
from, and he was “resting his eyes,” which means he was sleeping but
didn’t want me to change the channel. So, he told me to go watch television
with my sister, which I did, but she told me to go help my mother in the
kitchen, which I did, but then she told me to go read in my room. Which I
did.

I’ve read about a third of the book now, and it’s pretty good so far.
Love always,

 Charlie         

February 8, 1992

Dear friend,
I have a date for the Sadie Hawkins’ dance. In case you didn’t have one

of those, it’s the dance where the girl asks the boy. In my case, the girl is
Mary Elizabeth, and the boy is me. Can you believe it?!



I think it started when I was helping Mary Elizabeth staple the latest issue
of Punk Rocky on Friday before we went to The Rocky Horror Picture
Show. Mary Elizabeth was so nice that day. She said that it was the best
issue we’d ever had for two reasons, and both of those reasons were mine.

First of all, it was in color, and second, it had the poem that I gave
Patrick in it.

It really was a great issue. I think I’ll even think so when I’m older. Craig
included some of his color photographs. Sam included some “underground”
news on some bands. Mary Elizabeth wrote an article about the Democratic
candidates. Bob included a reprint of a pro-hemp pamphlet. And Patrick
made this fake coupon advertising a free “blow job” for anyone who buys a
Smiley Cookie at the Big Boy. Some restrictions apply!

There was even a nude photograph (from the back) of Patrick if you can
believe it. Sam had Craig take the picture. Mary Elizabeth told everyone to
keep it a secret that the photograph was Patrick, which everybody did,
except Patrick.

All night, he kept yelling, “Flaunt it, baby! Flaunt it!” which is his
favorite line from his favorite movie, The Producers.

Mary Elizabeth told me she thought that Patrick asked her to put the
photograph in the issue so Brad could have a photograph of him without it
being suspicious, but he wouldn’t say for sure. Brad bought a copy without
even looking at it, so maybe she was right.

When I went to The Rocky Horror Picture Show that night, Mary
Elizabeth was really mad because Craig didn’t show up. Nobody knew why.
Not even Sam. The problem was nobody was there to play Rocky, the
muscular robot (I’m not quite sure what he is). After looking around at
everybody, Mary Elizabeth turned to me.

“Charlie, how many times have you seen the show?”
“Ten.”
“Do you think you can play Rocky?”
“I’m not cut and hunky.”
“It doesn’t matter. Can you play him?”
“I guess.”
“Do you guess or do you know?”
“I guess.”
“Good enough.”



The next thing I know, I was wearing nothing but slippers and a bathing
suit, which somebody painted gold. I don’t know how these things happen
to me sometimes. I was very nervous, especially because in the show,
Rocky has to touch Janet all over her body, and Sam was playing Janet.
Patrick kept making jokes that I would get an “erection.” I really hoped this
wouldn’t happen. Once, I got an erection in class and had to go to the
blackboard. It was a terrible time. And when my mind took that experience
and added a spotlight and the fact that I was only wearing a bathing suit, I
panicked. I almost didn’t do the show, but then Sam told me she really
wanted me to play Rocky, and I guess that’s all I really needed to hear.

I won’t go into detail about the whole show, but I had the best time I ever
had in my whole life. I’m not kidding. I got to pretend that I was singing,
and I got to dance around, and I got to wear a “feather boa” in the grande
finale, which I wouldn’t have thought anything of because it’s part of the
show, but Patrick couldn’t stop talking about it.

“Charlie in a feather boa! Charlie in a feather boa!” He just couldn’t stop
laughing.

But the best part was the scene with Janet where we had to touch each
other. It wasn’t the best part because I got to touch Sam and have her touch
me. It’s the exact opposite. I know that sounds dumb, but it’s true. Just
before the scene, I thought about Sam, and I thought that if I touched her in
that way on stage and meant it, it would be cheap. And as much as I think I
might want to someday touch her like that, I never want it to be cheap. I
don’t want it to be Rocky and Janet. I want it to be Sam and I. And I want
her to mean it back. So, we just played.

When the show was over, we all bowed together, and there was applause
everywhere. Patrick even shoved me in front of the rest of the cast to take
my own personal bow. I think this is the initiation for new cast members.
All I could think was how nice it was that everyone applauded for me and
how glad I was that nobody in my family was there to see me play Rocky in
a feather boa. Especially my dad.

I did get an erection, though, but not until later, in the parking lot of the
Big Boy.

That’s when Mary Elizabeth asked me to the Sadie Hawkins’ dance after
she said, “You looked really good in your costume.”

I like girls. I really do. Because they can think you look good in a bathing
suit even when you don’t. The erection made me feel guilty in hindsight



though, but I guess it couldn’t be helped.
I told my sister about having a date for the dance, but she was really

distracted. Then, I tried to ask her advice about how to treat a girl on a date
since I’ve never had a date before, but she wouldn’t answer. She wasn’t
being mean. She was just “staring off into space.” I asked her if she was
okay, and she said that she needed to be alone, so I went up and finished
Naked Lunch.

After I finished, I just laid around in my bed, looking at the ceiling, and I
smiled because it was a nice kind of quiet.

Love always,
 Charlie         

February 9, 1992

Dear friend,
I have to say something about my last letter. I know that Sam would

never ask me to the dance. I know that she would bring Craig, and if not
Craig, then Patrick since Brad’s girlfriend, Nancy, is going with Brad. I
think Mary Elizabeth is a really smart and pretty person, and I’m glad that
she is my first date ever. But after I said yes, and Mary Elizabeth announced
it to the group, I wanted Sam to be jealous. I know it’s wrong to want
something like that, but I really did.

Sam wasn’t jealous, though. To tell you the truth, I don’t think she could
have been happier about it, which was hard.

She even told me how to treat a girl on a date, which was very
interesting. She said that with a girl like Mary Elizabeth, you shouldn’t tell
her she looks pretty. You should tell her how nice her outfit is because her
outfit is her choice whereas her face isn’t. She also said that with some
girls, you should do things like open car doors and buy flowers, but with
Mary Elizabeth (especially since it’s the Sadie Hawkins’ dance), I shouldn’t
do that. So, I asked her what I should do, and she said that I should ask a lot
of questions and not mind when Mary Elizabeth doesn’t stop talking. I said
that it didn’t sound very democratic, but Sam said she does it all the time
with boys.

Sam did say that sex things were tricky with Mary Elizabeth since she’s
had boyfriends before and is a lot more experienced than I am. She said that



the best thing to do when you don’t know what to do during anything sexual
is pay attention to how that person is kissing you and kiss them back the
same way. She says that is very sensitive, which I certainly want to be.

So, I said, “Can you show me?”
And she said, “Don’t be smart.”
We talk to each other like that every now and then. It always makes her

laugh. After Sam showed me a Zippo lighter trick, I asked her more about
Mary Elizabeth.

“What if I don’t want to do anything sexual with her?”
“Just say you’re not ready.”
“Does that work?”
“Sometimes.”
I wanted to ask Sam about the other side of “sometimes,” but I didn’t

want to be too personal, and I didn’t want to know deep down. I wish I
could stop being in love with Sam. I really do.

Love always,
 Charlie         

February 15, 1992

Dear friend,
I don’t feel very well because everything is messy. I did go to the dance,

and I did tell Mary Elizabeth how nice her outfit was. I did ask her
questions, and I let her talk the whole time. I learned a lot about
“objectification,” Native Americans, and the bourgeoisie.

But most of all, I learned about Mary Elizabeth.
Mary Elizabeth wants to go to Berkeley and get two degrees. One is for

political science. The other is for sociology with a minor concentration in
women’s studies. Mary Elizabeth hates high school and wants to explore
lesbian relationships. I asked her if she thought girls were pretty, and she
looked at me like I was stupid and said, “That’s not the point.”

Mary Elizabeth’s favorite movie is Reds. Her favorite book is an
autobiography of a woman who was a character in Reds. I can’t remember
her name. Mary Elizabeth’s favorite color is green. Her favorite season is
spring. Her favorite ice cream flavor (she said she refuses to eat low-fat
frozen yogurt on principle alone) is Cherry Garcia. Her favorite food is



pizza (half mushrooms, half green peppers). Mary Elizabeth is a vegetarian,
and she hates her parents. She is also fluent in Spanish.

The only thing she asked me the whole time was whether or not I wanted
to kiss her good night. When I said that I wasn’t ready, she said she
understood and told me what a great time she had. She said I was the most
sensitive boy she’d ever met, which I didn’t understand because really all I
did was not interrupt her.

Then, she asked me if I wanted to go out again sometime, which Sam and
I hadn’t discussed, so I wasn’t prepared to answer it. I said yes because I
didn’t want to do anything wrong, but I don’t think I can think of a whole
other night’s worth of questions. I don’t know what to do. How many dates
can you go on and still not be ready to kiss? I don’t think I will ever be
ready for Mary Elizabeth. I’ll have to ask Sam about this.

Incidentally, Sam took Patrick to the dance after Craig said he was too
busy. I guess they had a big fight about it. Finally, Craig said that he didn’t
want to go to some stupid high school dance since he had already
graduated. At one point in the dance, Patrick went to the parking lot to get
stoned with his guidance counselor, and Mary Elizabeth was requesting that
the deejay play some girl bands, which left Sam and me alone.

“Are you having a good time?”
Sam didn’t answer right away. She just kind of looked sad.
“Not really. Are you?”
“I don’t know. This is my first date, so I don’t know what to compare it

to.”
“Don’t worry. You’ll do fine.”
“Really?”
“You want some punch?”
“Sure.”
With that, Sam left. She really did look sad, and I wished I could have

made her feel better, but sometimes, I guess you just can’t. So, I stood alone
by the wall and watched the dance for a while. I would describe it to you,
but I think it’s the kind of thing where you have to be there or at least know
the people. But then again, maybe you knew the same people when you
went to your high school dances, if you know what I mean.

The one different thing about this particular dance was my sister. She was
with her boyfriend. And during a slow song, it looked like they had a huge
fight because he stopped looking at her, and she rushed off the dance floor



to where the bathrooms are. I tried to follow her, but she had too much of a
head start. She never came back to the dance, and her boyfriend eventually
left.

After Mary Elizabeth dropped me off, I went into the house and found
my sister crying in the basement. This was a different kind of crying. It kind
of frightened me. I talked very quiet and slow.

“Are you okay?”
“Leave me alone, Charlie.”
“No, really. What’s wrong?”
“You wouldn’t understand.”
“I could try.”
“That’s a laugh. That’s really a laugh.”
“Do you want me to wake up Mom and Dad then?”
“No.”
“Well, maybe they could—”
“CHARLIE! SHUT UP! OKAY?! JUST SHUT UP!”
That’s when she really started crying. I didn’t want to make her feel

worse, so I turned to leave her alone. That’s when my sister started hugging
me. She didn’t say anything. She just hugged me tight and wouldn’t let go.
So, I hugged her back. It was weird, too, because I’ve never hugged my
sister. Not when she wasn’t forced to anyway. After a while, she calmed
down a bit and let go. She took a deep breath and brushed off the hair that
was sticking to her face.

That’s when she told me she was pregnant.
I would tell you about the rest of the night, but I honestly don’t remember

much about it. It’s all a very sad daze. I do know that her boyfriend said it
wasn’t his baby, but my sister knew that it was. And I do know that he
broke up with her right there at the dance. My sister hasn’t told anybody
else about it because she doesn’t want it to get around. The only people who
know are me, her, and him. I’m not allowed to tell anyone we know. Not
anyone. Not ever.

I told my sister that after a while, she probably couldn’t hide it, but she
said she wouldn’t let it go that far. Since she was eighteen, she didn’t need
Mom or Dad’s permission. All she needed was someone to be with her next
Saturday at the clinic. And that person was me.

“It’s lucky I got my license now.”
I said that to make her laugh. But she didn’t.



Love always,
 Charlie         

February 23, 1992

Dear friend,
I was sitting in the waiting room of the clinic. I had been there for an

hour or so. I don’t remember exactly how long. Bill had given me a new
book to read, but I just couldn’t concentrate on it. I guess it makes sense
why not.

Then, I tried to read some magazines, but again, I just couldn’t. It wasn’t
so much that they mentioned what the people were eating. It was all the
magazine covers. Each one had a smiling face, and every time it was a
woman on the cover, she was showing her cleavage. I wondered if those
women wanted to do that to look pretty or if it was just part of the job. I
wondered if they had a choice or not if they wanted to be successful. I just
couldn’t get that thought out of my mind.

I could almost see the photo shoot and the actress or model going to eat a
“light lunch” with her boyfriend afterward. I could see him asking her about
her day, and how she wouldn’t think too much of it, or maybe if it was her
first magazine cover, how she would be very excited because she was
starting to become famous. I could see the magazine on the newsstands, and
a lot of anonymous eyes looking at it, and how some people would think it
was very important. And then how a girl like Mary Elizabeth would be very
angry about the actress or model showing her cleavage along with all the
other actresses and models doing the same thing, while some photographer
like Craig would just look at the quality of the photograph. Then, I thought
there would be some men who would buy the magazine and masturbate to
it. And I wondered what the actress or her boyfriend thought about that, if
they did at all. And then I thought that it was about time for me to stop
thinking because it wasn’t doing my sister any good.

That’s when I started thinking about my sister.
I thought about the time when she and her friends painted my fingernails,

and how that was okay because my brother wasn’t there. And the time she
let me use her dolls to make up plays or let me watch whatever I wanted to
watch on TV. And when she started becoming a “young lady,” and no one



was allowed to look at her because she thought she was fat. And how she
really wasn’t fat. And how she was actually very pretty. And how different
her face looked when she realized boys thought she was pretty. And how
different her face looked the first time she really liked a boy who was not
on a poster on her wall. And how her face looked when she realized she
was in love with that boy. And then I wondered how her face would look
when she came out from behind those doors.

My sister was the one who told me where babies come from. My sister
was also the one who laughed when I immediately asked her where babies
go to.

When I thought that, I started to cry. But I couldn’t let anyone see me
because if they did, they might not let me drive her home, and they might
call our parents. And I couldn’t let that happen because my sister was
counting on me, and this was the first time anyone ever counted on me for
anything. When I realized that this was the first time I cried since I made
my aunt Helen the promise not to cry unless it was for something important,
I had to go outside because I couldn’t hide it from anyone anymore.

I must have been in the car for a long time because eventually my sister
found me there. I was chain-smoking cigarettes and crying still. My sister
knocked on the window. I rolled it down. She looked at me with this
curious expression. Then, her curiosity turned to anger.

“Charlie, are you smoking?!”
She was so mad. I can’t tell you how mad she was.
“I can’t believe you’re smoking!”
That’s when I stopped crying. And started laughing. Because of all the

things she could have said right after she got out of there, she picked my
smoking. And she got angry about it. And I knew if my sister was angry,
then her face wouldn’t be that different. And she would be okay.

“I’m going to tell Mom and Dad, you know?”
“No, you’re not.” God, I couldn’t stop laughing.
When my sister thought about it for a second, I think she figured out why

she wouldn’t tell Mom or Dad. It’s like she suddenly remembered where we
were and what had just happened and how crazy our whole conversation
was considering all that. Then, she started laughing.

But the laughing made her feel sick, so I had to get out of the car and
help her into the backseat. I had already set up the pillow and blanket for



her because we figured it was probably best for her to sleep it off a little in
the car before we went home.

Just before she fell asleep, she said, “Well, if you’re going to smoke,
crack the window at least.”

Which made me start laughing again.
“Charlie, smoking. I can’t believe it.”
Which made me laugh harder, and I said, “I love you.”
And my sister said, “I love you, too. Just stop it with the laughing

already.”
Eventually, my laughing turned into the occasional chuckle, and then it

just stopped. I looked back and saw that my sister was asleep. So, I started
the car and turned on the heater, so she would be warm. That’s when I
started reading the book Bill gave me. It’s Walden by Henry David Thoreau,
which is my brother’s girlfriend’s favorite book, so I was very excited to
read it.

When the sun went down, I put my smoking pamphlet on the page where
I stopped reading and started driving home. I stopped a few blocks from our
house to wake up my sister and put the blanket and pillow in the trunk. We
pulled into the driveway. We got out. We went inside. And we heard our
mother and father’s voices from the top of the stairs.

“Where have you two been all day?”
“Yeah. Dinner’s almost ready.”
My sister looked at me. I looked at her. She shrugged. So, I started

talking a mile a minute about how we saw a movie and how my sister
taught me how to drive on the highways and how we went to McDonald’s.

“McDonald’s?! When?!”
“Your mother cooked ribs, you know?” My father was reading the paper.
As I talked, my sister went up to my father and gave him a kiss on the

cheek. He didn’t look up from his paper.
“I know, but we didn’t go to McDonald’s until before the movie, and that

was a while ago.”
Then, my father said matter-of-factly, “What movie did you see?”
I froze, but my sister came through with the name of a movie just before

she kissed my mother on the cheek. I had never heard of this movie.
“Was it any good?”
I froze again.
My sister was so calm. “It was okay. Those ribs smell great.”



“Yeah,” I said. Then, I thought of something to change the subject. “Hey,
Dad. Is the hockey game on tonight?”

“Yeah, but you’re only allowed to watch it with me if you don’t ask any
of your stupid questions.”

“Okay, but can I ask one now before it starts?”
“I don’t know. Can you?”
“May I?” I asked, corrected.
He grunted, “Go ahead.”
“What do the players call a hockey puck again?”
“A biscuit. They call it a biscuit.”
“Great. Thanks.”
From that moment and all through dinner, my parents didn’t ask any

more questions about our day, although my mom did say how glad she was
that my sister and I were spending more time together.

That night, after our parents went to sleep, I went down to the car and got
the pillow and blanket out of the trunk. I brought them to my sister in her
room. She was pretty tired. And she spoke very softly. She thanked me for
the whole day. She said that I didn’t let her down. And she said that she
wanted it to be our little secret since she decided to tell her old boyfriend
that the pregnancy was a false alarm. I guess she just didn’t trust him with
the truth anymore.

Just after I turned out the lights and opened the door, I heard her say
softly,

“I want you to stop smoking, you hear?”
“I hear.”
“Because I really do love you, Charlie.”
“I love you, too.”
“I mean it.”
“So do I.”
“Okay, then. Good night.”
“Good night.”
That’s when I shut the door and left her to sleep.
I didn’t feel like reading that night, so I went downstairs and watched a

half-hour-long commercial that advertised an exercise machine. They kept
flashing a 1-800 number, so I called it. The woman who picked up the other
end of the phone was named Michelle. And I told Michelle that I was a kid



and did not need an exercise machine, but I hoped she was having a good
night.

That’s when Michelle hung up on me. And I didn’t mind a bit.
Love always,

 Charlie         

March 7, 1992

Dear friend,
Girls are weird, and I don’t mean that offensively. I just can’t put it any

other way.
I have now gone on another date with Mary Elizabeth. In a lot of ways, it

was similar to the dance except that we got to wear more comfortable
clothes. She was the one who asked me out again, and I suppose that’s okay,
but I think I’m going to start doing the asking from time to time because I
can’t always hope to get asked. Also, if I do the asking, then I’ll be sure to
go out with the girl of my choice if she says yes. It’s just so complicated.

The good news is that I got to be the one who drove this time. I asked my
father if I could borrow his car. It happened at the dinner table.

“What for?” My dad gets protective of his car.
“Charlie’s got a girlfriend,” my sister said.
“She’s not my girlfriend,” I said.
“Who is this girl?” my father asked.
“What’s going on?” my mother asked from the kitchen.
“Charlie wants to borrow the car,” my dad replied.
“What for?” my mother asked.
“That’s what I’m trying to find out!” my father said with a raised voice.
“No need to get snippy,” my mother said.
“Sorry,” my father said without meaning it. Then, he turned back to me.
“So, tell me about this girl.”
So, I told him a little about Mary Elizabeth, leaving out the part about the

tattoo and belly button ring. He kind of smiled for a little while, trying to
see if I was already guilty of something. Then, he said yes. I could borrow
his car. When my mother came in with coffee, my father told her the whole
story while I ate dessert.



That night, as I was finishing my book, my father came in and sat on the
edge of my bed. He lit a cigarette and started telling me about sex. He gave
me this talk a few years before, but it was more biological then. Now, he
was saying things like…

“I know I’m your old man, but…”
“you can’t be too careful these days,” and
“wear protection,” and
“if she says no, then you have to assume she means it…”
“because if you force her to do something she doesn’t want to do, then

you’re in big trouble, mister …”
“and even if she says no, and really means yes, then quite frankly she’s

playing games and isn’t worth the price of dinner.”
“if you need to talk to somebody, you can come to me, but if you don’t

want to do that for some reason, talk to your brother,” and finally
“I’m glad we had this talk.”
Then, my father ruffled my hair, smiled, and left the room. I guess I

should tell you that my father isn’t like on television. Things like sex don’t
embarrass him. And he is actually very smart about them.

I think he was especially happy because I used to kiss this boy in the
neighborhood a lot when I was very little, and even though the psychiatrist
said it was very natural for little boys and girls to explore things like that, I
think my father was afraid anyway. I guess that’s natural, but I’m not sure
why.

Anyway, Mary Elizabeth and I went to see a movie downtown. It was
what they call an “art” movie. Mary Elizabeth said it won an award at some
big film festival in Europe, and she thought that was impressive. As we
waited for the movie to start, she said what a shame it was that so many
people would go to see a stupid Hollywood movie, but there were only a
few people in this theater. Then, she talked about how she couldn’t wait to
get out of here and go to college where people appreciate things like that.

Then the movie started. It was in a foreign language and had subtitles,
which was fun because I had never read a movie before. The movie itself
was very interesting, but I didn’t think it was very good because I didn’t
really feel different when it was over.

But Mary Elizabeth felt different. She kept saying it was an “articulate”
film. So “articulate.” And I guess it was. The thing is, I didn’t know what it
said even if it said it very well.



Later, I drove us to this underground record store, and Mary Elizabeth
gave me a tour. She loves this record store. She said it was the one place
where she felt like herself. She said that before coffee shops were popular,
there was nowhere for kids like her to go, except the Big Boy, and that was
old until this year.

She showed me the movie section and told me about all these cult
filmmakers and people from France. Then, she took me down to the import
section and told me about “real” alternative music. Then, she took me to the
folk section and told me about girl bands like the Slits.

She said she felt really bad she hadn’t gotten me anything for Christmas,
and she wanted to make it up to me. Then, she bought me a record by Billie
Holiday and asked if I wanted to go to her house and listen to it.

So, I was sitting alone in her basement while she was upstairs getting us
something to drink. And I looked around the room, which was very clean
and smelled like people didn’t live there. It had a fireplace with a mantel
and golf trophies. And there was a television and a nice stereo. And then
Mary Elizabeth came downstairs with two glasses and a bottle of brandy.
She said that she hated everything her parents loved, except for brandy.

She asked me to pour the drinks while she made a fire. She was very
excited, too, which was strange because she’s never like that. She kept
talking about how much she loves fires and how she wanted to marry a man
and live in Vermont someday, which was strange, too, because Mary
Elizabeth never talks about things like that. When she finished the fire, she
put on the record, and kind of danced over to me. She said she felt very
warm, but not in the temperature sense.

The music started, and she clinked my glass, said “cheers,” and took a sip
of brandy. Brandy is very good, by the way, but it was better at the Secret
Santa party. We finished the first glasses very quickly.

My heart was beating really fast, and I was starting to get nervous. She
handed me another glass of brandy and touched my hand very softly when
she did it. Then, she slipped her leg over mine, and I watched it just dangle
there. Then, I felt her hand on the back of my neck. Just kind of moving
slowly. And my heart started beating crazy.

“Do you like the record?” she asked real quiet.
“Very much.” I really did, too. It was beautiful.
“Charlie?”
“Uh-huh?”



“Do you like me?”
“Uh-huh.”
“You know what I mean?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Are you nervous?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Don’t be nervous.”
“Okay.”
That’s when I felt her other hand. It started at my knee and worked its

way up the side of my leg to my hip and stomach. Then, she took her leg off
mine and kind of sat on my lap facing me. She looked right into my eyes,
and she never blinked. Not once. Her face looked warm and different. And
she leaned down and started kissing my neck and ears. Then my cheeks.
Then my lips. And everything kind of melted away. She took my hand and
slid it up her sweater, and I couldn’t believe what was happening to me. Or
what breasts felt like. Or later, what they looked like. Or how difficult bras
are.

After we had done everything you can do from the stomach up, I lay
down on the floor, and Mary Elizabeth put her head on my chest. We both
breathed very slowly and listened to the music and the fire crack. When the
last song was over, I felt her breath on my chest.

“Charlie?”
“Uh-huh?”
“Do you think I’m pretty?”
“I think you’re very pretty.”
“Really?”
“Really.”
Then, she held on to me a little tighter, and for the next half hour, Mary

Elizabeth didn’t talk at all. All I could do was lie there and think about how
much her voice changed when she asked me if she was pretty, and how
much she changed when I answered, and how Sam said she didn’t like
things like that, and how much my arm was beginning to hurt.

Thank God we heard the automatic garage door opener when we did.
Love always,

 Charlie         



March 28, 1992

Dear friend,
It’s finally starting to get a little warm here, and the people are being

nicer in the hallways. Not to me necessarily, just in a general way. I wrote a
paper about Walden for Bill, but this time I did it differently. I didn’t write a
book report. I wrote a report pretending that I was by myself near a lake for
two years. I pretended that I lived off the land and had insights. To tell you
the truth, I kind of like the idea of doing that right now.

Ever since that night with Mary Elizabeth, everything has been different.
It started out that Monday in school where Sam and Patrick looked at me
with big grins. Mary Elizabeth had told them about the night we spent
together, which I really didn’t want her to do, but Sam and Patrick thought
it was great, and they were really happy for both of us. Sam kept saying,

“I can’t believe I didn’t think of it before. You guys are great together.”
I think Mary Elizabeth thinks so, too, because she’s been acting

completely different. She’s nice all the time, but it doesn’t feel right. I don’t
know how to describe it. It’s like we’ll be having a cigarette outside with
Sam and Patrick at the end of the day, and we’ll all be talking about
something until it’s time to go home. Then, when I get home, Mary
Elizabeth will call me right away and ask me, “What’s up?” And I don’t
know what to say because the only thing new in my life is my walk home,
which isn’t a lot. But I describe the walk anyway. And then she starts
talking, and she doesn’t stop for a long time. She’s been doing this all week.
That and picking lint off my clothes.

At one point two days ago, she was talking about books, and she included
a lot of books I had read. And when I told her that I had read them, she
asked me very long questions that were really just her ideas with a question
mark put at the end. The only thing I could say was either “yes” or “no.”
There was honestly no room to say anything else. After that, she started
talking about her plans for college, which I had heard before, so I put down
the phone, went to the bathroom, and when I came back, she was still
talking. I know that was the wrong thing to do, but I thought if I didn’t take
a break, I would do something even worse. Like yell or hang up the phone.

She also keeps talking about the Billie Holiday record she bought for me.
And she says she wants to expose me to all these great things. And to tell
you the truth, I don’t really want to be exposed to all these great things if it



means that I’ll have to hear Mary Elizabeth talk about all the great things
she exposed me to all the time. It almost feels like of the three things
involved: Mary Elizabeth, me, and the great things, only the first one
matters to Mary Elizabeth. I don’t understand that. I would give someone a
record so they could love the record, not so they would always know that I
gave it to them.

Then, there was the dinner. Since the holidays were over, my mom asked
if I would like to have Sam and Patrick over for dinner like she promised
after I told her they said she had great taste in clothing. I was so excited! I
told Patrick and Sam, and we made plans for a Sunday night, and about two
hours later, Mary Elizabeth walked up to me in the hall, and said,

“What time Sunday?”
I didn’t know what to do. It was just for Sam and Patrick. That was the

whole idea from the beginning. And I never even invited Mary Elizabeth. I
guess I know why she assumed that she would be invited, but she never
even waited to see. Or even drop a hint. Or anything.

So, at the dinner, the dinner where I wanted my mom and dad to see how
nice and great Sam and Patrick were, Mary Elizabeth talked the whole time.
It wasn’t all her fault. My dad and mom asked her more questions than they
asked Sam or Patrick. I guess because I am going on dates with Mary
Elizabeth, and that is more curious to them than my friends are. I guess that
makes sense. But still. It’s like they never got to meet Sam and Patrick. And
that was the whole point. By the time dinner was over, and they all left, all
my mom said was that Mary Elizabeth was smart, and all my dad said was
my “girlfriend” was pretty. They didn’t say anything about Sam or Patrick.
And all I wanted from the whole night was for them to know my friends.
That was very important to me.

Sex things are weird, too. It’s like after that first night, we have this
pattern where we basically do what we did that first time, but there is no
fire or Billie Holiday record because we are in a car, and everything is
rushed. Maybe this is the way things are supposed to be, but it doesn’t feel
right.

My sister has been reading all these books about women ever since she
told her ex-boyfriend that the pregnancy was a false alarm, and he wanted
to get back together, and she said no.

So, I asked her about Mary Elizabeth (leaving out the sex part) because I
knew she could be neutral about it, especially since she “stayed clear” of



the dinner. My sister said Mary Elizabeth is suffering from low self-esteem,
but I told her that she said the same thing about Sam back in November
when she started dating Craig, and Sam is completely different. Everything
can’t be low self-esteem, can it?

My sister tried to clarify things. She said that by introducing me to all
these great things, Mary Elizabeth gained a “superior position” that she
wouldn’t need if she was confident about herself. She also said that people
who try to control situations all the time are afraid that if they don’t,
nothing will work out the way they want.

I don’t know if this is right or not, but it made me sad regardless. Not for
Mary Elizabeth. Or for me. Just in general. Because I started to think that I
didn’t know who Mary Elizabeth was at all. I’m not saying she was lying to
me, but she just acted so different before I got to know her, and if she really
isn’t like what she was at the beginning, I wish she could have just said so.
But maybe she is like she was at the beginning, and I just didn’t realize it. I
just don’t want to be another thing Mary Elizabeth is in charge of.

I asked my sister what I should do, and she said the best thing to do is be
honest about my feelings. My psychiatrist said the same thing. And then I
felt really sad because I thought maybe I was different from how Mary
Elizabeth originally saw me, too. And maybe I was lying by not telling her
that it was hard to listen to her all the time without getting to say anything
back. But I was just trying to be nice like Sam said I should. I don’t know
where I went wrong.

I tried to call my brother about this, but his roommate said he was really
busy with school, so I decided not to leave a message because I didn’t want
to distract him. The one thing I did was mail my report about Walden to
him, so he could share it with his girlfriend. Then, maybe if they had time,
they could read it, and we could talk about it, and I would have the chance
to ask them both what to do about Mary Elizabeth since they were going
out in a good way and would know how to make things work. Even if we
didn’t get to talk about it, I would still love to meet my brother’s girlfriend.
Even on the phone. I did get to see her once on a VCR tape of one of my
brother’s football games, but it’s really not the same thing. Even though she
was very beautiful. But not in an unconventional way. I don’t know why
I’m saying all this. I just wish Mary Elizabeth would ask me questions other
than “What’s up?”



Love always,
 Charlie         

April 18, 1992

Dear friend,
I have made a terrible mess of things. I really have. I feel terrible about it.

Patrick said the best thing I could do is just stay away for a while.
It all started last Monday. Mary Elizabeth came to school with a book of

poems by a famous poet named e. e. cummings. The story behind the book
was that she saw a movie that talked about one poem that compares this
woman’s hands to flowers and rain. She thought it was so beautiful that she
went out and bought the book. She has read it a lot of times since, and she
said she wanted me to have my own copy. Not the copy she bought, but a
new one.

All day she told me to show everyone the book.
I know I should have been grateful because it was a very nice thing to do.

But I wasn’t grateful. I wasn’t grateful at all. Don’t get me wrong. I acted
like I was. But I wasn’t. To tell you the truth, I was starting to get mad.
Maybe if she would have given me the copy of the book that she bought for
herself, it would have been different. Or maybe if she had just hand-copied
the rain poem she loves on a piece of nice paper. And definitely if she didn’t
make me show the book to everyone we know.

Maybe I should have been honest then, but it didn’t feel like the right
time.

When I left school that day, I didn’t go home because I just couldn’t talk
to her on the phone, and my mother is not a very “adroit” liar about things
like that. So, instead, I walked to the area where all the shops and video
stores are. I went straight to the bookstore. And when the lady behind the
counter asked me if I needed any help, I opened up my bag, and I returned
the book Mary Elizabeth bought me. I didn’t do anything with the money. It
just sat in my pocket.

When I walked home, all I could think was what a terrible thing it was
that I just did, and I started crying. By the time I walked in the front door, I
was crying so much that my sister stopped watching television to talk to
me. When I told her what I did, she drove me back to the bookstore because



I was too messy to drive, and I got the book back, which made me feel a
little better.

When Mary Elizabeth asked me where I had been all day on the phone
that night, I told her that I went to the store with my sister. And when she
asked if I bought her something nice, I said I did. I didn’t even think she
was serious, but I said it anyway. I just felt so bad about almost returning
her book. I spent the next hour on the phone listening to her talk about the
book. Then, we said good night. Then, I went downstairs to ask my sister if
she could drive me to the store again, so I could get Mary Elizabeth
something nice. My sister told me to drive myself. And that I had better
start being honest with Mary Elizabeth about how I feel. Maybe I should
have then, but it just didn’t feel like the right time.

The next day in school I gave Mary Elizabeth the gift that I drove to buy
her. It was a new copy of To Kill a Mockingbird. The first thing Mary
Elizabeth said was,

“That’s original.”
I just reminded myself that she didn’t say it mean. She wasn’t making fun

of me. She wasn’t comparing. Or criticizing. And she really wasn’t. Believe
me. So, I just explained to her how Bill gives me special books to read
outside of class and how To Kill a Mockingbird was the first one. And how
it was special to me. Then, she said,

“Thank you. It’s very sweet.”
But then she went on to explain how she had read it three years earlier

and thought it was “overrated” and how they turned it into a black-and-
white film with famous actors like Gregory Peck and Robert Duvall that
won an Academy Award for the screenplay writer. I just kind of put my
feelings away somewhere after that.

I left school, walked around, and didn’t get home until one o’clock in the
morning. When I explained to my father why, he told me to act like a man.

The next day in school, when Mary Elizabeth asked where I had been the
day before, I told her that I bought a pack of cigarettes, went to the Big Boy,
and spent the entire day reading the e. e. cummings book and eating club
sandwiches. I knew I was safe saying that because she would never ask me
any questions about the book. And I was right. After she got done talking
about it that time, I didn’t think I’d ever really need to read it myself. Even
if I wanted to.



I definitely think I should have been honest then, but to tell you the truth,
I was getting as mad as I used to get playing sports, and it was starting to
scare me.

Luckily, Easter vacation was starting on Friday, and it distracted things a
little bit. Bill gave me Hamlet to read for the break. He said I would need
the free time to really concentrate on the play. I guess I don’t need to say
who wrote it. The only advice Bill gave me was to think about the main
character in terms of the other main characters in the books I’ve read thus
far. He said not to get caught up thinking the play was “too fancy.”

So, on Good Friday yesterday, we had a special showing of The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. What made it special was the fact that everyone knew
it was the beginning of Easter vacation, and a lot of kids were still wearing
their suits and dresses from Mass. It reminded me of Ash Wednesday in
school when the kids come in with thumbprints on their foreheads. It
always adds an air of excitement.

After the show, Craig invited all of us back to his apartment to drink wine
and listen to the White Album. After the record was over, Patrick suggested
we all play truth or dare, a game that he loves to play when he’s “buzzed.”

Guess who chose dares over truth all night? Me. I just didn’t want to tell
Mary Elizabeth the truth because of a game.

It was working pretty well most of the night. The dares were things like
“chug a beer.” But then, Patrick gave me a dare. I don’t even think he knew
what he was doing, but he gave it to me anyway.

“Kiss the prettiest girl in the room on the lips.”
That’s when I chose to be honest. In retrospect, I probably could not have

picked a worse time.
The silence started after I stood up (since Mary Elizabeth was sitting

right next to me). By the time I had knelt down in front of Sam and kissed
her, the silence was unbearable. It wasn’t a romantic kiss. It was friendly,
like when I played Rocky and she played Janet. But it didn’t matter.

I could say that it was the wine or the beer that I chugged. I could also
say that I had forgotten the time Mary Elizabeth asked me if I thought she
was pretty. But I would be lying. The truth is that when Patrick dared me, I
knew that if I kissed Mary Elizabeth, I would be lying to everyone.
Including Sam. Including Patrick. Including Mary Elizabeth. And I just
couldn’t do it anymore. Even if it was part of a game.



After the silence, Patrick did his best to salvage the evening. The first
thing he said was,

“Well, isn’t this awkward?”
But it didn’t work. Mary Elizabeth walked quickly out of the room and

into the bathroom. Patrick told me later that she didn’t want anyone to see
her cry. Sam followed her, but before she completely left the room, she
turned to me and said serious and dark,

“What the fuck is wrong with you?”
It was the look on her face when she said it. And how much she meant it.

It suddenly made everything seem like it really was. I felt terrible. Just
terrible. Patrick immediately stood up and took me out of Craig’s
apartment. We walked to the street, and the only thing I was aware of was
the cold. I said that I should go back inside and apologize. Patrick said,

“No. I’ll get our coats. Just stay here.”
When Patrick left me outside, I started to cry. It was real and panicky,

and I couldn’t stop it. When Patrick came back, I said, really crying,
“I really think I should go apologize.”
Patrick shook his head. “Believe me. You don’t want to go in there.”
Then, he jiggled the car keys in front of my face and said, “Come on. I’ll

take you home.”
In the car, I told Patrick everything that had been going on. About the

record. And the book. And To Kill a Mockingbird. And how Mary Elizabeth
never asked any questions. And all Patrick said was, “It’s too bad you’re not
gay.”

That made me stop crying a little bit.
“Then again, if you were gay, I would never date you. You’re a mess.”
That made me start laughing a little bit.
“And I thought Brad was fucked-up. Jesus.”
That made me laugh a lot more. Then, he turned on the radio and we

drove through the tunnels back home. When he dropped me off, Patrick told
me the best thing to do was keep away for a while. I guess I already told
you that. He said that when he knew more, he’d give me a call.

“Thanks, Patrick.”
“Don’t mention it.”
And then I said, “You know, Patrick? If I were gay, I’d want to date you.”
I don’t know why I said it, but it seemed right.



Patrick just smiled cocky and said, “Of course.” Then, he peeled out
down the road.

When I lay down in bed that night, I put on the Billie Holiday record, and
I started reading the book of e. e. cummings poems. After I read the poem
that compares the woman’s hands to flowers and rain, I put the book down
and went to the window. I stared at my reflection and the trees behind it for
a long time. Not thinking anything. Not feeling anything. Not hearing the
record. For hours.

Something really is wrong with me. And I don’t know what it is.
Love always,

 Charlie         

April 26, 1992

Dear friend,
Nobody has called me since that night. I don’t blame them. I have spent

the whole vacation reading Hamlet. Bill was right. It was much easier to
think of the kid in the play like the other characters I’ve read about so far. It
has also helped me while I’m trying to figure out what’s wrong with me. It
didn’t give me any answers necessarily, but it was helpful to know that
someone else has been through it. Especially someone who lived such a
long time ago.

I did call Mary Elizabeth, and I told her that I’d been listening to the
record every night and reading the e. e. cummings book.

She just said, “It’s too late, Charlie.”
I would have explained that I didn’t want to start going on dates again

and I was just doing these things as a friend, but I knew it would have only
made things worse, so I didn’t.

I just said, “I’m sorry.”
And I really was sorry. And I know that she believed me. But when that

didn’t make any difference, and there was nothing but a bad silence on the
phone, I really knew it was too late.

Patrick did call me, but all he said was that Craig got really angry at Sam
about me, and I should keep staying away until things got clear. I asked him
if he would like to go out, just him and me. He said that he would be busy



with Brad and family things, but he’d try to call me if he could find the
time. So far, he hasn’t.

I would tell you about Easter Sunday with my family, but I’ve already
told you about Thanksgiving and Christmas, and there really isn’t much of a
difference.

Except that my father got a raise, and my mother didn’t because she
doesn’t get paid for housework, and my sister stopped reading those self-
esteem books because she met a new boy.

My brother did come home, but when I asked him if his girlfriend read
my report on Walden, he said no because she broke up with him when she
found out he was cheating on her. That happened a while ago. So, I asked
him if he had read it himself, and he said that he hadn’t because he was too
busy. He said he would try to read it over vacation. So far, he hasn’t.

So, I went to visit my aunt Helen, and for the first time in my life, it
didn’t help. I even tried to follow my own plan and remember all the details
about the last time I had a great week, but that didn’t help, either.

I know that I brought this all on myself. I know that I deserve this. I’d do
anything not to be this way. I’d do anything to make it up to everyone. And
to not have to see a psychiatrist, who explains to me about being “passive
aggressive.” And to not have to take the medicine he gives me, which is too
expensive for my dad. And to not have to talk about bad memories with
him. Or be nostalgic about bad things.

I just wish that God or my parents or Sam or my sister or someone would
just tell me what’s wrong with me. Just tell me how to be different in a way
that makes sense. To make this all go away. And disappear. I know that’s
wrong because it’s my responsibility, and I know that things get worse
before they get better because that’s what my psychiatrist says, but this is a
worse that feels too big.

After a week of not talking to anyone, I finally called Bob. I know that’s
wrong, but I didn’t know what else to do. I asked him if he had anything I
could buy. He said he had a quarter ounce of pot left. So, I took some of my
Easter money and bought it.

I’ve been smoking it all the time since.
Love always,

 Charlie         



part 4
 
 



April 29, 1992

Dear friend,
I wish I could report that it’s getting better, but unfortunately it isn’t. It’s

hard, too, because we’ve started school again, and I can’t go to the places
where I used to go. And it can’t be like it was. And I wasn’t ready to say
good-bye just yet.

To tell you the truth, I’ve just been avoiding everything.
I walk around the school hallways and look at the people. I look at the

teachers and wonder why they’re here. If they like their jobs. Or us. And I
wonder how smart they were when they were fifteen. Not in a mean way. In
a curious way. It’s like looking at all the students and wondering who’s had
their heart broken that day, and how they are able to cope with having three
quizzes and a book report on top of that. Or wondering who did the heart
breaking. And wondering why. Especially since I know that if they went to
another school, the person who had their heart broken would have had their
heart broken by somebody else, so why does it have to be so personal? And
if I went to another school, I would never have known Sam or Patrick or
Mary Elizabeth or anyone except my family.

I can tell you one thing that happened. I was in the shopping mall
because that’s where I go lately. For the last couple of weeks, I’ve been
going there every day, trying to figure out why people go there. It’s kind of
a personal project.

There was this one little boy. He might have been four years old. I’m not
sure. He was crying really hard, and he kept screaming for his mom. He
must have been lost. Then, I saw this older kid, who was maybe seventeen.
I think he went to a different school because I had never seen him before.
Anyway, this older kid, who was really tough-looking with a leather jacket
and long hair and everything, went up to the little boy and asked him what
his name was. The little boy answered and stopped crying.

Then, the older kid walked away with the little boy.
A minute later, I heard the intercom say to the mom that her boy was at

the information desk. So, I went to the information desk to see what would
happen.



I guess the mom had been searching for the little boy for a long time
because she came running up to the information desk, and when she saw the
little boy, she started crying. She held him tightly and told him to never run
off again. Then, she thanked the older kid who had helped, and all the older
kid said was, “Next time just watch him a little fucking better.”

Then, he walked away.
The man with the moustache behind the information desk was

speechless. So was the mom. The little boy just wiped his nose, looked up
at his mom, and said,

“French fries.”
The mom looked down at the little boy and nodded, and they left. So, I

followed them. They went to the place where the food stands are, and they
got french fries. The little boy was smiling and getting ketchup all over
himself. And the mom kept wiping his face in between taking drags off her
cigarette.

I kept looking at the mom, trying to imagine what she must have looked
like when she was young. If she was married. If her little boy was an
accident or planned. And if that made a difference.

I saw other people there. Old men sitting alone. Young girls with blue eye
shadow and awkward jaws. Little kids who looked tired. Fathers in nice
coats who looked even more tired. Kids working behind the counters of the
food places who looked like they hadn’t had the will to live for hours. The
machines kept opening and closing. The people kept giving money and
getting their change. And it all felt very unsettling to me.

So, I decided to find another place to go and figure out why people go
there. Unfortunately, there aren’t a lot of places like that. I don’t know how
much longer I can keep going without a friend. I used to be able to do it
very easily, but that was before I knew what having a friend was like. It’s
much easier not to know things sometimes. And to have french fries with
your mom be enough.

The only person I’ve really talked to in the last two weeks was Susan, the
girl who used to “go with” Michael back in middle school when she had
braces. I saw her standing in the hall, surrounded by a group of boys I
didn’t know. They were all laughing and making sex jokes, and Susan was
doing her best to laugh along with them. When she saw me approaching the
group, her face went “ashen.” It was almost like she didn’t want to
remember what she was like twelve months ago, and she certainly didn’t



want the boys to know that she knew me and used to be my friend. The
whole group got quiet and stared at me, but I didn’t even notice them. I just
looked at Susan, and all I said was,

“Do you ever miss him?”
I didn’t say it mean or accusingly. I just wanted to know if anybody else

remembered Michael. To tell you the truth, I was stoned in a bad way, and I
couldn’t get the question out of my mind.

Susan was at a loss. She didn’t know what to do. These were the first
words we had spoken since the end of last year. I guess it wasn’t fair of me
to ask her in a group like that, but I never see her by herself anymore, and I
really needed to know.

At first, I thought her blank expression was the result of surprise, but
after it didn’t go away for a long while, I knew that it wasn’t. It suddenly
dawned on me that if Michael were still around, Susan probably wouldn’t
be “going out” with him anymore. Not because she’s a bad person or
shallow or mean. But because things change. And friends leave. And life
doesn’t stop for anybody.

“I’m sorry I bothered you, Susan. I’m just having a tough time. That’s all.
Have a good one,” I said and walked away.

“God, that kid is such a fucking freak,” I heard one of the boys whisper
when I was halfway down the hall. He said it more factual than mean, and
Susan didn’t correct him. I don’t know if I would have corrected him
myself these days.

Love always,
 Charlie         

May 2, 1992

Dear friend,
A few days ago, I went to see Bob to buy more pot. I should probably say

that I keep forgetting Bob doesn’t go to school with us. Probably because he
watches more television than anyone I know, and he’s great with trivia. You
should see him talk about Mary Tyler Moore. It’s kind of spooky.

Bob has this very specific way of living. He says he takes a shower every
other day. He weighs his “stash” daily. He says when you’re smoking a
cigarette with someone, and you have a lighter, you should light their



cigarette first. But if you have matches, you should light your cigarette first,
so you breathe in the “harmful sulfur” instead of them. He says it’s the
polite thing to do. He also says that it’s bad luck to have “three on a match.”
He heard that from his uncle who fought in Vietnam. Something about how
three cigarettes was enough time for the enemy to know where you are.

Bob says that when you’re alone, and you light a cigarette, and the
cigarette is only halfway lit that means someone is thinking about you. He
also says that when you find a penny, it’s only “lucky” if it’s heads-up. He
says the best thing to do is find a lucky penny when you’re with someone
and give the other person the good luck. He believes in karma. He also
loves to play cards.

Bob goes part-time to the local community college. He wants to be a
chef. He is an only child, and his parents are never home. He says it used to
bother him a lot when he was younger, but not so much anymore.

The thing about Bob is that when you first meet him, he’s really
interesting because he knows about cigarette rules and pennies and Mary
Tyler Moore. But after you’ve known him for a while, he starts to repeat
these things. In the last few weeks, he hasn’t said anything that I haven’t
heard from him before. That’s what made it such a shock when he told me
what happened.

Basically, Brad’s father caught Brad and Patrick together.
I guess that Brad’s father didn’t know about his son because when he

caught them, Brad’s father started beating Brad. Not a slap kind of beating.
A belt kind. A real kind. Patrick told Sam who told Bob that he had never
seen anything like it. I guess it was that bad. He wanted to say “Stop” and
“You’re killing him.” He even wanted to hold Brad’s father down. But he
just froze. And Brad kept yelling, “Get out!” to Patrick. And finally, Patrick
just did.

That was last week. And Brad still hasn’t come to school. Everyone
thinks he might have been sent to a military school or something. Nobody
knows for sure about anything. Patrick tried calling once, but when Brad’s
father answered, he just hung up.

Bob said Patrick was “in bad shape.” I can’t tell you how sad I felt when
he told me that because I wanted to call Patrick and be his friend and help
him. But I didn’t know if I should call him because of what he had said
about waiting until things got clear. The thing was I couldn’t think about
anything else.



So, on Friday, I went to The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I waited until
the movie had already started before I went into the theater. I didn’t want to
ruin the show for everybody. I just wanted to see Patrick play Frank ’n
Furter just like he always does because I knew that if I saw that, I knew he
would be okay. Just like my sister getting mad at me for smoking cigarettes.

I sat in the back row and looked on the stage. It was still a couple of
scenes before Frank ’n Furter enters. That’s when I saw Sam playing Janet.
And I missed her so much. And I was so sorry about how I messed
everything up. Especially when I saw Mary Elizabeth playing Magenta. It
was all very hard to watch. But then Patrick finally came on as Frank ’n
Furter, and he was great. He was actually better than ever in a lot of ways. It
was just so nice to see all my friends. I left before the movie was over.

I drove home listening to some of the songs we listened to those times
when we were infinite. And I pretended they were in the car with me. I even
talked out loud. I told Patrick how I thought he was great. I asked Sam
about Craig. I told Mary Elizabeth that I was sorry and how much I really
loved the e. e. cummings book and wanted to ask her questions about it. But
then I stopped because it started to make me too sad. I also thought that if
anybody saw me talking out loud when I was alone in the car, their looks
might convince me that the something that’s wrong with me might be even
worse than I thought.

When I got home, my sister was watching a movie with her new
boyfriend. There isn’t much to say other than his name is Erik, and he has
short hair and is a junior. Erik had rented the movie. After I shook hands
with him, I asked them about the movie because I didn’t recognize it except
for an actor who used to be on a TV show, and I couldn’t remember his
name.

My sister said, “It’s stupid. You wouldn’t like it.”
I said, “What’s it about?”
She said, “Come on, Charlie. It’s almost over.”
I said, “Would it be okay if I watched the end?”
She said, “You can watch it when we’re done.”
I said, “Well, how about I watch the end with you, and then I can rewind

it and watch up to the point I started watching with you?”
That’s when she paused the movie.
“Can’t you take a hint?”
“I suppose not.”



“We want to be alone, Charlie.”
“Oh. I’m sorry.”
To tell you the truth, I knew she wanted to be alone with Erik, but I really

wanted to have some company. I knew it wasn’t fair, though, to ruin her
time just because I miss everybody, so I just said good night and left.

I went up to my room and started reading the new book Bill gave me. It’s
called The Stranger. Bill said that it’s “very easy to read, but very hard to
‘read well.’” I have no idea what he means, but I like the book so far.

Love always,
 Charlie         

May 8, 1992

Dear friend,
It’s strange how things can change back as suddenly as they changed

originally. When one thing happens and suddenly, things are back to
normal.

On Monday, Brad came back to school.
He looked very different. It wasn’t that he was bruised or anything. His

face actually looked fine. But before, Brad was always this guy who walked
down the hallway with a bounce. I can’t really describe it any other way.
It’s just that some people walk with their heads to the ground for some
reason. They don’t like to look other people in the eye. Brad was never like
that. But now he is. Especially when it comes to Patrick.

I saw them talking quiet in the hallway. I was too far away to hear what
they said, but I could tell that Brad was ignoring Patrick. And when Patrick
started to get upset, Brad just closed his locker and walked away. It wasn’t
that strange because Brad and Patrick never talked in school since Brad
wanted things to be secret. The strange part was that Patrick would walk up
to Brad in the first place. So, I guessed that they didn’t meet on the golf
courses anymore. Or talk on the phone even.

Later that afternoon, I was having a cigarette outside by myself, and I
saw Patrick alone, also having a cigarette. I wasn’t close enough to really
see him, but I didn’t want to interfere with his personal time, so I didn’t
walk up to him. But Patrick was crying. He was crying pretty hard. After
that, whenever I saw him around anywhere, he didn’t look like he was



there. He looked like he was someplace else. And I think I knew that
because that’s how people used to say I was. Maybe they still do. I’m not
sure.

On Thursday, something really terrible happened.
I was sitting alone in the cafeteria, eating Salisbury steak, when I saw

Patrick walk up to Brad, who was sitting with his football buddies, and I
saw Brad ignore him like he did at the locker. And I saw Patrick get really
upset, but Brad still ignored him. Then, I saw Patrick say something, and he
looked pretty angry as he turned to walk away. Brad sat still for a second,
then he turned around. And then I heard it. It was just loud enough for a few
tables to hear. The thing that Brad yelled at Patrick.

“Faggot!”
Brad’s football buddies start laughing. A few tables got quiet as Patrick

turned around. He was mad as hell. I’m not kidding. He stormed up to
Brad’s table and said,

“What did you call me?”
God, he was mad. I’d never seen Patrick like that before.
Brad sat quiet for a second, but his buddies kept egging him on by

pushing his shoulders. Brad looked up at Patrick and said softer and meaner
than the last time,

“I called you a faggot.”
Brad’s buddies started laughing even harder. That is, until Patrick threw

the first punch. It’s kind of eerie when a whole room gets quiet at once, and
then the real noise starts.

The fight was hard. A lot harder than the one I had with Sean last year.
There was no clean punching or things you see in movies. They just
wrestled and hit. And whoever was the most aggressive or the most angry
got in the most hits. In this case, it was pretty even until Brad’s buddies got
involved, and it became five on one.

That’s when I got involved. I just couldn’t watch them hurt Patrick even
if things weren’t clear just yet.

I think anyone who knew me might have been frightened or confused.
Except maybe my brother. He taught me what to do in these situations. I
don’t really want to go into detail except to say that by the end of it, Brad
and two of his buddies stopped fighting and just stared at me. His other two
friends were lying on the ground. One was clutching the knee I bashed in



with one of those metal cafeteria chairs. The other one was holding his face.
I kind of swiped at his eyes, but not too bad. I didn’t want to be too bad.

I looked down at the ground, and I saw Patrick. His face was pretty
messed up, and he was crying hard. I helped him to his feet, and then I
looked at Brad. I don’t think we’d ever really exchanged two words before,
but I guess this was the time to start. All I said was,

“If you ever do this again, I’ll tell everyone. And if that doesn’t work, I’ll
blind you.”

I pointed at his friend who was holding his face, and I knew Brad heard
me and knew that I meant it. He didn’t say anything back, though, because
the security guards of our school came to bring all of us out of the cafeteria.
They took us first to the nurse, and then to Mr. Small. Patrick started the
fight, so he was suspended for a week. Brad’s buddies got three days each
for ganging up on Patrick after they broke up the original fight. Brad wasn’t
suspended at all because it was self-defense. I didn’t get suspended either
because I was just helping to defend a friend when it was five on one.

Brad and I got a month’s detention, starting that day.
In detention, Mr. Harris didn’t set up any rules. He just let us read or do

homework or talk. It really isn’t much of a punishment unless you like the
television programs right after school or are very concerned with your
permanent record. I wonder if it’s all a lie. A permanent record, I mean.

On that first day of detention, Brad came to sit next to me. He looked
very sad. I think it all kind of hit him after he stopped feeling numb from
the fight.

“Charlie?”
“Yeah?”
“Thanks. Thanks for stopping them.”
“You’re welcome.”
And that was it. I haven’t said anything to him since. And he didn’t sit

next to me today. At first when he said it, I was kind of confused. But then I
think I got it. Because I wouldn’t want a bunch of my friends beating up
Sam even if I wasn’t allowed to like her anymore either.

When I got out of detention that day, Sam was waiting for me. The
minute I saw her, she smiled. I was numb. I just couldn’t believe she was
really there. Then, I saw her turn and give Brad a real cold look.

Brad said, “Tell him I’m sorry.”
Sam replied, “Tell him yourself.”



Brad looked away and walked to his car. Then, Sam walked up to me and
messed up my hair.

“So, I heard you’re this ninja or something.”
I think I nodded.
Sam drove me home in her pickup truck. On the way, she told me that

she was really angry at me for doing what I did to Mary Elizabeth. She told
me that Mary Elizabeth is a really old friend of hers. She even reminded me
that Mary Elizabeth was there for her when she went through that tough
time she told me about when she gave me the typewriter. I don’t really want
to repeat what that was.

So, she said that when I kissed her instead of Mary Elizabeth, I really
hurt their friendship for a while. Because I guess Mary Elizabeth really
liked me a lot. That made me feel sad because I didn’t know that she liked
me that much. I just thought she wanted to expose me to all those great
things. That’s when Sam said,

“Charlie, you’re so stupid sometimes. Do you know that?”
“Yeah. I really do. Know that. Honest.”
Then, she said that Mary Elizabeth and she got over it, and she thanked

me for taking Patrick’s advice and staying away for as long as I did because
it made things easier. So, then I said,

“So, we can be friends now?”
“Of course,” was all she said.
“And Patrick?”
“And Patrick.”
“And everyone else?”
“And everyone else.”
That’s when I started crying. But Sam told me to shush.
“You remember what I said to Brad?”
“Yeah. You told him that he should tell Patrick that he was sorry

himself.”
“That goes for Mary Elizabeth, too.”
“I tried, but she told me …”
“I know you tried. I’m telling you to try again.”
“Okay.”
Sam dropped me off. When she was too far away to see me, I started to

cry again. Because she was my friend again. And that was enough for me.



So, I made myself promise to never mess up like I did before. And I’m
never going to. I can tell you that.

When I went to The Rocky Horror Picture Show tonight, it was very
tense. Not because of Mary Elizabeth. That was actually okay. I said I was
sorry, and then I asked her if there was anything she wanted to say to me.
And like before, I asked a question and got a very long answer. When I was
done listening (I really did listen), I said I was sorry again. Then, she
thanked me for not trying to make what I did seem less by offering a lot of
excuses. And things were back to normal except we were just friends.

To tell you the truth, I think the biggest reason for everything being okay
is that Mary Elizabeth started dating one of Craig’s friends. His name is
Peter, and he’s in college, which makes Mary Elizabeth happy. At the party
at Craig’s apartment, I overheard Mary Elizabeth say to Alice that she was
much happier with Peter because he was “opinionated,” and they had
debates. She said that I was really sweet and understanding, but that our
relationship was too one-sided. She wanted a person who was more open to
discussion and didn’t need someone’s permission to talk.

I wanted to laugh. Or maybe get mad. Or maybe shrug at how strange
everyone was, especially me. But I was at a party with my friends, so it
really didn’t matter that much. I just drank because I figured that it was
about time to stop smoking so much pot.

The thing that made the evening tense was Patrick officially quit doing
Frank ’N Furter in the show. He said that he didn’t want to do it anymore …
ever. So, he sat and watched the show in the audience with me, and he said
things that were hard to listen to because Patrick usually isn’t unhappy.

“You ever think, Charlie, that our group is the same as any other group
like the football team? And the only real difference between us is what we
wear and why we wear it?”

“Yeah?” And there was this pause.
“Well, I think it’s all bullshit.”
And he meant it. It was hard to see him mean it that much.
Some guy that I didn’t know from somewhere else did the part of Frank

’N Furter. He had been the second to Patrick for a long time, and now he
got his chance. He was pretty good, too. Not as good as Patrick, but pretty
good.

Love always,
 Charlie         



May 11, 1992

Dear friend,
I’ve been spending a lot of time with Patrick these days. I really haven’t

said much. I just kind of listen and nod because Patrick needs to talk. But it
isn’t like it was with Mary Elizabeth. It’s different.

It started out on the Saturday morning after the show. I was in my bed
trying to figure out why sometimes you can wake up and go back to sleep
and other times you can’t. Then, my mom knocked.

“Your friend Patrick’s on the phone.”
So, I got up and wiped away the sleep.
“Hello?”
“Get dressed. I’m on my way.”
Click. That was it. I actually had a lot of work to do since it was getting

closer to the end of the school year, but it sounded like we might be having
some kind of adventure, so I got dressed anyway.

Patrick pulled up about ten minutes later. He was wearing the same
clothes he wore the night before. He hadn’t showered or anything. I don’t
even think he went to bed. He was just wide awake on coffee and cigarettes
and Mini Thins, which are these small pills you can buy at Quick Marts or
Truck Stops. They keep you awake! They’re not illegal either, but they
make you thirsty.

So, I climbed in Patrick’s car, which was filled with cigarette smoke. He
offered me one, but I said not in front of my house.

“Your parents don’t know you smoke?”
“No. Should they?”
“I guess not.”
Then, we started driving … fast.
At first, Patrick didn’t say much. He just listened to the music on the tape

player. After the second song started, I asked him if it was the mix tape I
made him for Secret Santa Christmas.

“I’ve been listening to it all night.”
Patrick had this smile all over his face. It was a sick smile. Glazey and

numb. He just turned up the volume. And drove faster.
“I’ll tell you something, Charlie. I feel good. You know what I mean?

Really good. Like I’m free or something. Like I don’t have to pretend



anymore. I’m going away to college, right? It’ll be different there. You
know what I mean?”

“Sure,” I said.
“I’ve been thinking all night about what kind of posters I want to put up

in my dorm room. And if I’ll have an exposed brick wall. I’ve always
wanted an exposed brick wall, so I can paint it. Know what I mean?”

I just nodded this time because he didn’t really wait for a “sure.”
“Things’ll be different there. They have to be.”
“They will be,” I said.
“You really think so?”
“Sure.”
“Thanks, Charlie.”
That’s kind of how it went all day. We went to see a movie. And we ate

pizza. And every time Patrick started getting tired, we got coffee, and he ate
another Mini Thin or two. When things started turning dusk outside, he
showed me all the places he and Brad would meet. He didn’t say much
about them. He just stared.

We ended up at the golf course.
We sat on the eighteenth green, which was pretty high on a hill, and we

watched the sun disappear. By this point, Patrick had bought a bottle of red
wine with his fake ID, and we passed it back and forth. Just talking.

“Did you hear about Lily?” he asked.
“Who?”
“Lily Miller. I don’t know what her real first name was, but they called

her Lily. She was a senior when I was a sophomore.”
“I don’t think so.”
“I thought your brother would have told you. It’s a classic.”
“Maybe.”
“Okay. Stop me if you heard it.”
“Okay.”
“So, Lily comes up here with this guy who was the lead in all the plays.”
“Parker?”
“Right, Parker. How did you know?”
“My sister had a crush on him.”
“Perfect!” We were getting pretty drunk. “So, Parker and Lily come up

here one night. And they are so in love! He even gave her his thespian pin
or something.”



At this point, Patrick is spitting out wine between sentences, he’s
laughing so hard.

“They even had a song. Something like Broken Wings by that band, Mr.
Mister. I don’t even know, but I hope it was Broken Wings because it would
make the story perfect.”

“Keep going,” I encouraged.
“Okay. Okay.” He swallowed. “So, they’ve been going out for a long

time, and I think they’ve even had sex before, but this was going to be a
special night. She packed a little picnic, and he brought a boom box to play
Broken Wings.”

Patrick just couldn’t get over that song. He laughed for ten minutes.
“Okay. Okay. I’m sorry. So, they have this picnic with sandwiches and

everything. They start to make out. The stereo’s playing, and they’re just
about to ‘do it’ when Parker realizes he forgot the condoms. They’re both
naked on this putting green. They both want each other. There’s no condom.
So, what do you think happened?”

“I don’t know.”
“They did it doggie-style with one of the sandwich bags!”
“NO!” was all I could really say.
“YES!” was Patrick’s rebuttal.
“GOD!” was my counter.
“YES!” was Patrick’s conclusion.
After we shook off the giggles and wasted most of the wine with spit

takes, he turned to me.
“And you want to know the best part?”
“What?”
“She was the valedictorian. And everyone knew it when she went up to

give her speech!”
There’s nothing like the deep breaths after laughing that hard. Nothing in

the world like a sore stomach for the right reasons. It was that great.
So, Patrick and I shared all the stories we could think of.

There was a kid named Barry, who used to build kites in art class. Then,
after school, he would attach firecrackers to the kite and fly it and blow it
up. He’s now studying to be an air traffic controller.

—Patrick’s story via Sam



And then there was this kid named Chip who spent all of his money from
allowance and Christmas and birthdays to buy bug killing equipment and he
would go door to door asking if he could kill the bugs for free.

—my story via my sister

There was a guy named Carl Burns and everyone called him C.B. And
one day C.B. got so drunk at a party that he tried to “fuck” the host’s dog.

—Patrick’s story

And there was this guy they called “Action Jack” because supposedly he
was caught masturbating at a drunk party. And at every pep rally, the kids
would clap and chant. Action Jack … clap clap clap … Action Jack!

—my story via my brother
There were other stories and other names. Second Base Stace, who had

breasts in the fourth grade and let some of the boys feel them. Vincent, who
took acid and tried to flush a sofa down the toilet. Sheila, who allegedly
masturbated with a hot dog and had to go to the emergency room. The list
went on and on.

By the end, all I could think was what these people must feel like when
they go to their class reunions. I wonder if they’re embarrassed, and I
wonder if that’s a small price to pay for being a legend.

After we sobered up a bit with coffee and Mini Thins, Patrick drove me
home. The mix tape I made for him hit a bunch of winter songs. And
Patrick turned to me.

“Thanks, Charlie.”
“Sure.”
“No. I mean in the cafeteria.”
“Sure.”
After that, it was quiet. He drove me home and pulled up in the driveway.

We hugged good night, and when I was just about to let go, he held me a
little tighter. And he moved his face to mine. And he kissed me. A real kiss.
Then, he pulled away real slow.

“I’m sorry.”
“No. That’s okay.”
“Really. I’m sorry.”
“No, really. It was okay.”



So, he said “thanks” and hugged me again. And moved in to kiss me
again. And I just let him. I don’t know why. We stayed in his car for a long
time.

We didn’t do anything other than kiss. And we didn’t even do that for
very long. After a while, his eyes lost the glazey numb look from the wine
or the coffee or the fact that he had stayed up the night before. Then, he
started crying. Then, he started talking about Brad.

And I just let him. Because that’s what friends are for.
Love always,

 Charlie         

May 17, 1992

Dear friend,
It seems like every morning since that first night, I wake up dull, and my

head hurts, and I can’t breathe. Patrick and I have been spending a lot of
time together. We drink a lot. Actually, it’s more like Patrick drinks, and I
sip.

It’s just hard to see a friend hurt this much. Especially when you can’t do
anything except “be there.” I want to make him stop hurting, but I can’t. So,
I just follow him around whenever he wants to show me his world.

One night Patrick took me to this park where men go to find each other.
Patrick told me that if I didn’t want to be bothered by anyone that I should
just not make eye contact. He said that eye contact is how you agree to fool
around anonymously. Nobody talks. They just find places to go. After a
while, Patrick saw someone he liked. He asked me if I needed any
cigarettes, and when I said no, he patted my shoulder and walked away with
this boy.

I just sat on a bench, looking around. All I saw were the shadows of
people. Some on the ground. Some by a tree. Some just walking. It was so
quiet. After a few minutes, I lit a cigarette, and I heard somebody whisper.

“You got an extra cigarette?” the voice asked.
I turned around and saw a man in shadow.
“Sure,” I said.
I reached out to hand the man a cigarette. He took it.
“You got a light?” he said.



“Sure,” I said, and I struck a match for him.
Instead of just leaning down and lighting the cigarette, he reached out to

make a cup around the match with our hands, which is something we all do
when it’s windy. But it wasn’t windy. I think he just wanted to touch my
hands because while he was lighting the cigarette, he did it for a lot longer
than necessary. Maybe he wanted me to see his face over the glow of the
match. To see how handsome he was. I don’t know. He did look familiar.
But I couldn’t figure out from where.

He blew out the match. “Thanks.” And exhaled.
“No problem,” I said.
“Mind if I sit down?” he asked.
“Not really.”
He sat down. And said a few things. And it was his voice. I recognized

his voice. So, I lit another cigarette and looked at his face again, and
thought hard, and that’s when I figured it out. It was the guy who does the
sports on the TV news!

“Nice night,” he said.
I couldn’t believe it! I guess I managed to nod because he kept talking.

About sports! He kept talking about how the designated hitter in baseball
was bad and why basketball was a commercial success and what teams
looked promising in college football. He even mentioned my brother’s
name! I swear!

All I said was, “So, what’s it like being on television?”
It must have been the wrong thing to say because he just got up and

walked away. It was too bad because I wanted to ask him if he thought my
brother would make it to the pros.

Another night, Patrick took me to this place where they sell poppers,
which is this drug you inhale. They didn’t have poppers, but the guy behind
the counter said that he had something that was just as good. So, Patrick
bought that. It was in this aerosal can. We both took a sniff of it, and I swear
we both thought we were going to die of a heart attack.

All in all, I think Patrick took me to about every place there is to go that I
wouldn’t have known about otherwise. There was this karaoke bar on one
of the main streets in the city. And there was this dance club. And this one
bathroom in this one gym. All these places. Sometimes, Patrick would pick
up guys. Sometimes, he wouldn’t. He said that it was hard being safe. And
you never know.



The nights he would pick up someone always made him sad. It’s hard,
too, because Patrick began every night really excited. He always said he felt
free. And tonight was his destiny. And things like that. But by the end of
that night, he just looked sad. Sometimes, he would talk about Brad.
Sometimes, he wouldn’t. But after a while, the whole thing just wasn’t
interesting to him anymore, and he ran out of things to keep himself numb.

So, tonight, he dropped me off at home. It was the night we went back to
the park where men meet. And the night he saw Brad there with some guy.
Brad was too into what he was doing to notice us. Patrick didn’t say
anything. He didn’t do anything. He just walked back to the car. And we
drove in silence. On the way, he threw the bottle of wine out the window.
And it landed with a crash. And this time he didn’t try to kiss me like he
had every night. He just thanked me for being his friend. And drove away.

Love always,
 Charlie         

May 21, 1992

Dear friend,
The school year is just about over. We have another month or so to go.

But the seniors like my sister and Sam and Patrick only have a couple of
weeks. Then, they have prom and graduation, and they are all busy making
plans.

Mary Elizabeth is taking her new boyfriend, Peter. My sister is taking
Erik. Patrick is going with Alice. And Craig agreed to go with Sam this
time. They have even rented a limo and everything. Not my sister, though.
She’s going in her new boyfriend’s car, which is a Buick.

Bill has been very sentimental lately because he can feel his first year of
teaching coming to an end. At least that’s what he said to me. He was
planning on moving to New York and writing plays, but he told me that he
doesn’t really think he wants to anymore. He really likes teaching kids
English and thinks maybe he can take over the drama department, too, next
year.

I guess he’s been thinking about this a lot because he hadn’t given me a
new book to read since The Stranger. He did ask me to watch a lot of
movies, though, and write an essay about what I thought of all those



movies. The movies were The Graduate, Harold & Maude, My Life as a
Dog (which has subtitles!), Dead Poets Society, and a movie called The
Unbelievable Truth, which was very hard to find.

I watched all the movies in one day. It was quite great.
The essay I wrote was very similar to the past few essays I wrote because

everything Bill tells me to read or see are similar. Except the time he had
me read Naked Lunch.

Incidentally, he told me he had given me that book because he had just
broken up with his girlfriend and was feeling philosophical. I guess that’s
why he was sad that afternoon when we talked about On the Road. He
apologized for letting his personal life affect his teaching, and I accepted
because I didn’t know what else to do. It’s strange to think about your
teachers as being people even when they’re Bill. I guess he has since made
up with his girlfriend. They’re living together now. At least that’s what he
said.

So, in school Bill gave me my final book to read for the year. It’s called
The Fountainhead, and it’s very long.

When he gave me the book, Bill said, “Be skeptical about this one. It’s a
great book. But try to be a filter, not a sponge.”

Sometimes, I think Bill forgets that I am sixteen. But I am very happy
that he does.

I haven’t started reading it because I am very behind in my other classes
because I spent so much time with Patrick. But if I can catch up, I will end
my first year with straight A’s, which makes me very happy. I almost didn’t
get an A in math, but then Mr. Carlo told me to stop asking “why?” all the
time and just follow the formulas. So, I did. Now, I get perfect scores on all
my tests. I just wish I knew what the formulas did. I honestly have no idea.

I was just thinking that I wrote to you first because I was afraid about
starting high school. Today, I feel good, so that’s kind of funny.

By the way, Patrick stopped drinking that night he saw Brad in the park. I
guess he’s feeling better. He just wants to graduate and go to college now.

I saw Brad in detention the Monday after I saw him at the park. And he
looked just like he always looks.

Love always,
 Charlie         



May 27, 1992

Dear friend,
I’ve been reading The Fountainhead for the past few days, and it’s an

excellent book. I read on the back cover that the author was born in Russia
and came to America when she was young. She barely spoke English, but
she wanted to be a great writer. I thought that was very admirable, so I sat
down and tried to write a story.

“Ian MacArthur is a wonderful sweet fellow who wears glasses and peers
out of them with delight.”

That was the first sentence. The problem was that I just couldn’t think of
the next one. After cleaning my room three times, I decided to leave Ian
alone for a while because I was starting to get mad at him.

I’ve had a lot of time to write and read and think about things this past
week because everyone is busy with prom and graduation and schedules.
Next Friday is their last day of school. And then prom is on Tuesday, which
I thought was strange because I thought it would be on a weekend, but Sam
told me that every school can’t have their prom on the same night or else
there wouldn’t be enough tuxedos and restaurants to go around. I said it felt
very well planned. And then Sunday is their graduation. It all feels very
exciting. I wish it were happening to me.

I wonder what it will be like when I leave this place. The fact that I will
have to have a roommate and buy shampoo. I thought how great it would be
to go to my senior prom three years from now with Sam. I hope it’s on a
Friday. And I hope I will be a valedictorian at graduation. I wonder what
my speech would be. And if Bill would help me with it if he didn’t go to
New York and write plays. Or maybe he would even if he was in New York
writing plays. I think that would be especially nice of him.

I don’t know. The Fountainhead is a very good book. I hope I am being a
filter.

Love always,
 Charlie         

June 2, 1992

Dear friend,



Did you have a senior prank? I’m guessing you probably did because my
sister said it’s a tradition at a lot of schools. This year, the prank was as
follows: Some seniors filled the swimming pool with about six thousand
packages of grape Kool-Aid. I have no idea who thinks of these things or
why, except that the senior prank is supposed to signify the end of school.
What this has to do with a grape pool is beyond me, but I was very happy
not to have gym.

It’s actually been a very exciting time because we’ve all been busy
finishing up the year. This Friday is the last day of school for all of my
friends and my sister. They’ve been talking about their prom nonstop. Even
the people that think it’s a “joke” like Mary Elizabeth can’t stop talking
about what a “joke” it is. It’s all very fun to witness.

So, by this time, everyone has finally figured out which schools he or she
is going to next year. Patrick is going to the University of Washington
because he wants to be near the music there. He says he thinks he wants to
work for a record company someday. Maybe be a publicist or a person who
finds new bands. Sam finally made her decision to leave early for the
summer program at the college of her choice. I love that expression.
College of my choice. Safety school is another favorite.

The thing was that Sam got into two schools. The college of her choice
and a safety school. She could have started at the safety school in the fall,
but in order to go to the college of her choice, she had to do this special
summer program just like my brother. That’s right! The school is Penn
State, which is so great because now I can visit my brother and Sam with
one trip. I don’t want to think about Sam leaving just yet, but I did wonder
what would happen if she and my brother ever started dating, which is
stupid because they are nothing alike, and Sam is in love with Craig. I have
to stop doing this.

My sister is going to a “small liberal arts college back East” called Sarah
Lawrence. She almost didn’t get to go because it costs a lot of money, but
then she got an academic scholarship through the Rotary Club or Moose
Lodge or something like that, which I thought was very generous of them.
My sister is going to be second in her class. I thought she might have been
valedictorian, but she got a B when she was going through that tough time
with her old boyfriend.

Mary Elizabeth is going to Berkeley. And Alice is going to study movies
at New York University. I never even knew she liked movies, but I guess



she does. She calls them “films.”
Incidentally, I finished The Fountainhead. It was a really great

experience. It’s strange to describe reading a book as a really great
experience, but that’s kind of how it felt. It was a different book from the
others because it wasn’t about being a kid. And it wasn’t like The Stranger
or Naked Lunch even though I think it was philosophical in a way. But it
wasn’t like you had to really search for the philosophy. It was pretty
straightforward, I thought, and the great part is that I took what the author
wrote about and put it in terms of my own life. Maybe that’s what being a
filter means. I’m not sure.

There was this one part where the main character, who is this architect, is
sitting on a boat with his best friend, who is a newspaper tycoon. And the
newspaper tycoon says that the architect is a very cold man. The architect
replies that if the boat were sinking, and there was only room in the lifeboat
for one person, he would gladly give up his life for the newspaper tycoon.
And then he says something like this…

“I would die for you. But I won’t live for you.”
Something like that. I think the idea is that every person has to live for

his or her own life and then make the choice to share it with other people.
Maybe that is what makes people “participate.” I’m not really certain.
Because I don’t know if I would mind living for Sam for a while. Then
again, she wouldn’t want me to, so maybe it’s a lot friendlier than all that. I
hope so anyway.

I told my psychiatrist about the book and Bill and about Sam and Patrick
and all their colleges, but he just keeps asking me questions about when I
was younger. The thing is I feel that I’m just repeating the same memories
to him. I don’t know. He says it’s important. I guess we’ll have to see.

I would write a little more today, but I have to learn my math formulas
for the final on Thursday. Wish me luck!

Love always,
 Charlie         

June 5, 1992

Dear friend,



I wanted to tell you about us running. There was this beautiful sunset.
And there was this hill. The hill up to the eighteenth green where Patrick
and I spit wine from laughing. And just a few hours before, Sam and
Patrick and everyone I love and know had their last day of high school ever.
And I was happy because they were happy. My sister even let me hug her in
the hallway. Congratulations was the word of the day. So, Sam and Patrick
and I went to the Big Boy and smoked cigarettes. Then, we went walking,
waiting for it to be time to go to Rocky Horror. And we were talking about
things that seemed important at the time. And we were looking up that hill.
And then Patrick started running after the sunset. And Sam immediately
followed him. And I saw them in silhouette. Running after the sun. Then, I
started running. And everything was as good as it could be.

That night, Patrick decided to play Frank ’n Furter one last time. He was
so happy to put on the costume, and everyone was happy he decided to do
it. It was quite moving actually. He gave the best show I ever saw him give.
Maybe I was biased, but I don’t care. It was the show I’ll always remember.
Especially his last song.

The song is called “I’m Going Home.” In the movie, Tim Curry, who
plays the character, cries during that song. But Patrick was smiling. And it
felt just right.

I even persuaded my sister to come to the show with her boyfriend. I
have been trying to get her to come since I started going, but she never
would. But this time she did. And since she and her boyfriend never saw the
show before, they were technically “virgins,” which meant they would have
to do all these embarrassing things before the show started to get
“initiated.” I decided not to tell my sister this, and she and her boyfriend
had to go on stage and try to dance the Time Warp.

Whoever lost the dance contest had to pretend he or she was having sex
with a large stuffed Gumby doll, so I quickly showed my sister and her
boyfriend how to dance the Time Warp, so they wouldn’t lose the contest. It
was fun watching my sister dance the Time Warp on stage, but I don’t think
I could have handled her pretending to have sex with a large stuffed
Gumby.

I asked my sister if she wanted to come to Craig’s for the party afterward,
but she said that one of her friends was having a party, so she was going to
that. That was okay with me because at least she came to the show. And



before she left, she hugged me again. Two in one day! I really do love my
sister. Especially when she’s nice.

The party at Craig’s was great. Craig and Peter bought champagne to
congratulate all the people who were graduating. And we danced. And we
talked. And I saw Mary Elizabeth kissing Peter and looking happy. And I
saw Sam kissing Craig and looking happy. And I saw Patrick and Alice not
even care that they weren’t kissing anybody because they were too excited
talking about their futures.

So, I just sat there with a bottle of champagne near the CD player, and I
changed the songs to fit the mood of what I saw. I was lucky, too, because
Craig has an excellent collection. When people looked a little tired, I played
something fun. When they looked like they wanted to talk, I played
something soft. It was a great way to sit alone at a party and still feel a part
of things.

After the party, everyone thanked me because they said it was the perfect
music. Craig said that I should be a deejay to make money while I was still
in school just like he does modeling. I thought that was a good idea. Maybe
I could save up a lot of money, so I would be able to go to college even if
something like the Rotary Club or Moose Lodge didn’t come through.

My brother said recently on the phone that if he makes it to the pros, I
don’t have to worry about my college money at all. He said he’d take care
of it. I can’t wait to see my brother. He’s coming home for my sister’s
graduation, which is so nice.

Love always,
 Charlie         

June 9, 1992

Dear friend,
It is now prom night. And I am sitting in my room. Yesterday was

difficult because I didn’t know anybody since all my friends and my sister
were no longer in school.

The worst was lunchtime because it reminded me of when everyone was
angry with me for Mary Elizabeth. I couldn’t even eat my sandwich, and
my mom made my favorite because I think she knew how sad I would be
with everyone gone.



The halls seemed different. And the juniors were acting different because
they are now the seniors. They even had T-shirts made. I don’t know who
plans these things.

All I can think about is the fact that Sam is leaving in two weeks to go to
Penn State. And Mary Elizabeth is going to be busy with her guy. And my
sister is going to be busy with hers. And Alice and I aren’t that close. I
know Patrick will be around, but I’m afraid that maybe since he isn’t sad,
he won’t want to spend time with me. I know that’s wrong in my head, but
it feels that way sometimes. So, then the only person I would have to talk to
would be my psychiatrist, and I don’t like the idea of that right now because
he keeps asking me questions about when I was younger, and they’re
starting to get weird.

I’m just lucky that I have so much schoolwork and don’t have a lot of
time to think.

All I hope is that tonight is great for the people whom it’s supposed to be
great for. My sister’s boyfriend showed up in his Buick, and he was wearing
a white “tails” coat over a black suit, which looked wrong for some reason.
His “cumberbunn” (I don’t know how to spell this) matched my sister’s
dress, which was powder blue and low-cut. It reminded me of those
magazines. I have to stop spinning out like this. Okay.

All I hope is that my sister feels beautiful, and her new guy makes her
feel beautiful. I hope that Craig doesn’t make Sam feel that her prom isn’t
special just because he’s older. I hope the same for Mary Elizabeth with
Peter. I hope Brad and Patrick decide to make up and dance in front of the
whole school. And that Alice is secretly a lesbian and in love with Brad’s
girlfriend Nancy (and vice versa), so nobody feels left out. I hope the deejay
is as good as everyone said I was last Friday. And I hope everyone’s
pictures turn out great and never become old photographs and nobody gets
in a car accident.

That is what I really hope.
Love always,

 Charlie         

June 10, 1992

Dear friend,



I just got home from school, and my sister is still asleep from the after-
prom party the school organized. I called over to Patrick and Sam’s, but
they’re still asleep, too. Patrick and Sam have a cordless phone which
always runs out of batteries, and Sam’s mom sounded like a mom in the
Peanuts cartoons. Wah Wah … Wuh.

I had two finals today. One in biology, which I think I got a perfect in.
The other in Bill’s class. The final was about The Great Gatsby. The only
thing hard about it was the fact that he had me read the book so long ago,
and it was difficult to remember.

After I handed in the final, I asked Bill if he wanted me to write an essay
about The Fountainhead, since I told him that I had finished it, and he
hadn’t told me to do anything. He said that it wouldn’t be fair to have me
write another essay when I have so many finals this week. Instead, he
invited me over to his town house to spend Saturday afternoon with his
girlfriend and him, which sounds like fun.

So, on Friday, I will go to Rocky Horror. Then, on Saturday, I will go
over to Bill’s town house. Then, on Sunday, I will watch everyone graduate
and spend time with my brother and all the family because of my sister.
Then, I’ll probably go to Sam and Patrick’s to celebrate their graduating.
Then, I’ll have two more days of school, which doesn’t make sense because
all my finals will be over. But they have some activities planned. At least
that’s what I’ve heard.

The reason I am thinking so far in advance is because school is terribly
lonely. I think I’ve said that before, but it’s getting harder every day. I have
two finals tomorrow. History and typing. Then, on Friday, I have finals in
all my other classes like gym and shop. I don’t know if there will be actual
finals in these classes. Especially shop. I think Mr. Callahan will just play
some of his old records for us. He did that when we were supposed to have
a midterm, too, but it won’t be the same without Patrick lip-synching.
Incidentally, I got a perfect on my math final last week.

Love always,
 Charlie         

June 13, 1992

Dear friend,



I just got home from Bill’s house. I would have written to you about last
night this morning, but I had to go to Bill’s.

Last night, Craig and Sam broke up.
It was very sad to watch. In the past few days, I have heard a lot about

the prom, and thanks to those twenty-four-hour film places, I have seen
what everyone looked like. Sam looked beautiful. Patrick looked handsome.
Mary Elizabeth, Alice, Mary Elizabeth’s boyfriend all looked great, too.
The only thing is that Alice wore white stick deodorant with a strapless
dress, and it showed. I don’t think that kind of thing matters, but supposedly
Alice was paranoid about it all night. Craig looked handsome as well, but
he wore a suit instead of a tux. That’s not why they broke up.

Actually, the prom was supposed to be very nice. The limo was really
great, and the limo driver got everyone stoned, which made the very
expensive food taste even better. His name was Billy. The prom’s music
came from this really bad cover band called The Gypsies of the Allegheny,
but the drummer was good, so everyone had a nice time dancing. Patrick
and Brad didn’t even look at each other, but Sam said Patrick was really
okay about it.

After the prom, my sister and her boyfriend went to the after-prom party
the school organized. It was at this popular dance club downtown. She said
that it was really fun with everyone all dressed up and dancing to good
music played by a deejay instead of The Gypsies of the Allegheny. They
even had a comedian who did impersonations. The only thing was that once
you went in, you couldn’t leave and come back. I guess the parents thought
that it would keep the kids out of trouble. But nobody seemed to mind.
They were having too much fun, and enough people smuggled in liquor
anyway.

After the party, it was about seven o’clock in the morning and everyone
went to the Big Boy for pancakes or bacon.

I asked Patrick how he liked the after-prom party, and he said that it was
a lot of fun. He said that Craig had rented a hotel suite for all of them, but
only Craig and Sam went. Actually, Sam wanted to go to the after-prom
party the school organized, too, but Craig got really angry because he
already paid for the hotel suite. That’s not why they broke up.

It happened yesterday at Craig’s house after Rocky Horror. Like I said,
Mary Elizabeth’s boyfriend, Peter, is good friends with Craig, and he kind
of stepped into the middle of things. I guess he really likes Mary Elizabeth a



lot and has grown to like Sam quite a bit because he’s the one who brought
it up. Nobody even suspected.

Basically, Craig had been cheating on Sam ever since they started going
out. And when I say cheat, I don’t mean he got drunk once and fooled
around with one girl and felt bad about it. There were several girls. Several
times. Drunk and sober. And I guess he never felt bad.

The reason Peter didn’t say anything at first was the fact that he didn’t
know anybody. And he didn’t know Sam. He just thought she was this
dumb high school girl because that’s what Craig always told him.

Anyway, after he got to know Sam, Peter kept telling Craig that Craig
had to tell her the truth because she wasn’t just some dumb high school girl.
Craig kept promising he would, but he never did it. There was always some
excuse. Craig called them “reasons.”

“I don’t want to ruin the prom for her.”
“I don’t want to ruin graduation for her.”
“I don’t want to ruin the show for her.”
Then, finally, Craig said there was no point telling her anything at all.

She was about to go away to college anyway. She would find a new guy. He
was always “safe” about other girls. There was nothing to worry about in
that way. And why not just let Sam remember the whole experience in a
good way? Because he really liked Sam and didn’t want to hurt her feelings.

Peter went along with this logic even though he thought it was wrong. At
least that’s what he said. But then after the show yesterday, Craig told him
that he fooled around with yet another girl the afternoon of the prom. That’s
when Peter told Craig that if Craig didn’t say something to Sam, he would.
Well, Craig didn’t say anything, and Peter still didn’t think it was his
business, but then he overheard Sam at the party. She was talking to Mary
Elizabeth about how Craig might be “the one” and how she was trying to
think of ways to keep it going long-distance while she was at school.
Letters. Phone calls. Vacations. And breaks. That was it for Peter.

He went up to Craig and said, “You tell her something now, or I tell her
everything.”

So, Craig pulled Sam into his bedroom. They were in there for a while.
Then, Sam walked from the bedroom straight out the front door, silently
sobbing. Craig didn’t run after her. That was probably the worst part. Not
that he should have tried to get back together with her, but I think he should
have run after her anyway.



All I know is that Sam was devastated. Mary Elizabeth and Alice went
after her to make sure she was okay. I would have gone, too, but Patrick
grabbed my arm to stay. He wanted to know what was going on, I guess, or
maybe he figured Sam would be better off with female company.

I’m glad that we stayed, though, because I think our presence prevented a
pretty violent fight between Craig and Peter. Because we were there, all
they really did was scream at each other. That’s where I heard most of the
details I’m writing to you about.

Craig would say, “Fuck you, Peter! Fuck you!”
And Peter would say, “Don’t blame me that you fucked around on her

since the beginning! The afternoon of her prom!? You’re just a bastard! You
hear me?! A fucking bastard!”

Things like that.
When it looked like things were going to get violent, Patrick stepped

between the two and, with my help, got Peter out of the apartment. When
we got outside, the girls were gone. So, Patrick and I got into Patrick’s car
and drove Peter home. He was still seething, so he “vented” about Craig.
That’s where I heard the rest of the details I’m writing to you about. Finally,
we dropped Peter off, and he made us promise to make sure Mary Elizabeth
didn’t think he was cheating on her because he wasn’t. He just didn’t want
to be found “guilty by association” with that “prick.”

We promised, and he went into his apartment building.
Patrick and I weren’t sure how much Craig actually told Sam. We both

hoped he gave her a “soft” version of the truth. Enough to make her stay
away. But not enough to make her doubt everything about everything.
Maybe it’s better to know the whole truth. I honestly don’t know.

So, we just made a pact that we wouldn’t tell her unless we found out that
Craig made it sound like “nothing big,” and Sam was ready to forgive him.
I hope it doesn’t come to that. I hope Craig told her enough to make her
stay away.

We drove around to all the places where we thought we might find the
girls, but we couldn’t find them. Patrick figured they were probably just
driving around, trying to let Sam “cool off a bit.”

So, Patrick dropped me at home. He said he’d call me tomorrow when he
heard anything.

I remember going to sleep last night, and I realized something.
Something that I think is important. I realized that throughout the course of



the evening, I wasn’t happy about Craig and Sam breaking up. Not at all.
I never once thought that it would mean Sam might start liking me. All I

cared about was the fact that Sam got really hurt. And I guess I realized at
that moment that I really did love her. Because there was nothing to gain,
and that didn’t matter.

It was hard walking up the steps to Bill’s town house that afternoon
because I didn’t receive a phone call all morning from Patrick. And I was so
worried about Sam. I called on the phone, but nobody was there.

Bill looks different without a suit. He was wearing his old graduate
school T-shirt. Which was Brown. The school. Not the color. His girlfriend
was wearing sandals and a nice flowered dress. She even had hair under her
arms. No kidding! They looked very happy together. And I was glad for
Bill.

Their house didn’t have a lot of furniture in it, but it was very
comfortable. They had a lot of books, which I spent about a half an hour
asking them about. There was also a picture of Bill and his girlfriend when
they were at Brown together in graduate school. Bill had very long hair
then.

Bill’s girlfriend made lunch while Bill made the salad. I just sat in the
kitchen, drinking a ginger ale, and watching them. The lunch was a
spaghetti dish of some sort because Bill’s girlfriend doesn’t eat meat. Bill
doesn’t eat meat either now. The salad did have imitation bacon bits,
though, because bacon is the only thing they both miss.

They had a really nice collection of jazz records, and they kept playing
them all through lunch. After a while, they broke open a bottle of white
wine and gave me another ginger ale. Then, we started talking.

Bill asked me about The Fountainhead, and I told him, making sure that I
was a filter.

Then, he asked me about how I liked my first year of high school, and I
told him, making sure that I included all the stories in which I
“participated.”

Then, he asked me about girls, and I told him how I really loved Sam,
and how I wondered what the lady who wrote The Fountainhead would say
about how I came to realize that I loved her.

After I finished, Bill got very quiet. He cleared his throat.
“Charlie … I want to thank you.”
“Why?” I said.



“Because it has been a wonderful experience teaching you.”
“Oh … I’m glad.” I didn’t know what else to say.
Then, Bill took this really long pause, and his voice sounded like my dad

when he wants to have a big talk.
“Charlie,” he said. “Do you know why I gave you all that extra work?”
I shook my head no. That look on his face. It made me quiet.
“Charlie, do you know how smart you are?”
I just shook my head no again. He was talking for real. It was strange.
“Charlie, you’re one of the most gifted people I’ve ever known. And I

don’t mean in terms of my other students. I mean in terms of anyone I’ve
ever met. That’s why I gave you the extra work. I was wondering if you
were aware of that?”

“I guess so. I don’t know.” I felt really strange. I didn’t know where this
was coming from. I just wrote some essays.

“Charlie. Please don’t take this the wrong way. I’m not trying to make
you feel uncomfortable. I just want you to know that you’re very special…
and the only reason I’m telling you is that I don’t know if anyone else ever
has.”

I looked up at him. And then I didn’t feel strange. I felt like I wanted to
cry. He was being so nice to me, and the way his girlfriend looked, I knew
that this meant a lot to him. And I didn’t know why it did.

“So, when the school year ends, and I’m not your teacher anymore, I
want you to know that if you ever need anything, or want to know about
more books, or want to show me anything you write, or anything, you can
always come to me as a friend. I do consider you a friend, Charlie.”

I started crying a little bit. I actually think his girlfriend was, too. But Bill
wasn’t. He looked very solid. I just remember wanting to hug him. But I’ve
never done that before, and I guess Patrick and girls and family don’t count.
I didn’t say anything for a while because I didn’t know what to say.

So, finally I just said, “You’re the best teacher I ever had.”
And he said, “Thank you.”
And that was that. Bill didn’t try to make sure that I would see him next

year if I needed anything. He didn’t ask me why I was crying. He just let
me hear what he had to say in my own way and let things be. That was
probably the best part.

After a few minutes, it was time for me to leave. I don’t know who
decides these things. It just happens.



So, we went to the door, and Bill’s girlfriend hugged me goodbye, which
was very nice considering I didn’t know her except for today. Then, Bill
extended his hand, and I took it. And we shook hands. And I even sneaked
in a quick hug before I said “good-bye.”

When I was driving home, I just thought about the word “special.” And I
thought the last person who said that about me was my aunt Helen. I was
very grateful to have heard it again. Because I guess we all forget
sometimes. And I think everyone is special in their own way. I really do.

My brother gets home tonight. And everyone’s graduation is tomorrow.
Patrick still hasn’t called. I called him, but no one was home again. So, I
decided to go out and buy everyone their graduation presents. I really
haven’t had time to do that until now.

Love always,
 Charlie         

June 16, 1992

Dear friend,
I just rode home on the bus. It was the last day of school for me today.

And it was raining. When I do ride the bus, I usually sit toward the middle
because I’ve heard sitting in the front is for nerds and sitting in the back is
for squids, and the whole thing makes me nervous. I don’t know what they
call “squids” in other schools.

Anyway, today I decided to sit in the front with my legs over the whole
seat. Kind of like I was lying down with my back to the window. I did this
so I could look back at the other kids on the bus. I’m glad school buses
don’t have seat belts, or else I wouldn’t have been able to do it.

The one thing I noticed was how different everyone looked. When we
were all little, we used to sing songs on the bus ride home from the last day
of school. The favorite song was a Pink Floyd song, I found out later, called
Another Brick in the Wall, Part II. But there was this other song we loved
even more because it ended with a swear. It went like this…

No more pencils/no more books/no more teachers’ dirty looks/when the
teacher rings the bell/drop your books and run like hell.
 



When we finished, we looked at the bus driver for a tense second. Then,
we all laughed because we knew we could get in trouble for swearing, but
the strength of our numbers would prevent any retribution. We were too
young to know that the bus driver didn’t care about our song. That all he
wanted to do was go home after work. And maybe sleep off the drinks he
had at lunch. Back then, it didn’t matter. The nerds and the squids were one.

My brother came home Saturday night. And he looked even more
different than the kids on the school bus looked compared to the beginning
of the year. He had a beard! I was so happy! He also smiled different and
was more “courteous.” We all sat down to dinner, and everyone asked him
questions about college. Dad asked about football. Mom asked about
classes. I asked for all the fun stories. My sister asked nervous questions
about what college is “really” like and would she put on the “freshman
fifteen”? I don’t know what this is, but I’m guessing it means you get fatter.

I was expecting my brother to just talk and talk about himself for a long
time. He would do that whenever there was a big game in high school or the
prom or something. But he seemed a lot more interested in what we were all
doing, especially my sister with her graduation.

So, while they were talking, I suddenly remembered the TV news sports
man and what he said about my brother. I got so excited. And I told my
whole family. And this is what happened as a result.

My dad said, “Hey! How about that?!”
My brother said, “Really!?”
I said, “Yeah. I talked to him.”
My brother said, “Did he say something good?”
My father said, “Any press is good press.” I don’t know where my father

learns these things.
My brother kept going. “What did he say?”
I said, “Well, I think he said that college sports puts a lot of pressure on

the students who do them.” My brother kept nodding. “But he said that it
built character. And he said that Penn State was looking really good with
their recruitment. And he mentioned you.”

My dad said, “Hey! How about that?”
My brother said, “Really?”
I said, “Yeah. I talked to him.”
My brother said, “When did you talk to him?”
I said, “A couple weeks ago.”



And then I froze because I suddenly remembered the other part. The fact
that I met the man in the park at night. And the fact that I gave him one of
my cigarettes. And the fact that he was trying to pick me up. I just sat there,
hoping it would go away. But it didn’t.

“Where did you meet him, honey?” my mom asked.
The room turned pins and needles quiet. And I did my best impersonation

of myself when I can’t remember something. And here’s what’s going on
inside my head.

Okay …he came to school to have a talk with the class … no… my sister
would know it was a lie … I met him at the Big Boy … he was with his
family… no… my dad would scold me for bothering the “poor man”…he
said it on a news cast … but I said I talked to him … wait…

“In the park. I was there with Patrick,” I said.
My dad said, “Was he there with his family? Did you bother the poor

man?”
“No. He was alone.”
That was enough for my dad and everybody else, and I didn’t even have

to lie. Luckily, the attention was turned off me when my mother said what
she likes to say when we’re all together celebrating something.

“Who’s in the mood for ice cream?”
Everyone was except for my sister. I think she was worried about the

“freshman fifteen.”
The next morning started early. I still hadn’t heard from Patrick or Sam

or anybody, but I knew I would see them at graduation, so I tried not to
worry too much. All my relatives, including my dad’s family from Ohio,
came to the house around ten A.M. The two families really don’t like each
other, except for all us younger cousins because we don’t know any better.

We had this big brunch with champagne, and just like last year for my
brother’s graduation, my mom gave her dad (my grandfather) sparkling
apple juice instead of champagne because she didn’t want him to get drunk
and make a scene. And he said the same thing he said last year.

“This is good champagne.”
I don’t think he knew the difference because he’s a beer drinker.

Sometimes, whiskey.
Around twelve-thirty, brunch was over. All the cousins drove all the cars

because the adults were still a little too drunk to drive to the graduation.



Except for my dad, because he was too busy videotaping everyone with a
camera he rented from the video store.

“Why buy a camera when you only need it three times a year?”
So, my sister, brother, dad, mom, and I each had to go in a different car to

make sure nobody got lost. I went with all my Ohio cousins, who promptly
pulled out a “joint” and passed it around. I didn’t smoke any of it because I
wasn’t in the mood, and they said what they always say.

“Charlie, you’re such a pussy.”
So, all the cars pulled into the parking lot, and we all got out. And my

sister yelled at my cousin Mike for rolling down the window while he was
driving and messing up her hair.

“I was smoking a cigarette,” was his reply.
“Couldn’t you wait ten minutes?” was my sister’s.
“But it was a great song,” was his final word.
So, as my dad was getting the video camera out of the trunk, and my

brother was talking to some of the graduating girls who were a year older
and “looking good,” my sister went for my mom to get my mom’s purse.
The great thing about my mom’s purse is that no matter what you need at
any given moment, she has it. When I was little, I used to call it the “first-
aid kit” because that’s all we needed back then. I still can’t figure out how
she does it.

After primping, my sister followed the trail of graduation caps to the
field, and we all found our way to the bleachers. I sat in between my mom
and brother since my dad was off getting a better camera angle. And my
mom kept shushing my grandfather, who kept talking about how many
black people were in the school.

When she couldn’t stop him, she mentioned my story about the TV news
sports man talking about my brother. This made my grandfather call my
brother over to talk about it. This was smart on my mom’s part because my
brother is the only person who can get my grandfather to stop making a
scene because he’s really direct about it. After the story, this is what
happened…

“Jesus. Look at these bleachers. How many colored people—” My
brother cut him off.

“Okay, Grandpa. Here’s the deal. If you embarrass us one more time, I’m
going to drive you back to the nursing home, and you’ll never see your
granddaughter give a speech.” My brother is real tough.



“But then you won’t see the speech either, big shot.” My grandfather’s
real tough, too.

“Yeah, but my dad is videotaping it. And I can arrange it so I get to see
the tape, and you don’t. Can’t I?”

My grandfather has a really weird smile. Especially when someone else
wins. He didn’t say anything more about it. He just started talking about
football and didn’t even mention anything about my brother playing on a
team with black kids. I can’t tell you how bad it was last year since my
brother was on the field graduating instead of up in the bleachers making
my grandfather stop.

While they were talking football, I kept looking for Patrick and Sam, but
all I saw were those graduation caps in the distance. When the music
started, the caps started marching toward the folding chairs set up on the
field. That’s when I finally saw Sam walking behind Patrick. I was so
relieved. I couldn’t really tell if she was happy or sad, but it was enough
just to see her and know that she was there.

When all the kids got in the chairs, the music stopped. And Mr. Small got
up and gave a speech about what a wonderful class this was. He mentioned
some of the achievements the school had made, and he emphasized how
much they needed support at the Community Day Bake Sale to start a new
computer lab. Then, he introduced the class president, who gave a speech. I
don’t know what class presidents do, but the girl gave a very good speech.

Then, it was time for the five top honor students to give a speech. That’s
the tradition in the school. My sister was second in her class, so she gave
the fourth speech. The valedictorian is always last. Then, Mr. Small and the
vice principal, whom Patrick swears is gay, hand out the diplomas.

The first three speeches were very similar. They all had quotes from pop
songs that had something to do with the future. And all through the
speeches, I could see my mother’s hands. She was gripping them tighter and
tighter together.

When they announced my sister’s name, my mom uncoiled into applause.
It was really great watching my sister get on the podium because my
brother was something like 223rd in his class and consequently didn’t get to
give a speech. And maybe I’m biased, but when my sister quoted a pop
song and talked about the future, it seemed great. I looked over at my
brother, and he looked over at me. And we both smiled. Then, we looked at
my mother, and she was crying real soft and messy, so my brother and I



each took one of her hands. She looked at us and smiled and cried harder.
Then, we both rested our heads on her shoulders, like a sideways hug,
which made her cry even harder. Or maybe it let her cry even harder. I’m
not sure which. But she gave our hands a little squeeze and said, “My
boys,” real soft, and went back to crying. I love my mom so much. I don’t
care if that’s corny to say. I think on my next birthday, I’m going to buy her
a present. I think that should be the tradition. The kid gets gifts from
everybody, and he buys one present for his mom since she was there, too. I
think that would be nice.

When my sister finished her speech, we all clapped and yelled, but
nobody clapped or yelled louder than my grandfather. Nobody.

I don’t remember what the valedictorian said except that she quoted
Henry David Thoreau instead of a pop song.

Then, Mr. Small got up on the stage and asked everyone to refrain from
applause until all the names were read and all the diplomas were handed
out. I should mention that this didn’t work last year either.

So, I saw my sister get her diploma and my mother cry again. And then I
saw Mary Elizabeth. And I saw Alice. And I saw Patrick. And I saw Sam. It
was a great day. Even when I saw Brad. It seemed okay.

We all met my sister in the parking lot, and the first one to hug her was
my grandfather. He really is a proud man in his way. Everyone said how
much they loved my sister’s speech even if they didn’t. Then, we all saw
my father walking across the parking lot, holding the video camera above
his head triumphantly. I don’t think anybody hugged my sister longer than
my dad. I looked around for Sam and Patrick, but I couldn’t find them
anywhere.

On the way home for the party, my Ohio cousins lit up another joint. This
time, I took a hit, but they still called me a “pussy.” I don’t know why.
Maybe that’s just what Ohio cousins do. That and tell jokes.

“What has 32 legs and 1 tooth?”
“What?” we all asked.
“A West Virginia unemployment line.”
Things like that.
When we got home, my Ohio cousins went straight for the bar because

graduations seem to be the one occasion where anyone can drink. At least it
was like that last year and this year. I wonder what my graduation will be
like. It seems very far away.



So, my sister spent the first hour of the party opening up all the gifts, and
her smile grew with each check, sweater, or fifty dollar bill. Nobody in our
family is rich, but it seems like everybody saves up just enough for these
kind of events, and we all pretend we’re rich for a day.

The only people who didn’t get my sister money or a sweater were my
brother and I. My brother promised to take her out one day to shop for
college things like soap, which he would pay for, and I bought her a little
house that was hand-carved out of stone and painted in England. I told her I
wanted to give her something that makes her feel like she’s at home even
after she goes away. My sister actually kissed my cheek for that.

But the best part of the party happened when my mother came to me and
said I had a phone call. I went to the phone.

“Hello?”
“Charlie?”
“Sam!”
“When are you coming over?” she asked.
“Now!” I said.
Then, my father, who was drinking a whiskey sour, growled, “You’re not

going anywhere until your relatives leave. You hear me?”
“Uh, Sam … I have to wait for my relatives to leave,” I said.
“Okay … we’ll be here until seven. Then, we’ll call you from wherever

we are.” Sam really sounded happy.
“Okay, Sam. Congratulations!”
“Thanks, Charlie. Bye.”
“Bye.”
I hung up the phone.
I swear to you, I thought my relatives would never leave. Every story

they told. Every pig in a blanket they ate. Every photograph they looked at,
and every time I heard “when you were this high” with the appropriate
gesture. It was like the clock stopped. It’s not that I minded the stories
because I didn’t. And the pigs in blankets were quite good. But I wanted to
see Sam.

At about 9:30, everyone was stuffed and sober. At 9:45, the hugs were
over. At 9:50, the driveway was clear. My father gave me twenty dollars
and the keys to his car, saying, “Thanks for sticking around. It meant a lot
to me and the family.” He was tipsy, but meant it just the same. Sam had



told me they were going to a dance club downtown. So, I loaded everyone’s
gifts in my trunk, climbed in the car, and drove away.

There’s something about that tunnel that leads to downtown. It’s glorious
at night. Just glorious. You start on one side of the mountain, and it’s dark,
and the radio is loud. As you enter the tunnel, the wind gets sucked away,
and you squint from the lights overhead. When you adjust to the lights, you
can see the other side in the distance just as the sound of the radio fades to
nothing because the waves just can’t reach. Then, you’re in the middle of
the tunnel, and everything becomes a calm dream. As you see the opening
get closer, you just can’t get there fast enough. And finally, just when you
think you’ll never get there, you see the opening right in front of you. And
the radio comes back even louder than you remember it. And the wind is
waiting. And you fly out of the tunnel onto the bridge. And there it is. The
city. A million lights and buildings and everything seems as exciting as the
first time you saw it. It really is a grand entrance.

After about half an hour looking around the dance club, I finally saw
Mary Elizabeth with Peter. They were both drinking scotch and sodas,
which Peter bought since he is older and had his hand stamped. I
congratulated Mary Elizabeth and asked where everybody was. She told me
that Alice was getting high in the ladies’ room and Sam and Patrick were on
the floor dancing. She said to just have a seat until they come back because
she didn’t know where they were specifically. So, I sat down and listened to
Peter argue with Mary Elizabeth about the Democratic candidates. Again,
the clock seemed to stop. I wanted to see Sam that badly.

After about three songs, Sam and Patrick came back completely coated in
sweat.

“Charlie!”
I stood up, and we all hugged like we hadn’t seen each other in months.

Considering everything that happened, I guess that makes sense. After we
let go, Patrick lay on top of Peter and Mary Elizabeth like they were a sofa.
Then, he took Mary Elizabeth’s drink out of her hand and drank it. “Hey,
asshole” was her response. I think he was drunk, even though he hasn’t
been drinking lately, but Patrick does that stuff sober, so it’s hard to tell.

That’s when Sam grabbed my hand. “I love this song!”
She led me to the dance floor. And she started dancing. And I started

dancing. It was a fast song, so I wasn’t very good, but she didn’t seem to
mind. We were just dancing, and that was enough. The song ended, and



then a slow one came on. She looked at me. I looked at her. Then, she took
my hands and pulled me in to dance slow. I don’t know how to dance slow
very well either, but I do know how to sway.

Her whisper smelled like cranberry juice and vodka.
“I looked for you in the parking lot today.”
I hoped mine still smelled like toothpaste.
“I was looking for you, too.”
Then, we were quiet for the rest of the song. She held me a little closer. I

held her a little closer. And we kept dancing. It was the one time all day that
I really wanted the clock to stop. And just be there for a long time.

After the dance club, we went back to Peter’s apartment, and I gave
everyone their graduation presents. I gave Alice a film book about Night of
the Living Dead, which she liked, and I gave Mary Elizabeth a copy of My
Life as a Dog on videotape with the subtitles in it, which she loved.

Then, I gave Patrick and Sam their presents. I even wrapped them up
special. I used the Sunday funny papers because they are in color. Patrick
tore through his. Sam didn’t rip any of the paper. She just plucked off the
tape. And they looked at what was inside each box.

I gave Patrick On the Road, Naked Lunch, The Stranger, This Side of
Paradise, Peter Pan, and A Separate Peace.

I gave Sam To Kill a Mockingbird, The Catcher in the Rye, The Great
Gatsby, Hamlet, Walden, and The Fountainhead.

Under the books was a card that I wrote using the typewriter Sam bought
me. The cards said that these were my copies of all my favorite books, and I
wanted Sam and Patrick to have them because they were my two favorite
people in the whole world.

When they both looked up from reading, they were quiet. Nobody smiled
or cried or did anything. We were just open, looking at each other. They
knew I meant the cards I wrote. And I knew it meant a lot to them.

“What do the cards say?” Mary Elizabeth asked.
“Do you mind, Charlie?” Patrick asked.
I shook my head no, and they each read their cards while I went to fill up

my coffee cup with red wine.
When I came back, they all looked at me, and I said, “I’m going to miss

you all very much. I hope you have a great time at college.” And then I
started crying because it suddenly hit me that they were all leaving. I think
Peter thinks I’m a little strange. So, Sam stood up and took me into the



kitchen, telling me on the way there that it was “okay.” When we got to the
kitchen, I was a little more calm.

Sam said, “You know I’m leaving in a week, Charlie?”
“Yeah. I know.”
“Don’t start crying again.”
“Okay.”
“I want you to listen.”
“Okay.”
“I’m really scared to be alone at college.”
“You are?” I asked. I never really thought of that before.
“Just like you’re really scared to be alone here.”
“Okay.” I nodded.
“So, I’ll make you a deal. When things get to be too much at college, I’ll

call you, and when things get to be too much here, you call me.”
“Could we write letters back and forth?”
“Of course,” she said.
Then, I started crying again. I really am a roller-coaster sometimes. But

Sam was patient.
“Charlie, I’m going to be back at the end of the summer, but before we

think about that, let’s just enjoy this last week together. All of us. Okay?”
I nodded and calmed down.
We spent the rest of the night just drinking and listening to music like we

always did, but this time it was at Peter’s, and it was better than Craig’s,
actually, because Peter has a better music collection. It was about one
o’clock in the morning when it suddenly occurred to me.

“Oh my God!” I said.
“What’s wrong, Charlie?”
“Tomorrow’s a school day!”
I don’t think I could have made them laugh harder.
Peter took me into the kitchen to make coffee, so I could sober up to

drive home. I had about eight cups in a row and was ready to drive in about
twenty minutes. The problem was, by the time I got home, I was so awake
from the coffee, I couldn’t fall asleep. By the time I got to school, I felt like
dying. Luckily, all the finals were over, and all we did all day was watch
film strips. I don’t think I ever slept better. I was glad, too, because school
really is lonely without them.



Today was different because I didn’t sleep, and I didn’t get to see Sam or
Patrick last night because they were having a special dinner out with their
parents. And my brother was on a date with one of the girls who was
“looking good” at graduation. My sister was busy with her boyfriend. And
my mom and dad were still tired from the graduation party.

Today, pretty much every teacher just let the kids sit around and talk after
we handed in our textbooks. I honestly didn’t know anybody, except maybe
for Susan, but after that time in the hallway, she’s avoided me more than
ever. So, I didn’t really talk. The only good class was Bill’s because I got to
talk to Bill. It was hard saying good-bye to him after class was over, but he
said that it wasn’t good-bye. I could call him anytime over the summer if I
wanted to talk or borrow books, and that made me feel a little better.

This one kid with crooked teeth named Leonard called me a “teacher’s
pet” in the hallway after Bill’s class, but I didn’t mind because I think he
missed the point somewhere.

I ate lunch outside on a bench where we all used to smoke. After I ate my
Ho-Ho, I lit up a cigarette, and I was kind of hoping someone would ask me
for one, but no one did.

When the last class was over, everyone was cheering and making plans
with each other for the summer. And everyone was clearing out their
lockers by throwing their old papers and notes and books on the hallway
floor. When I got to my locker, I saw this skinny kid who had the locker
next to me all year. I had never really talked to him before.

I cleared my throat and said, “Hey. My name is Charlie.”
All he said was, “I know.”
Then, he closed his locker door and walked away.
So, I just opened my locker, put all my old papers and things in my

backpack, and walked over the debris of books and papers and notes in the
hallway to the parking lot outside. Then, I got on the bus. Then, I wrote this
letter to you.

I’m actually really glad that the school year is over. I want to spend a lot
of time with everyone before they leave. Especially Sam.

By the way, I ended up getting straight A’s this whole year. My mother
was very proud and put my report card on the refrigerator.

Love always,
 Charlie         



June 22, 1992

Dear friend,
The night before Sam was going to leave made the whole week a blur.

Sam was frantic because not only did she need to spend time with us, but
she had to get ready to go. Buying things. Packing things. Things like that.

Every night, we would all get together after Sam had just said good-bye
to some uncle or had another lunch with her mom or had done more
shopping for school things. She was scared, and it wasn’t until she had a sip
of whatever we were drinking or a hit off of whatever we were smoking that
she would calm down and be the same Sam.

The one thing that really helped Sam through her week was her lunch
with Craig. She said she wanted to see him to have some kind of “closure,”
and I guess she was lucky enough to get it because Craig was nice enough
to tell her that she was right to break up with him. And that she was a
special person. And that he was sorry and wished her well. It’s strange the
times people choose to be generous.

The best part was that Sam said she didn’t ask him about the girls he
might be dating even though she wanted to know. She wasn’t bitter. She
was sad, though. But it was a hopeful kind of sad. The kind of sad that just
takes time.

On the night before she left, we were all there at Sam and Patrick’s
house. Bob, Alice, Mary Elizabeth (without Peter), and I. We just sat on the
rug in the “games” room, remembering things.

Remember the show where Patrick did this… or remember when Bob did
this… or Charlie… or Mary Elizabeth… or Alice… or Sam…

The inside jokes weren’t jokes anymore. They had become stories.
Nobody brought up the bad names or the bad times. And nobody felt sad as
long as we could postpone tomorrow with more nostalgia.

After a while, Mary Elizabeth and Bob and Alice left, saying they would
be back in the morning to see Sam off. So, it was just me, Patrick, and Sam.
Just sitting there. Not saying much. Until we started our own remember
when.

Remember when Charlie first came to us at the football game…and
remember when Charlie let the air our of Dave’s tires at the homecoming
dance…and remember the poem… and the mix tape… and Punk Rocky in
color…and remember when we all felt infinite…



After I said that, we all got quiet and sad. In the silence, I remembered
this one time that I never told anybody about. The time we were walking.
Just the three of us. And I was in the middle. I don’t remember where we
were walking to or where we were walking from. I don’t even remember
the season. I just remember walking between them and feeling for the first
time that I belonged somewhere.

Finally, Patrick stood up.
“I’m tired, guys. Good night.”
Then, he messed up our hair and went up to his room. Sam turned to me.
“Charlie, I have to pack up some things. Would you stay with me for a

while?”
I nodded, and we went upstairs.
As we entered her room, I noticed how different it looked from the night

Sam kissed me. The pictures were down, and the dressers were empty, and
everything was in a big pile on the bed. I said to myself that I would not cry
no matter what because I didn’t want to make Sam feel any more panicked
than she already was.

So, I just watched her pack, and I tried to notice as many details as I
possibly could. Her long hair and her thin wrists and her green eyes. I
wanted to remember everything. Especially the sound of her voice.

Sam talked about a lot of things, trying to keep herself distracted. She
talked about what a long drive they had tomorrow and how her parents had
rented a van. She wondered what her classes would be like and what her
eventual “major” would be. She said she didn’t want to join a sorority but
was looking forward to the football games. She was just getting more and
more sad. Finally, she turned around.

“Why didn’t you ask me out when the whole Craig thing happened?”
I just sat there. I didn’t know what to say. She said it soft.
“Charlie … after that thing with Mary Elizabeth at the party and us

dancing at the club and everything …”
I didn’t know what to say. Honestly, I was lost.
“Okay, Charlie … I’ll make this easy. When that whole thing with Craig

happened, what did you think?” She really wanted to know.
I said, “Well, I thought a lot of things. But mostly, I thought that your

being sad was much more important to me than Craig not being your
boyfriend anymore. And if it meant that I would never get to think of you



that way, as long as you were happy, it was okay. That’s when I realized that
I really loved you.”

She sat down on the floor with me. She spoke quiet.
“Charlie, don’t you get it? I can’t feel that. It’s sweet and everything, but

it’s like you’re not even there sometimes. It’s great that you can listen and
be a shoulder to someone, but what about when someone doesn’t need a
shoulder. What if they need the arms or something like that? You can’t just
sit there and put everybody’s lives ahead of yours and think that counts as
love. You just can’t. You have to do things.”

“Like what?” I asked. My mouth was dry.
“I don’t know. Like take their hands when the slow song comes up for a

change. Or be the one who asks someone for a date. Or tell people what you
need. Or what you want. Like on the dance floor, did you want to kiss me?”

“Yeah,” I said.
“Then, why didn’t you?” she asked real serious.
“Because I didn’t think you wanted me to.”
“Why did you think that?”
“Because of what you said.”
“What I said nine months ago? When I told you not to think of me that

way?”
I nodded.
“Charlie, I also told you not to tell Mary Elizabeth she was pretty. And to

ask her a lot of questions and not interrupt her. Now she’s with a guy who
does the exact opposite. And it works because that’s who Peter really is.
He’s being himself. And he does things.”

“But I didn’t like Mary Elizabeth.”
“Charlie, you’re missing the point. The point is that I don’t think you

would have acted different even if you did like Mary Elizabeth. It’s like you
can come to Patrick’s rescue and hurt two guys that are trying to hurt him,
but what about when Patrick’s hurting himself? Like when you guys went
to that park? Or when he was kissing you? Did you want him to kiss you?”

I shook my head no.
“So, why did you let him?”
“I was just trying to be a friend,” I said.
“But you weren’t, Charlie. At those times, you weren’t being his friend at

all. Because you weren’t honest with him.”



I sat there very still. I looked at the floor. I didn’t say anything. Very
uncomfortable.

“Charlie, I told you not to think of me that way nine months ago because
of what I’m saying now. Not because of Craig. Not because I didn’t think
you were great. It’s just that I don’t want to be somebody’s crush. If
somebody likes me, I want them to like the real me, not what they think I
am. And I don’t want them to carry it around inside. I want them to show
me, so I can feel it, too. I want them to be able to do whatever they want
around me. And if they do something I don’t like, I’ll tell them.”

She was starting to cry a little. But she wasn’t sad.
“You know I blamed Craig for not letting me do things? You know how

stupid I feel about that now? Maybe he didn’t really encourage me to do
things, but he didn’t prevent me from doing them either. But after a while, I
didn’t do things because I didn’t want him to think different about me. But
the thing is, I wasn’t being honest. So, why would I care whether or not he
loved me when he didn’t really even know me?”

I looked up at her. She had stopped crying.
“So, tomorrow, I’m leaving. And I’m not going to let that happen again

with anyone else. I’m going to do what I want to do. I’m going to be who I
really am. And I’m going to figure out what that is. But right now I’m here
with you. And I want to know where you are, what you need, and what you
want to do.”

She waited patiently for my answer. But after everything she said, I
figured that I should just do what I wanted to do. Not think about it. Not say
it out loud. And if she didn’t like it, then she could just say so. And we
could go back to packing.

So, I kissed her. And she kissed me back. And we lay down on the floor
and kept kissing. And it was soft. And we made quiet noises. And kept
silent. And still. We went over to the bed and lay down on all the things that
weren’t put in suitcases. And we touched each other from the waist up over
our clothes. And then under our clothes. And then without clothes. And it
was so beautiful. She was so beautiful. She took my hand and slid it under
her pants. And I touched her. And I just couldn’t believe it. It was like
everything made sense. Until she moved her hand under my pants, and she
touched me.

That’s when I stopped her.
“What’s wrong?” she asked. “Did that hurt?”



I shook my head. It felt good actually. I didn’t know what was wrong.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to—”
“No. Don’t be sorry,” I said.
“But, I feel bad,” she said.
“Please don’t feel bad. It was very nice,” I said. I was starting to get

really upset.
“You’re not ready?” she asked.
I nodded. But that wasn’t it. I didn’t know what it was.
“It’s okay that you’re not ready,” she said. She was being really nice to

me, but I was just feeling so bad.
“Charlie, do you want to go home?” she asked.
I guess I nodded because she helped me get dressed. And then she put on

her shirt. And I wanted to kick myself for being such a baby. Because I
loved Sam. And we were together. And I was ruining it. Just ruining it. Just
terrible. I felt so terrible.

She took me outside.
“Do you need a ride?” she asked. I had my father’s car. I wasn’t drunk.

She looked really worried.
“No, thanks.”
“Charlie, I’m not going to let you drive like this.”
“I’m sorry. I’ll walk then,” I said.
“It’s two o’clock in the morning. I’m driving you home.”
She went to another room to get the car keys. I just stood in the entry

hall. I felt like I wanted to die.
“You’re white as a sheet, Charlie. Do you need some water?”
“No. I don’t know.” I started to cry really hard.
“Here. Just lie down on the couch,” she said.
She laid me down on the couch. She brought out a damp washcloth and

put it on my forehead.
“You can sleep here tonight. Okay?”
“Okay.”
“Just calm down. Take deep breaths.”
I did what she told me. And just before I fell asleep, I said something.
“I can’t do that anymore. I’m sorry,” I said.
“It’s okay, Charlie. Just go to sleep,” Sam said.
But I wasn’t talking to Sam anymore. I was talking to someone else.



When I fell asleep, I had this dream. My brother and my sister and I were
watching television with my Aunt Helen. Everything was in slow motion.
The sound was thick. And she was doing what Sam was doing. That’s when
I woke up. And I didn’t know what the hell was going on. Sam and Patrick
were standing over me. Patrick asked if I wanted some breakfast. I guess I
nodded. We went and ate. Sam still looked worried. Patrick looked normal.
We had bacon and eggs with their parents, and everyone made small talk. I
don’t know why I’m telling you about bacon and eggs. It’s not important.
It’s not important at all. Mary Elizabeth and everyone came over, and while
Sam’s mom was busy checking everything twice, we all walked to the
driveway. Sam and Patrick’s parents got in the van. Patrick got in the
driver’s side of Sam’s pickup truck, telling everyone he’d see them in a
couple of days. Then, Sam hugged and said good-bye to everyone. Since
she was coming back for a few days toward the end of the summer, it was
more of a “see ya” than a good-bye.

I was last. Sam walked up and held me for a long time. Finally, she
whispered in my ear. She said a lot of wonderful things about how it was
okay that I wasn’t ready last night and how she would miss me and how she
wanted me to take care of myself while she was gone.

“You’re my best friend,” was all I could say in return.
She smiled and kissed my cheek, and it was like for a moment, the bad

part of last night disappeared. But it still felt like a goodbye rather than a
“see ya.” The thing was, I didn’t cry. I didn’t know what I felt.

Finally, Sam climbed into her pickup, and Patrick started it up. And a
great song was playing. And everyone smiled. Including me. But I wasn’t
there anymore.

It wasn’t until I couldn’t see the cars that I came back and things started
feeling bad again. But this time, they felt much worse. Mary Elizabeth and
everyone were crying now, and they asked me if I wanted to go to the Big
Boy or something. I told them no. Thank you. I need to go home.

“Are you okay, Charlie?” Mary Elizabeth asked. I guess I was starting to
look bad again because she looked worried.

“I’m fine. I’m just tired,” I lied. I got in my dad’s car, and drove away.
And I could hear all these songs on the radio, but the radio wasn’t on. And
when I got into the driveway, I think I forgot to turn off the car. I just went
to the couch in the family room where the TV is. And I could see the TV
shows, but the TV wasn’t on.



I don’t know what’s wrong with me. It’s like all I can do is keep writing
this gibberish to keep from breaking apart. Sam’s gone. And Patrick won’t
be home for a few days. And I just couldn’t talk with Mary Elizabeth or
anybody or my brother or anybody in my family. Except maybe my aunt
Helen. But she’s gone. And even if she were here, I don’t think I could talk
to her either. Because I’m starting to feel like what I dreamt about her last
night was true. And my psychiatrist’s questions weren’t weird after all.

I don’t know what I’m supposed to do now. I know other people have it a
lot worse. I do know that, but it’s crashing in anyway, and I just can’t stop
thinking that the little kid eating french fries with his mom in the shopping
mall is going to grow up and hit my sister. I’d do anything not to think that.
I know I’m thinking too fast again, and it’s all in my head like the trance,
but it’s there, and it won’t go away. I just keep seeing him, and he keeps
hitting my sister, and he won’t stop, and I want him to stop because he
doesn’t mean it, but he just doesn’t listen, and I don’t know what to do.

I’m sorry, but I have to stop this letter now.
But first, I want to thank you for being one of those people who listens

and understands and doesn’t try to sleep with people even though you could
have. I really mean it, and I’m sorry I’ve put you through this when you
don’t even know who I am, and we’ve never met in person, and I can’t tell
you who I am because I promised to keep all those little secrets. I just don’t
want you to think that I picked your name out of the phone book. It would
kill me if you thought that. So, please believe me when I tell you that I felt
terrible after Michael died, and I saw a girl in class, who didn’t notice me,
and she talked all about you to a friend of hers. And even though I didn’t
know you, I felt like I did because you sounded like such a good person.
The kind of person who wouldn’t mind receiving letters from a kid. The
kind of person who would understand how they were better than a diary
because there is communion and a diary can be found. I just don’t want you
to worry about me, or think that you’ve met me, or waste your time
anymore. I’m so sorry that I wasted your time because you really do mean a
lot to me and I hope you have a very nice life because I really think you
deserve it. I really do. I hope you do, too. Okay, then. Goodbye.

Love always,
 Charlie         



epilogue
 
 



August 23, 1992

Dear friend,
I’ve been in the hospital for the past two months. They just released me

yesterday. The doctor told me that my mother and father found me sitting
on the couch in the family room. I was completely naked, just watching the
television, which wasn’t on. I wouldn’t speak or snap out of it, they said.
My father even slapped me to wake me up, and like I told you, he never
hits. But it didn’t work. So, they brought me to the hospital where I stayed
when I was seven after my aunt Helen died. They told me I didn’t speak or
acknowledge anyone for a week. Not even Patrick, whom I guess visited
me during that time. It’s scary to think about.

All I remember is putting the letter in the mailbox. The next thing I knew,
I was sitting in a doctor’s office. And I remembered my aunt Helen. And I
started to cry. And the doctor, who turned out to be a very nice woman,
started asking me questions. Which I answered.

I don’t really want to talk about the questions and the answers. But I kind
of figured out that everything I dreamt about my aunt Helen was true. And
after a while, I realized that it happened every Saturday when we would
watch television.

The first few weeks in the hospital were very hard.
The hardest part was sitting in the doctor’s office when the doctor told

my mom and dad what had happened. I have never seen my mother cry so
much. Or my father look so angry. Because they didn’t know it was
happening when it was.

But the doctor has helped me work out a lot of things since then. About
my aunt Helen. And about my family. And friends. And me. There are a lot
of stages to these kinds of things, and she was really great through all of
them.

The thing that helped me the most, though, was the time I could have
visitors. My family, including my brother and sister, always came for those
days until my brother had to go back to school to play football. After that,
my family came without my brother, and my brother sent me cards. He even
told me on his last card that he read my report on Walden and liked it a lot,
which made me feel really good. Just like the first time I saw Patrick. The



best thing about Patrick is that even when you’re in a hospital, he doesn’t
change. He just cracks jokes to make you feel better instead of asking you
questions about feeling worse. He even brought me a letter from Sam, and
Sam said that she was coming back at the end of August, and if I got better
by then, she and Patrick would drive me through the tunnel. And this time, I
could stand in the back of the pickup truck if I wanted to. Things like that
helped more than anything.

The days when I received mail were good, too. My grandfather sent me a
really nice letter. So did my great aunt. So did my grandma and Great Uncle
Phil. My Aunt Rebecca even sent me flowers with a card that was signed by
all my Ohio cousins. It was nice to know that they were thinking about me
just like it was nice the time Patrick brought Mary Elizabeth and Alice and
Bob and everyone for a visit. Including Peter and Craig. I guess they’re
friends again. And I was glad they were. Just like I was glad that Mary
Elizabeth did most of the talking. Because it made things feel more normal.
Mary Elizabeth even stayed a little later than the others. I was so happy to
have a chance to talk with her alone before she left for Berkeley. Just like I
was happy for Bill and his girlfriend when they came to see me two weeks
ago. They’re getting married this November, and they want me to go to
their wedding. It’s nice to have things to look forward to.

The time it started to feel like everything was going to be all right was
the time when my sister and brother stayed after my parents had left. This
was some time in July. They asked me a lot of questions about Aunt Helen
because I guess nothing had ever happened to them. And my brother looked
really sad. And my sister looked really mad. It was at that time that things
started to get clearer because there was nobody to hate anymore after that.

What I mean is that I looked at my brother and sister, and I thought that
maybe someday they would be an aunt and uncle, just like I would be an
uncle. Just like my mother and Aunt Helen were sisters.

And we could all sit around and wonder and feel bad about each other
and blame a lot of people for what they did or didn’t do or what they didn’t
know. I don’t know. I guess there could always be someone to blame.
Maybe if my grandfather didn’t hit her, my mom wouldn’t be so quiet. And
maybe she wouldn’t have married my dad because he doesn’t hit. And
maybe I would never have been born. But I’m very glad to have been born,
so I don’t know what to say about it all especially since my mom seems
happy with her life, and I don’t know what else there is to want.



It’s like if I blamed my aunt Helen, I would have to blame her dad for
hitting her and the friend of the family that fooled around with her when she
was little. And the person that fooled around with him. And God for not
stopping all this and things that are much worse. And I did do that for a
while, but then I just couldn’t anymore. Because it wasn’t going anywhere.
Because it wasn’t the point.

I’m not the way I am because of what I dreamt and remembered about
my aunt Helen. That’s what I figured out when things got quiet. And I think
that’s very important to know. It made things feel clear and together. Don’t
get me wrong. I know what happened was important. And I needed to
remember it. But it’s like when my doctor told me the story of these two
brothers whose dad was a bad alcoholic. One brother grew up to be a
successful carpenter who never drank. The other brother ended up being a
drinker as bad as his dad was. When they asked the first brother why he
didn’t drink, he said that after he saw what it did to his father, he could
never bring himself to even try it. When they asked the other brother, he
said that he guessed he learned how to drink on his father’s knee. So, I
guess we are who we are for a lot of reasons. And maybe we’ll never know
most of them. But even if we don’t have the power to choose where we
come from, we can still choose where we go from there. We can still do
things. And we can try to feel okay about them.

I think that if I ever have kids, and they are upset, I won’t tell them that
people are starving in China or anything like that because it wouldn’t
change the fact that they were upset. And even if somebody else has it
much worse, that doesn’t really change the fact that you have what you
have. Good and bad. Just like what my sister said when I had been in the
hospital for a while. She said that she was really worried about going to
college, and considering what I was going through, she felt really dumb
about it. But I don’t know why she would feel dumb. I’d be worried, too.
And really, I don’t think I have it any better or worse than she does. I don’t
know. It’s just different. Maybe it’s good to put things in perspective, but
sometimes, I think that the only perspective is to really be there. Like Sam
said. Because it’s okay to feel things. And be who you are about them.

When I got released yesterday, my mom drove me home. It was in the
afternoon, and she asked me if I was hungry. And I said yes. Then, she
asked me what I wanted, and I told her I wanted to go to McDonald’s like
we did when I was little and got sick and stayed home from school. So, we



went there. And it was so nice to be with my mom and eat french fries. And
later that night to be with my family at dinnertime and have things just be
like they always were. That was the amazing part. Things just keep going.
We didn’t talk about anything heavy or light. We were just there together.
And that was enough.

So, today my father went to work. And my mother took my sister and me
out to take care of last-minute things for my sister since she’s leaving for
college in a few days. When we got back, I called Patrick’s house because
he said that Sam should be home by then. Sam answered the phone. And it
was so nice to hear her voice.

Later, they came by in Sam’s pickup truck. And we went to the Big Boy
just like we always did. Sam told us about her life at school, which sounded
very exciting. And I told her about my life in the hospital, which didn’t.
And Patrick made jokes to keep everyone honest. After we left, we got in
Sam’s pickup truck, and just like Sam promised, we drove to the tunnel.

About half a mile from the tunnel, Sam stopped the car, and I climbed in
back. Patrick played the radio really loud so I could hear it, and as we were
approaching the tunnel, I listened to the music and thought about all the
things that people have said to me over the past year. I thought about Bill
telling me I was special. And my sister saying she loved me. And my mom,
too. And even my dad and brother when I was in the hospital. I thought
about Patrick calling me his friend. And I thought about Sam telling me to
do things. To really be there. And I just thought how great it was to have
friends and a family.

As we went into the tunnel, I didn’t hold up my arms like I was flying. I
just let the wind rush over my face. And I started crying and smiling at the
same time. Because I couldn’t help feeling just how much I loved my aunt
Helen for buying me two presents. And how much I wanted the present I
bought my mom for my birthday to be really special. And how much I
wanted my sister and brother and Sam and Patrick and everyone else to be
happy.

But mostly, I was crying because I was suddenly very aware of the fact
that it was me standing up in that tunnel with the wind over my face. Not
caring if I saw downtown. Not even thinking about it. Because I was
standing in the tunnel. And I was really there. And that was enough to make
me feel infinite.



Tomorrow, I start my sophomore year of high school. And believe it or
not, I’m really not that afraid of going. I’m not sure if I will have the time to
write any more letters because I might be too busy trying to “participate.”

So, if this does end up being my last letter, please believe that things are
good with me, and even when they’re not, they will be soon enough.

And I will believe the same about you.
Love always,

 Charlie         
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